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INTRODUCTION

How can science and technology be utilized in the solution of today s
critical national and international problems? This question was
examined by perceptive scientists, educators, and legislators at this
year's meeting of the Panel on Science and Technology with the
Committee on Science and Astronautics of the House of Representa-
tives.

More than over before science is international in scope and char.ter.
That is why the Committee chose "International Science Policy" as
the theme of our 12th annual Panel. Participation was indeed inter-
national. Ideas and information were exchanged by invited speakers
from 7 foreign countries on 4 continents, joined by a like number from
the United States.

The papers which they presented are learned and provocative.
They deserve wide distribution. Accordingly, they have been com-
piled in this limited document which serves as a special supplement to
the complete Proceedings of the Panel already issued.

The Compilation of Papers contained herein is offered to the
Congress and to all people in the conviction that intelligent application
of science and technology, coordinated on an international scale, is
essential in order to cope with the social and political challenges facing
Mankind today.

GEORGE P. MILLER,
Chairman.

FEBRUARY 1971.
VII



INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

U.S. FOREIGN POLICY IN A TECHNOLOGICAL AGE

WILLIAM P. ROGERS 1

Fc)r mcwe than a decade now this committee has performed an
important, service by bringing together every year some of the best
scientific minds of the world to discuss problems of great relevance
to the future of mankind. Science and teclmology have come to play
a role in international relationships far beyond what any of us
would have anticipated even a. generation ago. In our foreign policy
we nmst, take account of this fact.

In so doing, we build on a long-established tradition. From its
earliest days American foreign policy has encouraged the interna-
tional spread and application of scientific knowledge.

During the Revolutionary War, Benjamin Franklin ordered U.S.
warships not to impede the explorations of Captain Cook, although
he was sailing under an English flag.

In 1853 the oceanographic research of an American naval officer,
Matthew Maury, brought the maritime nations of the world to Brus-
sels for a conference which marked the beginning of international
cooperation hi navigation and meteorology.

In 1949, President, Truman in the point four program pledged to
make American scientific advances available for the growth of less
developed countriesa, pledge which every President since has
renewed.

In today's work' of dramat c teclmological progress the imperatives
which created the three historiepl episodes I have cited have not
vanished.

It is as necessary now as it was in Franklin's time to insulate
activities which promote scientific progress from the vagaries of
international policies.

States will still benefit from cooperation in, the use of t,he world's
oceans, just. EtS they will benefit from sharing the knowledge which
modern satellite technology can bring.

The need re;mains as great as it was when Point Four WaS proclaimed
to apply technology to ,the problems of development. Indeed, popula-

svcretary of State, 'United States of America.
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Lion pressure in some nations is so acute that even the greatest agri-

cultural breakthrough in decadesthe development of the grain
which created the green revolutionhas only, in the words of the
American agronomist who won the Nobel Prize for it, "bought time."

This administration is adapting American fereign policy to the
fact that never before have the global characteristics of science and
technology held so many consequences for so many people.

We in government understand that if technology has given man
the power to destroy, it has also given him the means to curb that
destruction. The limited nuclear test ban treaty and the non-pro-
liferation treaty would be less valuable without the means which
technology has provided to detect viols dons. If the United States and
the Soviet Union reach a strategic arms limitation agreement, it will
be partly because technology has made possible reliable verification

techniques.
National policy can determine whether the use to which technology

will he put is to be good or bad. Policy choices are crucial in deciding
whether the atmosphere will he cleaned up or poisoned further or
whether the seabeds will be exploited for the benefit of the exploiting
nation or for mankind in general. As the principal creator and the
principal user of the new technology, the United States, in its Gov-
ernment's policies, is taking such questions seriously and acting on
them.

This country is the biggest consumer of the world's energy and.

resources. With only 6 percent of the world's population, we use 40
percent of its energy output and 40 percent of its nonrenewable re-
sources. While estimates vary, there are some who believe that the
earth's petroleum supply can serve as a major source of industrial
energy for only another century. However accurate this prognosis
turns out to he, there is no doubt that such resources are finite. The
metal production of the globe after World War II is already as great
as total world metal production before it. And we, like all other
industrial nations but the Soviet Union, import most of the minerals
and ores we use. These facts, well known to most of you, illustrate the
degree of international interdependence to which we are subject.

In short, in the area of science and technology we are operating in

an international environment, both because we want to and because
we have to. This fact has given our foreign policy in recent years a
whole new dimension. It is symbolized by the presence here today of
the science attaches in a number of embassies in Washington and also
of our own science attaches stationed in 17 countries around the world.
Indeed, it is to be expected that at a meeting such as this, the U.S.
Congress would seek the view's of such leaders in science as those with

us today from North America, Western Europe, Kenya, Pakistan, and
the Soviet Union.
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Our basic goal is to put sci nee and technology at the servic t of
lmmanand humaneends.

In our foreign policy we are taking three major steps to achieve
this goal:

1. We are increasing our emphasis on science and technology in our
aid to developing countries.

2. We are encouraging an international effort to preser e the quality
of the world's environment, and

3. We are seeking greater internatioiml cooper tion to enhance the
benefits of technology and to curb its dangers.

Let me discuss these three areas separately.
President Nixon, in his foreign policy message to Congress last Feb-

ruary, said: "Unprecedented scientific and technological advances as
well as explosions in population, communications and knowledge
require new forms of international cooperation." In his September 15
aid message to Congress the President sought to put this concept into
action by proposing the creating of a U.S. international development
institute "to bring tbe genius of U.S. science and technology to bear
On the problems of development."

Such an institute could help developing countries gain the technical
capabilities to solve their local problems. It could make possible
broader technical cooperation with countries which have ceased to
receive, or have never received, aid funds. And it could put to increased
use research of the sort which made the green revolution. This new
approach would require greater help from the scientffic community
than we have ever sought before.

Satellite technology holds great potential for development. Already
international cooperation in the U.N. framework is well advanced in
weather forecasting. The day may be near when weather can be pre-
dicted weeks in advance. This would be an obvious boom to countries
dependent on agriculture. Indeed it may become possible to modify
the weather on a significant scale, increasing rainfall and decreasing
the intensity of certain types of storms.

With such improved techniques of weather management it may be
possible to reduce the severity of catastrophies of the sort that befell
East Pakistan.

We would like to apply this as it becomes operational to the prob-
lems of developing countries. We are also alert to the need to consider
international arrangement to deal with the implications of this new
phenomenon.

The experimental earth resource satellite program, pledged to in-
ternational use by President Nixon at the U.N. in 1969, is also rich
in development possibilities. These satellites should havc the potential,
among other things, to monitor vater resources, measure the extent
of snow coverage, determine timber growth, and locate crop diseases
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and schools of fish. We have invited other countries to propose ex-
periments in this program. And we have begun training programs in
other countries, including Mexico and Brazil, to provide them the
skills needed to use the data obtained fr, s remote sensing. There
will soon be a need for an overall interii ,Ional framework within
which this knowledge may be accumulated, analyzed, and shared.

In another use of satellite tecknology, India and the United States
are currently engaged in a joint experimental effort to bring educa-
tional television to Indian villages by satellite.

Technology is rapidly giving man the ability to exploit the re-
sources of the deep seabeds. A proposal made by President Nixon
last May seeks to make those resources the common heritage of man-
kind. In a pioneering approach it provides for an international re-
gime to regulate exploitation beyond the depth of 200 meters. It also
provides for a system of royalties a substantial part of which would be
used for economic assistance to developing countries. One day this ap-
proach may prove valuable elsewhere.

This administration also favors an expanded program of technical
assistance within the International Atomic Energy Agency so that
the benefits of nuclear technology in medicine, agriculture, hydrol-
ogy, and industry can be made available to the developing world.
The Agency's essential task of providing safeguards against the
diversion of nuclear material for weapons purposes should not ob-
scure its important development function.

The U.S. Government is very conscious of the opportimities for
economic development that technology is providing. We accept the
obligation to do all we can to help the less developed countries meet
their development through more effective use of technology.

Turning now to the second area I mentioned, the problem of safe-
guarding the thin envelope of earth, water, and atmosphere which
supports the only life known anywhere is becoming increasingly a
global concern. In our foreign policy we hav6 made protection of the
human envixonment a matter of special emphasis.

At the last session of the United Nations General Assembly, the
United States urged that the U.N. develop the capacity to keep track
of pollution dangers and to explore the possibility of establishing
international air and water quality standards by concept that the
U.N. would identify on a scientific basis those pollutants that may
be dangerous on a world scale and make plans for a coordinated
worldwide monitoring network.

This approach, in assigning a major role to the U.N. recognizes
the need for greater involvement of the international community in
pollution control and for greater coordination in internationar efforts
to protect the environment.
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The United States has played a leading role in stimulating inter-
national bodies like the U.N.'s Economic Commission for Europe
and the OECD to apply themselves to problems of the environment.

It was at President Nixon's suggestion in April 1969, that NATO
established its Committee en the Challenges of Modern Society to deal
largely with. environmental issues. We have urged these organizations
to emphasize action in their programs. And, we have been success-
ful in encouraging them to avoid duplication, with each making the
most of its particular capacities.

Just as President Nixon, in his first official act of this decade
signed into law the National Environmental Policy Act, we would
like to see the adoption of an. international environmental policy.
We would like to see also international lending institutions, in proj-
ects they support, encourage adequate concern for environmental
implications.

Even beyond this, perhaps it is time for the international com-
munity to begin moving toward a consensus that nations have a right
to be consulted before actions are taken which could affect their en-
vironment or the international environment at large. This implies, of
course, that nations contemplating such actions would be expected to
consult in advance other states which could be affected.

Pollution has mistakenly been called a "rich man's issue." But it
carries with it dangers for the developing countries as well. Those
countries can avoid many of the mistakes that the developed world
has made in mismanaging matural resources. It would be tragic if
Lake Tanganyika went the way of Lake Erie.

This administrtion is convinced that environmental improvements
canand shouldbe related to economic development in a way
that enhances rather than retards it.

These issues are among the basic challenges facing the international
community. They will be major tasks for the U.N. Conference on
tile Human Environment, which will meet in Stockholm in 1972.
We are determined to do all we can to make that conference a land-
mark in achievement. In this connection I am pleased to announce that
we are forming a citizens' advisory committee to bring to our prepara-
tions for the conference the views and support of interested America
groups and hidividuals.

As I have stated, it is our firm d sire to ensure that the opportuni-
ties opened up by technology are explored in a spirit of international
cooperation.

We are convinced that it is in everyone's interest, Including our own,
to do everything we can to facilitate the widest possible spread and
exchange of scientific information. Thus, it is the general policy of this
administration to permit the exchange of unclassified scientific and
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technical information with the scientists and institutions of any
country, regardless of the state of our diplomatic relations with that
country.

To further facilitate the exchange of scientific informationand
scientific cooperation in generalwe are increasing our bilateral co-
operative agreements. Before the 1960's the United States had no
general bilateral scientific agreements with any country. Today there
are agreements with ten countries, including most recently an agree-
ment with Spain incorporated in the general agreement of friendship
and cooperation signed last summer. These agreements cover subjects
ranging from medicine, forestry and fundamental science to more re-
cent concerns like pollution, noise abatement, and drugs. Several more
agreements are under negotiation.

Scientffic and technological cooperation is not a one- vay street. We
have as much to gain as anybody from cooperation. We can profit, for
example, from Europe's experience in dealing .ith problems like land
use and urban planning. We expect to learn much from our par-
ticipation in a French experiment to build a pollution-free city in
northwestern France.

Even in areas where our scientific expertise is paramount, coopera-
tion gives us tangible advantages.

Let me cite one striking example out of many: Latin American and
Caribbean countries, with annual assistance from our National
Weather Service of about $375,000 play an important role in weather
forecasting, with benefits for them and for ourselves as well. In 1919,
well before this program was instituted. Corpus ChriAi, Tex., was
devastated by a hurricane and 284 persons were killed. In 1970, Hurri-
cane Celia, of about equal force, struck the same city but killed only
13 people, althorgh Corpus Christi's population had multiplied 20
times. The early warning made possible by this cooperative weather
program allowed the evacuation of 30,000 people and by conservative
estimate saved at least 2,000 lives.

Even our Apollo program has leaned heavily on the cooperation of
other countries. One of the first activities the Apollo 11 astronauts
carried out on the moon was to set up equipment developed in Switzer-
land for measuring the composition of the solar wind. The Apollo
program could not hare succeeded without worldwide tracking sta-
tions, which had to be established by international agreements. It also
needed emergency landing arrangements, which we negotiated with
80 countries. And we shall not soon forget the offers of assistance dur-
ing the return to earth of the crippled Apollo 13 spacecraft and the
voluntary radio silence on certain frequencies to facilitate communi-
cation between the astronauts and the earth.

We now want to go further and make the exploration of space a
truly international endeavor. Space should not be the exclusive pre-
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serve of a small number of countries. Our post-Apollo program aims
at the development on a multilateral basis of a new generation of
reusable space vehicles designed to make the exploration and use of
space easier, and more economical. We are currently engaged in
international consultations to bring this cooperative effort to reality.

As I am sure most of you are aware, Dr. Low of NASA has just
returned front a. discussion in Moscow of further cooperation in space
activities with the president of the Academy of Sciences of the Soviet
Union. I understand that they.reached an agreement, subject to con-
firmation by governments. It covers such subjects as an early exchange
of lunar samples, satellite meteorology, study of the natural environ-
ment, space research, and space medicine.

The current situation with respect to enriched uranium fuel offers
significaiit opportunities for furthering in tern n tion al cooperation in
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Because of its advanced tech-
nology and plant capacity the United States bas been in effect the
only exporter of enriched uranium fuel for power reactors. Indeed
our export earnings from sales of nuclear powerplants, fuels, and re-
lated services, are over $1 billion now and are expected to reach $5
billion by 1975.

But worldwide demand for this fuel continues to grow, and it is
clear that other nations intend to diversify their sources of supply.
We are now considering whether, with adequate safeguards, we should
offer to share our uranium enrichment technology with other nations
building a civil nuclear industry.

Because the problems dealt with by science usually have a low
specific gravity in political terms scientific cooperation is often possi-
ble where political cooperation is not.

This habit of cooperation is a good one to keep. if it is kept, it will
surely have spillover effect in increasing the constructive role of inter-
national organizations, in establishing new patterns of international
cooperation, and in strengthening observance of international law.

We in this Administration are fully aware of this potential to which
I referred. We believe that this kind of international cooperation will
do a great deal to assist in the achievement of our foreign policy ob-
jectives which are peace in the world and friendly relations among
nations. It is in this spirit, Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen,
that I welcome you here in Washington on behalf of the President
of the United States, and wish you great success in your endeavors.



INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY

REMARKS OF THE MODERATOR

ADRIAN() BUZZATI-TRAVERSO

I wish to bring to your attention some thoughts which I think

resulted, from the words we heard this morning and also, of course,

from thoughts that I had in the past as a scientist before, and as an

international civil servant nowa chil servant whose duty it is to

foster scientific cooperation throughout the world.

Secretary Rogers spoke as follows: "It is as necessary now as it was

in Franklin's time to insulate activities which promote scientific

progress from the vagaries of international politics."

It seems to me that this sentence is the core of any international

science policy. I will not spend any time on the international nature

of the scientific endeavor, but I wish to draw your attention to the

fact that to some extent throughout the history of science, but pri-

marily in the course of the last 25 years, after the end of World War II,

the ideal of international science has been limited by the fact that the

scientist has become a t the same time a servant of the state, a servant

of the government. Unfortunately, the ideals of complete international

cooperation have been and are yet sometimes incompatible with the

necessities of the state, of the government.
For this reason, we find ourselves today in a strange position as

scientists. Sometimes our loyalties are mixed and incompatibilities

arise between what we tlink is our duty as scientists to work for truth,

disregarding national boundaries, and the need we have to rely on the

government to give us money for research while at the same time the

government has to rely on us for our advice and our work for the aims

of the government.,
I will not elaborate on this because these, I am sure, are sentiments

which all of you share. For this reason I thhik that it might be proper

to consider a new mechanism for scientific international cooperation,

mechanism which is far away in the future but which perhaps would

offer a solution to the present dilemma. This would consist in the

abolishment of national research councils and similar bodies and in

the establishment of one world research council which would be in

charge of the development of science throughout the arid. This, of

course, would be the preliminary step toward world government.

" Assistant director general for science, United Nationt Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization (UNESCO), Paris, Frain&

58-413-71--2
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And on an occasion like this, a meeting of this typo would not be
held in the Muse of Representatives of this great Nation but it would
be held in the House of Representatives of a world government.
I realize it ism faraway possibility, bdt since the.scientific community
has been working in the past as much as possible to foster contacts
between scientists of all nations,,similarly Lthink that for the future,
this might be a task toward which it might be worth working for.
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,,rINTERNATION4 ,CQOPERATION IN THE
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES.

, WALTER ORR ROBERTS 1

I. THE NATURE OF THE ENVIRONMENTL CRIEIS

Two striking realities of our present age fecus the environmental
crisis of modern man. First, it has . at .last become clear that mankind

has assayed what are probably the bulk of, the exploiable natural

resources of the planet, and there is no prospect; within these bounds,

that we shall be able to give 01 the people of.earth access to the com-
modities and serces Dow available to persons of average or even
below-average income in. the rich countries today. It would-take more
than a hundred-fold expansiec of the raes of extraction, for example,

of iron, copper, and other metals, even if we used great ingenuity in

the use of synthetics.
Second, the adverse side-effects and the sheer vohune of wastes of the

many products and processes 'of advanced technology threaten disrup-

tion of the stability and recuperative qualities of the natural environ-

inent of man. These detrimental effects on haul, air and water, both

preSent and potential, imperil the health and welfare of all livina
species, and dial the prospects,for achieving, for ever-increasing num- ,

bers of .people, th e. amenities of the pod life that we have always

assunied were inherent in social and econornic progress.

This then is the nature of the environmental crisis. Counter-

measures to avert the ,consequences of the crisis as McGeorge Bundy

statedhere last yeEtr, appear tuhave approached the toP of mankind's

agenda. According to a recent ,Harris poll, Americatis -now regard

pollution as "the ,mast serious", preblera,.,confronting their, penimp7

nities. If .thiS broafl ,concern does net'.degenerate into a widespree,d.

despair ;over the possibility of environmental repair, the public desire

fOr, cleaner, air, an,d,water, for. quieter Cities, fey: aceess, o ,nature in; an

unspoiled state can'lead to signilicant positive results. If despair pro-

vails however, it.pay well be ,that ,the ,best days of the earth have

come,,,and are, passing., gowever, ;anta11.,optimist; bioth- in respect .4),

what mankinit can and. will;de. .

ovin prefeSsion la astronomy, and because of thisI tend te think

of thetarth lirst us "a Planet- of a minor star aineng the,billions 'of
.f ; ,

stars et the: With:ins of ,
our,nniverse., In tlus teontext, our

1 President, University Corporation for Aironspherie Research, Boulder, Colorado.

1,1
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cosmical home is a miraculous and beautiful abode for lffe. It is very
probably an extraordinarily rare one, too. Our moderator, Thomas F.
Malone, one of this nation's truly distinguished experts in environmen-
tal sciences, introduced the environmental crisis in this way:

It is generally agreed that Spaceship Earth WilS launched
about five billion years ago. Life first appeared on Planet
Earth approximately three billion years ago. Evidence of
human life goes baek, say, three millien 'years. Modern man
emerged about fifty thousand years ago.

Informal conjecture On the solar energy still available and
.on the probability of cosmic accidents encourages us to believe
that it should be possiblebarring man-made.catastrophes
to sustain life on our planet for at least three million more
years. If this desideratum is actually to be realized, it is clear
that some planning may be required.

These plans should take account of two phenomena that are
beginning to pose serious problems of a global nature in this
latter part of the twentieth century. A population growth of
two to three percent and a real economic growth of, say, four
percent per year, when cast against a physical environment of
rapidly constrained dimensions and natural resources of abso-
lutely limited quantity, are presenting mankind with .
formidable . problems of a global nature."

It is heartening that the word "ecology". has taken on meaning
throughout the nation, and indeed a good part of the world. For
Joseph Conrad once asserted that one can determine the leading
and guiding traits of a culture by a few single words to which it pays
respect.

In a fascinating essay on t he deems to be the comina struggle
. ,

for amenity rights, Edward J. Mishan says that the keywOrd to
which much of the World paid tribute between World War I and World
War II was "thrift," but that shice then the magic words are "chal-
lenge" and "growth." And he Points out that challenge and grOWth,'
coupled together, Make" a two-headed penny.' "Groivtli" sanctifies-the

,

heedless forWard thrust of technology, and "challenge" pulls the rug
out front under those whe would move 'slower, Or deVelop alternative'
commitments

ome at once' to
The challenge Lsound

tiOn is bewing and,it'looks as
tchough it may have staying power. i er a apprehension,
thionghont the world, that science and' technology are dangeroua tools,
iniati'243Pable 'and, unbontrollahle' when dneh ; too raiiidly- and ,`,1i.eed,
3eSSly forward by a enlinie 'priniarily wershipful 6 challe.p

growth. ,
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I suspect that in future perspective, the decade of tbe 70s will ap-pear as the time when the word "ecology" attained the highest tribute,

and replaced "growth". as a keyWord for the age. I sincerely hope so.If it does, I am certain that science and technology, as tools shaped to
serve the goals of man, can aid the achievement of the amenities oflife throughout all the world. They are powerful Means, and can beused in ways that will help bring man and the environment into thekind of stable, ecological balance that will give us a chance to sustainthe good life, the age-old dream of philosophers, for at least a fairspell of Tom Malone's "three million more years" of our planet and
to extend its blessings to the preponderance of human kind.The cry for concern with ecology is not likely to be a short-livedalarm. It has survived prophets of doom who have gained attention byexaggerating the pace at which pollution is engulfing the biesPhere,.
and the immediacy of dire consequences. The realities hold sufficient
threat to spur urgent world-scale action.

In every part of the world thoughtful men ponder the worsening
plight of rivers and lakes, of the air, and of the 'land. Human wastesdumped from inadequate sewage ,plants flood the streams of many re--ons of the earth. Industry, 'in many nations, pollutes the rivers and
lakes with foreign wastes such as detergents, heat, organic chemicals,
and toxic substances such as mercurycompounds which have now been
found even in ocean fish. Agriculture does its insidious harm through
excess fertilizers and insecticides leached frdm- growing fields, and
through animal wastes dumped from feeding lots. As thd per-person-pollution mounts, the population boom adds fuel-to the fire.

These insults to Tnatural water bodies degrade their available oxygensupplies, alter their ecological balances, and in extreme cases; produce
eutrophication that imperils the very continuation of 'desirable life in
these water& Lake Erie, joint asset of 'the U.S. and Canada, is one of
the worst-polhtted major lakes df the world, a 'nearlY-dead sea. ,Even
that pride of Soviet lakes, Baikal, abode of rare and extraordin
wild species, is showing signs-Of encroaching contamination.

Air pdllution, here and abrdad; is an equally PreSsing prOblem, asCrisis "smog' alerts" threaten more citieS ever more 'frequently. To
quote John IT: Middleton, who heads the -National' Air Pollution
Control AdMiniStration:

Our air iS beirvily brdé'ied with dirt aud chemicals r
constrictadur throats and makeS Us.sick; it even kills some of
US, ahead. of Our ihne.'It' hethinirciies oil': great 0.60, and7 de- ,

stroYs some of the materiafgoods aild'PleaSiire'S 'for Which we
began endnring all of the pollution in the first.place.

e could solve the problem instantly by- stopping all our
and closing all our inditstr'es . and in tme the air

would purge itself of most of its impurities.
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But, of course, this is 'not a solution, and Middleton does not pose
it as such. Instead, he proposes solutions through regulation of effluents
by law and compact, and through institution of financial incentives
to find new ways to do the jobs with less damage. The automobile is a
prime offender. It produces more than half .of our.nation's hydrocarbon
pollution, nearly half the nitrogen oxides, two-thirds of the carbon
monoxide and most of the lead. The solution will not be simply to ban
the car, but rather to alter its design, its fuels, and its patterns of usage
to, control its adverse environmental impact. In areas of the world that
have not yet made our automotive mistakes, our improvements can
be their starting points, to the benefit of all.

Environmental pollution , problems , are deeply entwined with the
whole fabric of national and world society, and, will be costly to repair.
As . McGeorge Bundy stated last year (2), there will be no obvious,
consensual and gainless technical panacea available to us to solve our
environmental problems. There will he sharp.political conflict over the
assignment of additional cost burdens involved in correctives,. It will
be necessary,' I suspect, for us eventually to become aware that in pay-
ing greater costs today we are assuming, as we must, the costs left us
as a heritage from the mistakes of an earlier generation. It is possible
that we mayr soon be ,up against unquestionable evidence, as'Bundy
also observed, that further, environmental recklessness will lead to irre-

.

versible damage. As he said, "The values of our society and the,quality
of our politics will surely h.c tested sharply by these choices between
adequate and,insufficient, action ; by the assignment of ithe burden be-
tween producer and consumer, between,private and,public sectors, and
between present and future generations.',,! And Bundy. could , have
added that the, assignment- of the burden between the;developing and
the ,developed nations will impose, new and severe straMs, on interna,
tional, mechanisms. These.; strains will, I belieye,! necessitate institu-
kienal innovations, of international character. I will say,.some words
later. about this.

Another of,last year's panelists remarked thatsiperbaps
to go ,to the rnoon-thant to. face up to , what iS ihappeningiin the street
-outside. I. believe,pnly-ithat it;is mere, diJilcuit; .1 do ;net think we ill

tio'itic! it for theAtakes, are :vastly greater. believe that the ,nee ded
technological tools and world will are at hand, or tvery,nearly so. The
age of ecelogy may.=be the, age in. which,rnen el the, earth learn to live
abmi-dantly andrin balance With the Tiriit'eriesourees of' thelbiOPhere. I
have' a it'eAk;iis'rieiled for

1 'saving, the.eirtrironthon, the peoples ot earth willalso learn tb achieve
T "-

a political ha I iIiOfl '' that e6libea the-- do4isielieg Of diversef-: natural
tit d`r

organisins in unded ecosystem. so 11104e o eco ndeed
be a new anti e a/gel -for' inah nictitiern1

=ft. ei inn; .
,
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The problems of enviromnental pollution are enormously complex.
It would be a grave error to think that we fully understand all we need
to know in order to control environmental degradation. But much
is known. We have confidence that we know the necessary directions
to which to vector top priority attention on many key environmental
questions today. These matters have been widely debated in numerous
national and international scientific-technical study programs and
seminars.

In this section of my report, I single out two pivotal, high priority
areas of international research and engineering effort that require
international cooperation for their success and that are important
buildinu blocks if we are to understand our natural environment ,and
from this optimize our use of its benefits.

In a later section I still speak more briefly of other important inter-
national environmental science progiams that have valuable contri-
butions to make.

A. THE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM

The Global Atmospheric Research Program is probably the most
ambitious international undertaking ever conceived in the environ-
mental sciences. Its goals go far beyond environmental conservation
and encompass a new and ambitious world-cooperative attack upon tbe
fundamental unknowns governing large-scale weather and climate
phenomena. Its benefits encompass an improved understanding of the
maximum lead-time to which forecasting of the detailed circulation of
the major wind and weather systems can be extended.

The Global Atmospheric Research Program, Usually referred to by

its not-so-euphonious acronym "GARP," wilL obtain real-world .
weather observations of adequate day-to-day resolution for the whoit
globe, for a test period. At present, the world-cooperative. weather net-
works bring only ti,bout, one-fifth of this amount of Mformation to
research workers. These dat,a, will be used as an integral part of the
GARP effort, to seek new levels- of weather and climate forecast skill.

, With real-world data'of high resolution and known accuracy, teams
of scientists working.rcooperatively in many cotm tries will make ex-
perimental forecasts by various means and at various leadtimesi and
will have objective data against which to judge their sUccess,and'reffne

their theories. =
, i

.It sounds simple, in principle, but it is a major taskAt would go- far
beyond our interest today, ill; were to .detail forYou the many steps
involved in reaching the GARP goal..But let me, outline a, few salient
features of the .plan.

22
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First, GARP came about because scientists in a number of countries
believe that new tools, primarily computers and satellites, now give us
a prospect of a truly new approach to understanding and predicting
the atmosphere's main behavioral features. Among these tools were
earth orbiting artificial satellites, and the giant computers now built
or on the drawing boards. The forecast equations involved have long
been knownin fact L. F. Richardson had explicitly formulated them
in 1923. But computers potent enough to solve them are new.

Today, for example, Dr. Warren Washington, in the National Cen-
ter for Atmospheric Research, using our CDC 6600 computer can solve
the intricate meteorological equations for over 8000 measuring loca-
tions of the earth, at two atmospheric levels, at six minute time-steps,
and do so in a matter of minutes for a day's synthetic forecast. I say
"synthetic" because till now he must use, primarily, artificial (not
real) weather observations. The computer he uses generates 38,000
numbers every five seconds of running time, and plots the results as
weather maps. The technique is called numerical weather model ex-
perimentation. Real weather is being artificially simulated in a com-
puter, when Washington carries out his modeling.

Other centers, such as the NOAA Geophysical. Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory at Princeton, have similar model experiment capabilities
and programs.

Washington must have computers with a hundred-fold to a thou-
sand-fold greater speed and capability to do his simulation with the
realism we believe necessary to achieve our forecasting advances. He
must have access to a computer that can add not, three-million numbers
per second, but something like a billion. Such super-computers are in
prospect for the middle of this decade.

The aim of GARP is to supply scientists like Washington with real-
life world-wide data to put in their simulation experiments, and
against which to verify their success.

To care for and feed super-computers like these, and to generate
the software to assure that the simulation goes efficiently, will take
scores of people and years of effort. And the magnitude of the GARP
task, moreover, demands that perhaps a minimum of a half-dozen such
numerical modeling groups work in parallel on carefully apportioned
tasks in the overall effort. Probably two or three such groups should
he established In this country.

The 'numerical model is.only a part of the story, albeit a crucial part.
The computer must have data taken at the right scale, and of the

right things, with adequate accuracy. Atmospheric dust, for example,
affects the heat balance of the atmosphere, so the computer model
must have relevant measures, and knoWlow, from. its software, to use
them. Ocean temperatures, earth topography, earth reflectively
(albedo), including snow cover, forest vegetation, and other relevant

ss 23.
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data must be included. And, above all, the entire earth must be en-

compassed with day-by-day point-by-point values of wind velocity,

temperature and humidity, at every 500 km (300 miles) distance in

latitude and longitude and for at least a half-dozen heights.

Obviously it will be a big step from today's population-oriented
weather measurements to the GARP ideal. Vast fractions of today's

weather trends are scarcely observed at all. But many nations are

already committed to the goal of achieving and using such data. The

prime goal is the "First GARP Global Experiment" in the latter half

of the 1970s.
President John F. Kennedy, in a momentous speech before the

United Nations General Assembly in 1961 set the wheels in motion by

calling for "further cooperative efforts between ail nations in weather

prediction, and eventually in weather control." Two subsequent UN

resolutions gave specific substance to a cooperative effort, which has

culminated in the two-pronged World Weather Watch: (1) the evolving

operationally-oriented world weather system, and (2) the research-

oriented Global Atmospheric Research Program. My old and revered

friend, the late Harry Wexler of the U.S. Weather Bureau, and my

much newer friend, Dr. V. A. Bugaev of the Hydrometeorological

Center of the USSR, coined the name World Weather Watch, and

paved the way for the subsequent major world cooperative research

thrust in GARP.
The 90th Congress of the U.S. endorsed our nation's participation,

in May 1968, through Senate Concurrent Resolution 67.
Our moderator, Tom Malone, and the distinguished Swedish

ntist, Dr. Bert Bolin, have given and still give outstanding leader-

ship to the international effort, which culminated, some years ago, in

an unprecedented agreement by a UN-related organization, the World

Meteorological Organization, and a non-governmental organization,

the International Council of Scientific Unions, jointly to plan a major

world cooperative research program. A committee of 12 men from 10

countries directs the effort, with staff support from Geneva.

Robert M. White, the Administrator of NOAA, has given high

priority to GARP in the U.S. World Wealher Program. The National

Academy of Sciences sponsors a 14-man "U.S. Committee for the

Global Atmospheric Research Program," under Jule G. Charney, to

oversee the U.S. effort, which will deeply involve universities, the

government, and industry. Charney's own personal contributions have

given 'us much of our confidence that the GARP goals are soundly

conceivedbut the planning effort has been a long and careful one,

anti many distinguished scientists have been involved.

Our own laboratory, the National Center for Atmospheric Research,

already deeply involved in various parts of the research, particularly

in numerical model simulation. We have also taken on development

gis
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efforts for special balloons, aircraft, and other facilities needed in
GARP.

GART's first major international field experiment is the "GARP
Tropical Atlantic Experiment" probably to be carried out in the sum-
mer of 1974. The effort will focus on the Equatorial Atlantic Ocean,
and will involve special studies of tropical wind, moisture transport,
cloud systems, turbulent flux of energy and other atmospheric proc-
esses. Tightly-coordinated measurements programs will involve more
than ten different nations, who will contribute extra-territorial facil-
ities, such as ships, ocean buoys, special balloons, instrumented aircraft,
and satellite time. More than 30 other nations will make specially
accelerated land-based measurements during the experiment.

The next major GARP effort will be the "First Global GARP Ex-
periment" as I mentioned above. This is a truly global weather observ-
ing effort over a specific test period during which many specialized
measurements will be made. It will be the first effort at obtaining truly
global weather data coverage for use in large-scale weather sinmlation
experiments. The data will be available to, all nations.

Many other preliminary anct essential, cooperative steps axe in prog-
ress. For example, abont 35 scientists in some 13 countries are now at
work on special numerical model efforts designed, to assure that future
models will be adequate to the job of efficient exploitation of the later
special observing periods, when the data arrive.

, The, scientific and practical gains to he expected, from this remark-
able program-are far reaching, From the effort we hope to make a
significant advance,in weather, forecastingskill. The most reliable esti-
mates snggest that large-seale atmospheric motions are potentially pre-
dictable to a limit of at least two weeks. Thus it seems theoretically
likely that we will .be able to make useful forecasts of daily seq,uences
of large storm systems and, other weather features out to a two-week
lead-time, and perhaps longer., Spatistical trends may be determinate,
au d capable of useful forecasting for longer lead-times.

But only a fully global, sca,le 4,ort like that projected fol. ,GARP
COP make the "great-leap" that Jule Chantey has identified as neces-
sary, to :be sure, that our theoretically-based,,expectations are , truly

; ,

The potential benefits, of forecast ,irnprovernent need little ,exTlana-
tion. They, ,encompass E g.ciculturp; co44ructipw, electricity and gas
power management, water ,conservation and, distribution, transporta-
tion, recrea Lion, and innumerable, other usesThe, bepefits extend ,into
ev,ery, segment of ,onrInational and, intern ational activities. ,

To me, however, a prime bgne,fit, will b,e, the confidence we will have
if we can verify, the ,yalidity, of global: numerical (weather simulation
models, with real data. , Armed, then; with credible: models, I would
hope, that we ,could simnlate vast numbers . of, highly important ,real-,

2 s
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world weather experiments economically and without the risk of

gambling huge sums of incurring.the adverse side effects involved

when we experiment in nature. In the. computer we could modify

hurricanes, release huge dust clouds; spread artificial cfrrus, eliminate

smog, and do vast numbers of other experiments to assess their feasi-

bility and their side effects, as a guide to understanding what may

happen in real life. This benefit alone may justify the multi-million

dollar world-coopprative effort, in my view.
Still another great benefit will be in the strength it can give to the

sound cost,benefit assessment of given levels of improvement in

global weather and pollution monitoring systems for future opera-

tional systems.
Finally, I regard GARP and the follow-on weather applications

of ,space as one of the most promising and edonomically justifiable 'of

all. suggestions I have seen for the post-Apollo exploitation of.' our

national cepabilities in space.
In summary, I believe that the GARP program merits priority at-

tention in national and international science and technology priorities

for the following reasons: ,

1. .Its underlying aim is the benefit 'of all mankind.throughfi -

proved knowledge of weather .and climate.
2. his made-to-order, for international cooperation, and in fact

nnot come about, without extensive_eooperation that will involve

many of the developing countries in the use of available tools,and

echniques to give regional data for a ,globaLnetwork.

3., It excites the interest -of the general public- as do few scien-,-

,. tific of technological: questionsespecially, since it includes Work

both ;deliberate .and inadvertent. .- ;

on many importantoaspects of -weather,and, climate

witkan afready-.,remarkable traditiont of international coopera-
makes strong demands UponAonventional, meteorology, a field

4. Space technologies are essentialto its Success,. though it also

tion, on. WhiCh to; build:: .

5. Detailed studies have ;been carried far, enough so. that we

. Anow .fairly well its probable dimensions,. tosts, , and , products.

-.There are, enough, gambles to make it, exciting.,

B. PLO,BAP ET-PrITtPiN,MENINAL":17797:4°

to convene flç 48i:leConf&4riee- On the litman
nvliOninent'! in,StOckholm in Jtine'1972 hitS,triggeredivaSt new.inter-,

iOnitl'enVirbriniental cniereat and awarens::..CenStructive prepare,-

tiOnS' fer StdCkh1o1M ar6 'geitig' 6n than'y 6riaiaitiOns and in' many

countries. The UN challenge ws to the governmental and non-govern:-

Mental-ennininnitY'alik6'; 'aria `§ecibis
:

responding
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The questions involved in developing national policies to deal with
international pollution-control are, however, highly complexas are
most things having to 'do with the environment. For some pollution
problems, choices are difficult. DDT usage is a case in point. DDT
appears in some countries to be the best hope for economically prac-
ticable control of malaria yet a ravaging scourge. In others it holds
perhaps the only clearly realizable short-term prospect for increasing
agricultural productivity in a country struggling for more food for
starving millions. But the very properties of DDT that most com-
mend its use, low cost and long-lasting toxicity, make it a more serious
threat in the environment. It, is easy to see why an outright earth-wide
ban on DDT usage would seem unreasonable in many a developing
country, however it might seem to us desirable

There are countless other examples. When pollution-free production
of electric power, say, significantly adds to the cost of power produc-
tion in a country where the cost is already beyond the means of most,
concern with the environment seems a direct threat to widespread
achievement of the benefits of development. Indeed, it is hard to see
otherwise! It can only be otherwise, if the advanced nations of the
world recognize the jump they have gotten at the cost of past pollu-
tion errors, and take responsible steps to aid the developing nations to
achieve the costlier economic and industrial growth that will result
from starting at the very beginning by protecting the environment.

The United, States is now the world's leading polluter; we have
visited our sins on our land 'and our earth for a long time. It will be
costly enough for us to mend our own ways. it, will be even more ex-
pensive for us to lead a world-wide movement to protect the environ-
ment, at the same time that we espouse bringing the fruits of develop-
ment to all the .world. But there is no other choice for us that I can
see. An advanced nation will not get, far in efforts to marshal world
opinion behind envfi.onmental conservation, unless it ean assure that
industrial benefits will not be denied poorer nations by the higher costs
occasioned by new international pollution standards. To a country
struggling into the modern world, it may seem indeed an abstract
worry that chi onic eye and lung irritation, say, result from increased
suifur oxides released by the cheaper means of electric power genera-
tion that can bring higher standards of living faster.

Even in our own country, more dePressed econoinic groups tend to
be in tolerant of spending national resources on pollution control, when
they have arave disaffections with their housing jobs schools health
care, or their compensation for work. Some even regard the environ-
mental issue as a smoke sereen for a do-nothing stand on their, more
urgent issues.

Our experience indicates that for all of their desperate desire for
prompt access to the goods of advanced industrial societies, thoughtful

s27
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men in the developing nations are increasingly aware, as earlier arrivals
on the industrial scene were not, of the magnitude of the long-term
costs of doing things wrong. After all, it costs far less, in the long run,
to avoid the problems of incorrect chemical industry plant-siting, for
example, than to rebuild a city or an industry to get around earlier
errors.

The human costs will, moreover, be far less if things are done right
to start with, and direct experience with the error is averted. It is my
hope that the developing nations will be eager, given credible oppor-
tunity, to benefit from our errors and to avoid themparticularly if
we can share in the costs of their so doing, in an enlightened self-
interest derived from our new-found knowledge that their natural
environment is also, to greater or lesser degree, involved with ours.

In any event, it seems probable that the Stockholm conference may
provide favorable circumstances for two important actions:

1. Adoption of a world declaration on protection of the environ-
ment proclaiming the rights ef all men to enjoy healthful natural
environment, and enjoining all nations to exercise responsibility
in arresting degradation of the environment or wastage of its irre-
placeable natural resources. ,

2. Development, at least in preliminary fashion of program
ommendations to establish a cooperative, worldwide viron-

mental monitoring network for specified substances.
Already a number of national and niternational gToups are invOlved

in approaches to these matters.
I shall not seek to revie* the nature of all of the relevant groups

or the character. of the steps they are taking, but I will mention briefly
a few of them:

1. The U.S. National Academy of Sciences, National Research
Council, has created a Committee for International ,Environmental
Programs, chaired,by Thomas F. Malone, and .staffed. by Henry- J.
Kellerman, e

This group provides reviews, in advisory capacity, of 'various na-
tional initiatives, governmental and non-governmental, -and aids- in
the development -of national viewpoints- on enVironmental matters,
including how best- to structure an international monitoring network.

2. SCOPE. The International Council of Scientific Unions .has for
several years had a Special -Comroittee on Problems of the Environ-
ment. This committee recently created a ,Monitoring Commission,
which is in process of coordinating various national viewpoints about
how to organize, within ICSU or the UN-related:structures aniappro-
priate envirgnmertal monitoring system, including such questions as
what to measure, how to standardize measurements, where to locate
monitoring statious; e c. The USA, USSR, and Sweden .have been
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particularly active in providing inputs to SCOPE's Monitoring
Commission.

SCOPE has also proposed the :creation of 'the ICE, International
Center .for the Environment, for ' the purpose of establishing a global
environmental monitoring program,: an .international research, tenter

on global environmental problems, and a central "intelligence service"

or clearinghouse on envkonmental knowledge:::
Other groups have proposed creation of an. International Institute

on Environmental 'Affairs (IIEA) as an, independent non-govern-

mental, nonprofit organization designed , to, st -nulate deCisions and

actions in international envhonmental ,matters.
3. SCEP. A group called the :Study.. of Critical ;Environmental

Problems produced an excellent summer study with broad national
participation, in 1970. The study, spOnsore& by- the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, dealt in solid fashion. with many aspects of

environmental protection and reconstruction. The substantial report
entitled: "Man's Impact on the Environment, As5essments and Rec-
onimendations" can' be unreservedly, commended:, The SCEP group

has also developed a series of reconuneridatiOna for national-and inter-

national monitoring. It identtfied specific :pollutanta for . priority at-

tention, including toxic heavy metals, ocean oil, heat dumping, and

DDT-lle substances. For each agent it discussed specific monitoring

requirements.
4. The United ,Nations Association,' abOut one year , ago, created a

special Environmental Group that has exchanged papers with a coun-

terpart group in the USSR, and hopes to haVe joint meetings early in

1971 to see whether a joint position paper or perhaps aninternatiOnal

paper can be generated as a non-governmental input to the Stockholm

Conference.
,-

, Both groups dimuised monitoring network -proposals, .andsorne dis-

cussion ;was 'given to :establishment of- world. standards :for effluents,

and the matter of world enforcement, but the latter are only sketchily

developed thus far.- 1

5. 'The U.S. Government, of course, has namoiChristiarriferter,_Jr:,
Special :Assistant to theSecretary.efState, Mi. Rogers: This, is, iW part,

a ;sign of the;Adminiitration's -high priority 'of attention tes .prepara-

den:sr:tor Stockholia.; Mr. Berter's office ,has -no Positibn, '56 far as I
knoW;i6ri glObal envirOnniental.

..!

, i 6. Varimis other national andinterriational groups 'have 6 .pressed

interest and' reeoMmendations hvenvironmental monitoring, ranging

from; the internationid, Biological Program to the Synithsonian Insti-
tatio iresearch, grouPe I I The American 'Chemical Society; lor example,

has produced 'an excellentstudyentitled::1CleaningOur Environment;
TheChenlicalBaSis for ,Attion' . It tOo is: highlyreconimended:
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In conclusion, it is clear that much talk about how to monitor is
going on, but there is very little actual new research or development
actively in progress to extend the various global environmental moni-
toring programs (CO2, solar radiation, rainfall composition, ozone,
atmospheric dust) that have been operated M somewhat- uncoordinated
fashion for many years.

One can expect that post-Stockholm concrete menitonng agree-
ments will 'begin to take shape, and serious environmental Monitoring
will begin on easily comparable bases. However a great 'deal of solid
research and development work is required yet. Moreover; stronger
attention needs be given the frequently repeater expects tions that in-
direct satellite monitoring offers substantial promise.'

III. OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 1SSUES OF
SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL IMPORTANCE

It falls far beyond my skills or the time bounds of this panel session
to Conduct a full and comprehensive revieW of ,the problem's engen;
dered by man's intervention in the ecological, balance 'of the biosphere.
Instead, I shall select a few key problem areas, and even forthese deal
only briefly with a few salient issues. My discussion will be biased to-
ward my OlVD environmental interests and thoSe of my fellow Scientists
in the National Center for Atmospheric Research, whose laboratory, is
the atmosphere itself.

A. MAN-MADE CLIMATIC CHANGES

Helmut Landsberg has recently published a superb review of man's
effects on urban climates, and of his possible impact's on world climaters.
He poMts out that cliMate, the totality of weather conditithis over a
given -area for an extended timei is variable. He then confronts, the
central evidenms that man has already inadvertently altered loCal or
global' climates, or that he can in the future 'do so by design or inad-
vertence. 1 cominen'di thiS highly readable article to you:

Landsberg takes a dim view of some' of the exaggerated claims of
climatic effects that have recently been debated in public media,,ofteir
"with more zeal than insight." Among them he cites the seemingly
groundless ,alarm over global oxygen deprivation.;

Ho then proceeds with oxcellent, objectivity to sort fact from,fiction
ami substantive knowledge from speculation. ,Let me Lite a ew
ofihis statements.. ;, , ,t , d

A first fact is the well:established existence of subst.ntial eIJm4
fluctuations over a range of time scales and regions. -OVer the last 250
years, ,for exam.ple,-0, the ,regions ,herderMgpthe orth Mantic, ,thic,
late 18th Century was warm the,19th Century was cool and the first
half of this Century Was warm, with a marked downturn in the last
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two decades. Average winter snowfall on Mt. Washington, New Hamp-
shire, for the 15-year period centered at 1942 was over four feet less
than that for the more recent, succeeding 15 years. But he warns
against over interpretation of data like these as global or hemispheric
hidicators of climatic trends.

As Landsberg indicated, many factors appear to be involved in cli-
matic change. Among these are tropical volcanic dust episodes like
the great Krakatoa explosion of 1883 or the explosion at Mt. Agung
(Bali) of 1963, each of which spewed vast clouds of light-absorbing
dust and other materials into the stratosphere.

Anomalous ocean temperatures, and large-scale wind system trends
appear also to be implicated in climatic trends, especially in shorter
time scales. The severe eastern seaboard drought of the 1960's, for ex-
ample, appears to have been accompanied, according to Jerome Namias
by unusual ocean surface temperatures near the East Coast but
even more importantly, by wind system changes far away in the North
Pacific. These distant teleconnections, of course, are one ot the reasons
why the GARP program must be global.

In the face of these and the many other natural fluctuations that
appear to affect climate, it is no small wonder that man's impact is
hard to unravel and to know with certainty. But there are some sug-
gestive signs of man's involvement. Landsberg gives details; I will
only skim:

1 Carbon dioxide (GOO
CO2 in the atmosphere, which is globally, is apparently increasing.

Burning fossil fuelP appear- to be a major cause for the increase.
Plants consume CO2, but when they decay give it back. The oceans
dissolve CO2, but less so when they are warmer.:

CO2 is a governor of the retention of solar heat by the atmosphere
(an effect ,often, and somewhat misleadingly called "the greenhouse
effect"). It is thus ,possible that man is increasing the global CO2, and
that climatic effects result, and will be even greater as the CO2 content
accelerates- upward. But without considerably more detailed research
the matter must be considered speculative.

2. Dust
Volcanoes are probably the arth's largest sources of atmosphe ic

dust beserts, like the Sahara, when whiPped by high winds are 'also
probably important. There is no question but that atmospheric dust
alters the strength and character of the sunlight falling on earth, and
so doing is likely to modify the elinaate. Man is, moreover, no incon-
siderable dust maker. Not only by "breaking the plains" but also by
industrial smoke; photoehemical smog generation from cars, but by
a host of other effeas man and his cities are implicated.
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In American cities, man's pollution has probably, over and beyond
possible cloud effects, reduced the average incoming visible sunlight
by about 15%; more in winter, less in summer. The reduction in ultra-
violet light is substantially greater. When the city of London "Gleaned
up" by adopting smokeless fuels, winter sunshine increased 70% and
horizontal visibility improved by an average factor of tbree.

3. Non-urban land us3 effects
Interestingly, Thomas Jefferson was the first of whom I am aware
suggest systematic climate monitoring surveys in newly broken
m lands to assess whether man's patterns of virgin land use would

alter the nation's climate.
Soviet agriculturalists have long looked to forest strips and other

means of microclimatic control to collect snow, ameliorate wind effects,
and air farming. However, the effects of large irrigation projects on
adjacent climatic regimes are still not established, save for the very
boundaries of the lakes. Nowhere has changed land usage, to the best
of my knowledge, , been seriously proposed for large-scale climate
effects. Speculations have been raised of the possible effect of changing
the fiow North Pacific to the Arctic Ocean by a,joint American-Russian
dam across the Bering Strait. What it would do, if anything, is still
highly speculative. This kind of effect is a possible future topic for
numerical simulation, as I described in the GARP section above. To
try it would cost a few thousand dollars by simulation. In nature it
would probably cost over $30 ,billion. This is why the suggestion
cannot be considered serious.

4. Urban Effects
Every major city produces a island." In addition to giving

greater cloud-producirig bonvection, this heat island ban make urban
temperatures as much as 100 F. warmer on calm, c ear evenings.

It seems' to ram more ovbr most citie, s. Part of the effect is due to
wind 'effects of the high 'buildings, which are some*hat 'equivalent
to the well-known mountain effects. A 5% change in average Winds at
the top of the Eiffel Tower, as Paris has built up over the past 50 years,
is, Landsberg suggests, one of the best direct evideneeS of this effect.

Another effect apparently evidencing man's impact is,the fascinating
evidence recently found:for greater rainfall over cities from Monday
through Friday, as compared to weekends..

Some evidence, still controversial, exists suggesting that man-made
freezing nuclei and condensation nuclei released to the atmosphere
alter snowfall and rainfall 'significantly. Automobile exhaust lead-
sulfide, reacting in the atmosphere with industrial waste iodine or
bromine, for eiample, appears tb be a potent elond seeding nucleus
generator. ,
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Finally, so far as city-effeets are concerned the actual heat releaSed
to the atmosphere by heat-rejection by man is growing as power, and
populatiim increase. Soviet scientists , have expressed special interest'
in .this.

Summer air conditioners and winter chimneys Dre major factors here,.
On a. hot summer day a significant fraction' of all' of New York City's
electric power is spent rejecting to the atmosphere the heat ,iuside
buildings. By the year 2000, Landsberg sugguts, the heat rejection in
"Bosnywash" (the Boston-New York-Washington Leeaalopolis), may
have an average winter, heat-rejection rate equiya2e,nt to 50% of the
total solar heating of the same region (a surnmer, Fate of 15%). Even
the very human body metabolism heat, loss from the 56 million people
in the super-city will be a considerable contribution

5. Sitpepsonie jet effects ,

Much has been said about 'the possible climatic effects 'of' SST
deployment on a vast scale. Landsberg eypresses the view that the
small incremental amount of water vapor (one billionth part) added
to the atmosphere would have no effect one eOuld reasonably anticipate.
He believes the environmental implications of sonie'boom are far more
important than any.climatic implications. The SCEP summer study,,
mentioned in II B above, on the other hold,- exinessed concern over
possible SST generated-photochemical sniog. For my own part I am
inclined to agree about water vapor;.but believe, with the SCEP report,
that a careful technology assessment of 'the photochemical smog effect
in the stratosphere is urgently merited.

I also believe additional attention should be given ,to nucleation
effects of vapor trails left by ,sub7soniojets in the far moister lower air
where Boeing 747 and similar jumbe jets fly. I believe some large-Scale,
climatic effects may result from Mereased, cirrus cloudiness, though
Landsberg doubts it. In any event, very little study has been made, of
effects Here is an. area where global monitoring might produce
fruitful results.

.
TgElt I1ODIFic=013 RE'iL143.C4
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For some biomes we may have, as a result of the IBP work, ecological
baseline measurements of considerable importance. (Literature is
vail able.)

INTERNATIONAL HYDROLOGICAL DECADE

Another international environmental program with value to en-
vironment assessment and to climatic research. (Literature is avail-
able.)

BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

To the best of my knowledge there is little or no internationally
cooperative research in progress dealing with the crucially important
subject of the medical and biological effects of exposure of humans
and other species to various levels of environmental degradation. A

number of innovative national programs with international aspects
are, of course, in development. One of the most interesting, for ex-
ample, is the Salk Institute's Council for Biology in Human Affairs,

with international ne_rticipation and programs under several com-
missions dealing with such topics as biology in international affairs
(contraceptives, population dynamics, biological warfare, bridge-
building to Communist China through biosciences, t ).

F. INTERNATIONAL LAW

International environmental law is a field of probable great future
importance. A number of studies are in progress, but I. know of no
internationally cooperative efforts in the field comparable, even, with
the modest efforts in space law undertaken under auspices of the In-
ternational Federation of Astronautics.

Weather modification law is, of course, a small but,hot field in the
U.S. today, and so is the growing domain of environmental law.

IV COMMENTARY ON SPECIFIC ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONS OF
INTEREST TO THE PANEL MEETING

A- INTERNA 10 AL COOPERATION IN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

DIBCPLINES

I have alreadY commented on this matter above To summarize in

a few words, I visualize that the Most active environmental cooperative
thrusts will be in the Global Atmospheric Research Program, and in
the realm of planning, organizing, and developing techniques for
global environmental monitoring. ,

A major focus of interest now centers OD. the June 1972 Stockholm
U.N. Conference on the Human Environment, A key issue at,the Con-

ference, and the pre-conference planning, sessions is the real or imag;
ined conflicts between environmental protection and the deyelopment

34
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of the poorer countries. This may prove to be one of the most im-
portant world issues of the decade.

B. DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MECHANISMS Fon INTERNATI AL
ENVIRONMENTAL COOPERATION

1. Research program agreements
The time-honored pattern of voluntary agreements, variously for-

malized, is likely to continue as a major pattern for international en-
vironmental cooperation in the GARP program and other programs
of the coming decade, in my view. The creation of the Joint Organizing
Committee for GARP, approximately four years ago, was a rather
innovative form of agreement, because it transferred all GARP-asso-
ciated planning functions of the World Meteorological Organization,
a U.N.-related governmental organization to a rather self-governing-
joint committee equally loosely controlled by a non-governmental
entity, the International Council of Scientific Unions. The mechanism
has worked well, with minimal bureaucratic red tape, and with the
Joint Organizing Committee co-located with WMO, in Geneva.

Intergovernmental agreements are likely to remain the pattern for
GARP, with minimal central bureau control. Much of the interna-
tional work will be done by experts provided by various nations to the
Joint Organizing Committee. The mechanism seems to function far
more successfully than one might imagine, and the national experts
"lent" to the international program appear to develop an excellent
sense of identity and commitment to the integrity of the international
progTam. It remains to be seen if this pattern will continue, but at the
moment it looks propitious to me.

In respect to the Global Monitoring plans, there may be considerable
push for more bureaucratic forms, with international secretariats, for-
mal organizational identity, etc. In addition, there may be some jock-
eying for mission responsibility among the various relevant UN-
related agencies with already large bureaucratic structures, like
UNESCO, FAO, WHO, etc. Because of the diversity of disciplinary
interests embraced by the problems of the environment, I would not
be surprised to see nearly a dozen contenders for monitoring jobs. But
such a form as that used for GARP might no_ work badly, with a
small high-level policy and coordinating body giving overview.
2. Art international science foundationt

The notion of an inernational science foundation pops up per-
sistently in nearly all international policy discussions. Roger Revelle
espoused it before the science policy hearings a this Committee last
year. Considerable thrust appears to be developing for the concept here
and abroad. The recommendation has much merit, to my view, in terms
of environmental science. But Revelle's criteria should be observed:

35
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small grants, developing countries, relevance to country need, oppor-
tunity for students, etc. It will not fill the need for major GARP-type
research program support of international character. This must come
largely, I believe, from governmental agreements, supplemented by
smaller sums from international sources, such as the Development
Fund administered by the World Meteorological Organization, or
other international funds.
S. An international 'university?

Another appealing notion with growing numbers of adherents is
that of a world university. If environmental science assumes the world
importance that I predict for it, such a mechanism could play a highly
useful role.

It might well have its origins entirely at the graduate research and
educational level, and could be built around the notion at the outset, of
a formally established coalition of developed-country University
scholars (from different countries) in established universities or research
centers (like the National Center for Atmospheric Research, the Sloan-
Kettering institute, the Brookhaven National Laboratory, or various
university-related research centers) who would undertake association
with small groups of scientists in each group associated with a uni-
versity in a developing region, but governed by the World University.
In each association, a tie to country need for the developing country
would be important, and the effort should be made to do a single dis-
ciplinary group at each uml2rdeveloped nation center, rather than to
cover the whole range of science and technology at each place. En-
vironmental science areas are, again, well adapted for such efforts.

4. Stimulation of multi-national corporate ventures in environmental
science and technology

I am much impressed with the important technology transfer that
sometimes materializes, under favorable circumstances, when multi-
national corporations take up the task of establishing industrial plants
in developing regions.

In areas where the fruits of advanced technology are to be brought
to a poor area, the sophistication. to install environmentally-sound
plants, the skill to integrate Iocal managements, and to develop local
markets in concord with local moresthese things seem often to be
especially well done by multi-national corporations, and at small pub-
lic cost.

I believe that attention might well be given to provision of special
governmental incentives for the development of industry in environ-
mentally optimal ways through multi-national corporate means. There
is a discussion of this matter in slightly different context, in an excel-
lent recent article by Caryl Haskins. (9) Perhaps Dr. Haskins could
usefully be invited to develop specific comment on the adaptability of
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this mechanism to the problem of having development and a clean
environment.
5. Mechanic= ternatianal environmental stai2dai'd-setting and

for control and en orcement
This is a knotty topic that I am not prepared to confront at this

time. It seems to me that the first steps need be firmly started first,
namely those of est: lishing agreed-upon parameters to monitor in
the environment, and agreed-upon techniques for measurement. Con-

trol will probably be feasible only as a national matter, for some time

yet, It seems unlikely that international pollution-monitoring or en-
forcement teams wili yet be acceptable to most nations within their
borders. However, it does seem likely that agreed standard levels for

effluents will be achievable, with national control and enforcement kept
within national authorities. In international territories it seems highly
desirable to establish, as promptly as possible, the principle of inter-
national monitoring authorities. This should apply to oil on the oceans,
organic wastes in international waters near river outlets, etc.

Space surveillance, if effective, may open new possibilities for pollu-

tion monitoring under international auspices, over all countries.

C. THE LEGISLATIVE ROLE IN DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE POLICY

In. my view, the policy role of the public man is critical in interna-
tional environmental science policy as in domesticto echo McGeorge

Bundy's last year's remarks.
1. critical review and support of national programs

Programs like the GARP should be the subject of detailed and coi -

crete Congressional review. I would like to see an elements of US par-
ticipation in the GARP drawn together and made the subject of a full

and coherent Congressional :Andy and policy determination. As things

are now done, parts of the GARP program are contributed by various
institutions, governmental and otherwise, and it is' Very hard to give a
unified picture of the real cost and the real merit' of the program. To

be sure, reriew is done in various interagency groups, and in all of the
. . . . ,

par ticipating agencies, which iden tify and argue ont their con tribu-
dons in their own budget processes. But I feel that programs involving'
this meaSiire of national prestige and world significance should be
scrutinized at the legislative level in some sharper way.

I May be`naive about this, but I would like to see a review of a major

research program like GARP made in an appropriate single committee

that has direct budgetary responSibility, rather than see a program like

this pieced out from various contributions made by. different agencies.

It would help give an' exciting program like GARP the public visi-
bility that, it rne'rits. And it would give the Congress a serwe of respon-
sibility for the program that is now diffused amongst the various

at; 37
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groups. I am aware, of cOurs3, that the legislator has many demands
on his time, so that very few programs could command this type of
review and decision. Rut I think that it might be a good idea to try,

some selected environmental areas, and problably GARP is the only
international example at hand now. The Interna:donal Biological Pro-
gram might have been a similar example a year or two earlier in its
life. The IGY program, if my memory is right, did have such review

id its own special budget.
Consideration of internat onal environmental conti ol standards and

regulations
At the time when international envirohmental controls are estab-

lished, by whatever form of agreement, the overall picture ought,
suspect, to be made the subject of an occasional in-depth panel review
for the Congress. Perhaps the format of this panel meeting would be
suitable, but with a much narrowed agenda.

important policy matters to the national interest will be involv d
in environmental control issues, and the general public will have a
very strong concern in the nation's position. So 1 believe it will be
desirable to create some means of special communication between the
Co,ngress and the appropriate technical experts, well before we near
the stage of freezing OD international control standards.

D. RELATION OF ENVIRONMENTA L SCIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT TO
DEFENSE AND ARMS LIMITATION

This subject has some highly interesting and important aspects.
The Use of herbicides and other plant-regulating substances in war-
fare is but one facet. However, 1 have not addressed myself to these
matters in the time available to me.

E. SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS IN THE DEVELOPING COUN TRIES

This subject has been covered in my comments above. To reiterate,
the key issue here will be how to assure that environmental protection
measures do not retard the advancement of the developing countries.
The topic has far-reaehing consequences, when we recognize that a
change of lffe style ,is ii-prospeet for all peoples of the earth if our
resources are to be equitably distributed, and if every Product mtMu-
factured is tcp be kept from producing environmental: degradation of
an unacceptable level or kind.

VIRONMENTAL SCIENCE POLICY: AND' THE SOLUTION OF: SOCIAL
PROBLEMS

1. Protection of public rights in environmental moficatiom
New measures may .be needed to encourage the protection Of the

interest of the public in subtle matters of environmental anienities or
rights. Recent coilrt actions, and the flurry of environmentally oriented

ti
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law groups, is a step in this direction. But there are many difficulties.
The Trans-Alaska Pipeline and the nuclear underground blasting for
gas development are good examples. So far, these issues are largely
national, and so outside the domain of my paper. But their analogs are
not far off on the international scene.

Where ocean fish, that make for one national group a livelihood,
breed in another nation's territorial waters, and these waters are ad-
versely modified, we have a small example of the kind of problem
that may face us in larger scale.

In northern Europe there are now regions where severe air pollution
is often present over a country, and has not originated in that country.
International laws are going to be difficult to develop; there may be
grave problems in protecting the individual. It may be hard to develop
an international "breathers' lobby" like the one the Wall Street
Journal recently identified in this country.
2. Priority setting for environment science and development

The priority setting problem is a tough one, for environmental
sciences. How can one compare the importance of cleaning up Lake
Erie with that of developing quieter, less-polluting public transporta-
tion in New York City? Science and technology, following the changing
temper of our times, move increasingly toward domains that are
relevant to social needs. But the choice between what social needs to
serve is still the tough one.

Of one thing I am confident, in his field. I am convinced that we
are better a with a diversity of sponsors establishing priorities, and
making funding choices. But I also believe that each sponsor should
not, by this token, do a less rigorous assessment of what he believes
should merit top priority.

In all research programs, a reasonable long look is needed. Priorities
should be tough, but large fluctuations in funding over a short time
base are far harder on good science than hard times themselves.

V. THE PEACEFUL USES OF PLANET EARTH

would like to close my paper, already too long, with a brief com-
ment which I have taken from a book I published last year.

Right after World War II many people believed that the fearful new
weapon, the A-bomb, would force man to adopt a true one-world con-
cept. The prospect of a world armed with nuclear weapons, poised to
fall from the sky at split-second notice, anywhere over the globe,
seemed just impossible as a way for rational men. The result was a
wave of public interest in the notion of world government. Many forms
of world government were proposed or discussed. Most involved a
limited form of world 0-overnment. Most accommodated cultural and
political diversity.
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Yet today, few seem optimistic about achieving a world control of
warfare through a world government. The reality of intercontinental
ballistic missiles, armed with multiple nuclear warheads, is with us.
It is only a question of a very short time, as things now progress, till

a half-dozen nations have the capability to arm themselves for over-
kill of their potential enemies.

The threat of war has not created a one-world world. We have not
taken the steps that many anticipated would strengthen the United
Nations into a limited world government capable of police action
against military offenders. And the military budgets of the United
States and the Soviet Union have grown, through mutual deterrence
concepts, to huge dimensions that seemed unthinkable in the days just
after World War II.

Perhaps, now, a new opportunity exists for realizing a world that
is one. Perhaps the threat of inadvertent world environmental despolia-
tion will prove a yet-stronger motivation for creation 'of limited world
government. Many of the dynamic forces involved are dffferent. For
one thing, no one deliberately pollutes in order to harm his neighbor.
He pollutes out of ignorance, or carelessness, or for short-term eco-
nomic advantage. Moreover, many nations pollute, not just a few su-
perpowers. And because of the fact that the air circulates over the whole
earth, and does so rather quickly, pollution isn't the concern of just
the contending super-powers. It falls on all.

By the next century, I believe, the conservation of the natural
beauty and hygiene of the abode of man, our common planet, will
provide a one-world motivation even stronger than the threat of war.
If the mechanisms of world cooperation mature in order to bring
about world environmental management, is it foolish to hope that
they will be used, as well, to de-fuse the instrumentalities of war?
I think not! I believe that it is a realistic prospect for man in the
better world that Century 21 can bring.



INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ABDUS SALAM

Some 1,150 years ago, Mamoom-ur-Rashid, the fabled Caliph of
Baghdad, wrote a letter to Leoi the Armenian, Emperor of Bysantium,
which history has perserved:

From the Commander of the Faithful to the Qaiser of Rum,
Salutations. Know ye, that the Holy Prophet of Islam,
blessed be his name, nnjoined upon us, his followers, two
sacred duties: acquisition of knowledge and its diffusion.
Blessings of Allah be upon him, he instructed us: learning
the shared heritage of all mankind. He told us, it was the
partaking of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge which made
sons of Adam differ from others of Allah's creations. In
accordance with his injunctions, we affirm that ours, as the
mightiest vice-regency of Allah on earth, owes more than
any other, the obligation of creating new knowledge. We
have tilus ordained that an observatory be erected at Tadmor
n the lands of Syria, to determine the inclination of the
ieliptic, and to construct tables of planets' motions for com-

puting the size of the earth. With your kingdom, since the
Prophet's time, we have differed on religion and disputed on
territory. But knowledge is onr shared heritage So let those
of your astronomers who will, come freely to Tadmor; they
shall find the portals of welcome wide open. This site, a
temple of learning, shall remain holy and in-Violable. As an
earnest of mir knowledge-sharing we send you a new work in
mathematical sciences, composed at our court, by that ser \r-
ant of Allah,' Abu Abdalla Musa-id-Khwarizmi. This con-
cerns a new pith he has created' in mathematics; he calls it
Algebra.

History relates that Leon the Armenian duly received the first-ever
test of the new Science of algebra, he reciprocated by sending to
Mamoon-ur-Rashid a collection of ancient Greek manaseripts. He
could send no astronomers to Tadmor, because his-dominions the
stateipf mathematical knowledge:did r:iot go beyond the latest text on
the use of the abacuS.

Director, International Centre for TheoretIcaIPhyBics, Trieste,. nab!.
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My intention in recounting this episode is not to contrast the state of
physical sciences in Baghdad and Constantinople at that epoch of his-
tory. I wish more, to refer to the first part of Mamoon-ur-liashid's
letter, where he affirmed that, as ruler of the mightiest empire then on
earth, he felt it was an obligation, laid on him by the Prophet's injunc-
tions to encourage creation of new science, to in-vite for collaboration
in this pursuit the most talented men he could find, and see that knowl-
edge thus gathered was open to use for the benefit of all humanity.

I assume that the Committee's invitation to me to speak here
springs froth the same urge. The United States is today the greatest
power on earth. Its national income is one-third of the world's total.
It harbors within its confines some 40 percent of the world's scientific
community. It is right and proper that the mantle of the Caliph
Mamoon-ur-Rashid should fall upon it; both in respect of encouraging
the creation of new knowledge and in taking a lead in making possible
international collaboration in this pursuit.

My talk will have two themes: First, the need, in this age of rising
cest of research in physical sciences, for international collaboration,
this, to secure the optimal use of expensive tools of researchthe best
that humanity can providebv the most talented people, irrespective
of where these men come from.

And for this purpose I would like the creation soon of a World
Science Policy Council for Basic Sciences.

Second, collaboration among all nations, designed to use existing
science for the benefit of all humanity; and particularly developing
humanity. This second part of my talk is broader than collaboration
just in physical sciences, though I shall limit my remarks to this type
of collaboration. This is to be fair to the physicists on whose part
I talk.

I shall be particularly concerned with the as yet vaguely appre-
hended moral obligation of the international scientific community and
its sponsors, toward building up of strong indigenous scientific com-
munities in developing countries, so that these too can participate
fully in the scientific and lechnological revolution of modern times. I
shall be concerned particularly with the instrumentalities of collabora-
tion, the world science policy for basic sciences I mentioned before;
proposed international centers for research, both within and without
the -United Nations system ; and finally the visionary ideal of one or
more postgraduate science universities, mternationa un.

To turn to my first theme, even though the whole history of science
is a history of one civilization building on the science of another
Islamic science building on the Greek; European science on the
Islamicit remains a fact that, barring the rareinstances like those
at Tadmor which 'I recounted 'just now in the ninth century, direct
international collaboration and participation in one and the same
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scientific project is something of recet t originpossibly even a 20th-
century phenomenon.

In physical sciences this has taken four forms:
1. The organization of global and international studies by the inter-

national scientific unions and the scientific agencies of the United
NationsI have in mind ;nternational programs like the Inter-
national Geophysical Year.

2. Exchange agreements between academies, universities, and other
institutions, international congresses, international summer and winter
schools.

3. Organization of international laboratories and institutes in
physical sciences like the laboratories of the European Nuclear
Research Organization at Geneva or the nuclear laboratories at
Dubna or, in a different category, the International Center for
Theoretical Physics.

4. Finally there is the beginning of the collaboration m space
research between NASA and European space research organizations.

I shall not take the panel's time in discussing in detail the working
of the various instrumentalities of scientific collaboration like the
International Center for Theoretical Physics at Trieste.

By and large, they have been most effective within the Western
European or the U.S. contextless so when they have involved East-
ern Europe or the developing countries. I shall, however, take time to
be fair to my own community of physicists to speak of a need for
seriousand earlyconsideration for collaboration in big science and
costly science; a subject which did not, unfortunately, figure in the
speech of the Secretary of State. As two examples of the fields I have
in mind, I shall speak of research in thermonuclear physics and my
own disciplinehigh energy physics.

Consider thermonuclear physics first. There is no question whatso-
ever that man's eventual energy source iq going to be provided by the
harnessing of the fusion reaction; by creating on earth the controlled
conditions similar to those by which stars pour out their power. Our
fossil fuel reserves are nonrenewable. If the whole world used them at
the rate this country does, as the Secretary of State reminded us this
morning, they would not last more than a few, decades. And the present
generation of nuclear fission reactors are dirty, degrading environ-
mentally. Controlled fusion offers the final hope of clean, illimitable
energy production, lasting so long as the deuterium in the oceans
does.

All advanced nations are deeply interested. There is research work
going on in the United States, U.S.S.R., Germany, United Kingdom,
France. Most is unclassified; most is costly; each experimental device
costs a hundred or more million dollars. With the Russian Tokamak,
there is hope that commercial thermonuclear reactors may not take
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longer than 20 years to build, if research efforts of the nationsthe
talents of their best menwere more consciously pooled.

This is an obvious case for international collaboration. This collab-
oration does existbut only at the normal low-key scientific visits,
and joint-seminar level. There is desire for more by those working in
the field. But there are no modalities.

The only long-range collaboration that has taken place were the two
workshops, one a year long, the other lasting four months, which my
Centerthe International Center for Theoretical Physicswas able
to organize, and where 30 to 40 of the most talented United States,
U.S.S.R., and West German theoretical plasma physicists met and
worked together. At a panel meeting held last year at Trieste under the
auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency, the most en-
thusiastic plea for collaborative research camenot from the West
but from the Russian delegatethe renowned physicist Prof. Lev
Arstimoritch. At least I felt there was need for greater reciprocation
from the Western side also.

Thermonuclear physics is a field where pure and applied physics
join hands. Consider now the two frontier subjects of astrophysics
and physics particles.

Since Mamoon-ur-Rashid's time and indeed from times still ear-
lier the two frontiers of physical sciences man has been exploring are
the large distance frontier, at present lying at quasar distances of the
order of 10+14 ems., and the small distance frontier deep inside the
hearts of nuclei, at 10-14 ems. When Mamoon-ur-Rashid spoke of
man's chief glory being the tasting of the Tree of Knowledge, he was
referring to exploration by his astronomers on one of these two
frontiers.

Now as man has pushed his exploration further, the costs of doing
this have proportionately increased. Radio and other telescopes to
scan distant stars cost tens of millions of dollars; high energy accel-
erators needed to produce energetic particles probing deep inside nu-
clear matter cost hundreds of millions of dollars. The most powerful
accelerator now being builtthe 300 to 500 billion electron volt accel-
erator at Batavia in Illinoiswill have cost some $300 million over
5 years of its construction with running costs of an experimental facil-
ity coming to around $60 million a year.

These are large sums of money to spend on what in the foreseeable
future is no more than curiosity-oriented pure research, with at pres-
ent the aim of glorifying of the human spirit. In GNP terms they
compare with the sums the Middle Ages spent on their cathedrals
erected to the glory of God. As one coming from the developing world,
and one who speaks passionately on their behalf, I am frequently
asked: Would I not like to see these sums diverted, for example, to
then- needs?
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There is no doubt that I would like to see some hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars added to the 2 billions at present given in aid and
loans to the developing world by this country. But I would most
emphatically not like to see these sums made available from the pure
science budgets. There are at present some $200 billion spent annually
on humanity's behalf by those who run our affairs in an apocalyptic
arms racespent mainly to nullify the arms of one nation against
ano ther.

It is these budgets that I am hoping will one day be made available
for world development, not the relatively meager pure science budgets
which great countries like this can and must set asideas Mamoon-
ur-Rashid did to search for the great syntheses of truth, which pure
science vouches and which technologically and otherwise determine
the ultimate fabric of our human civilization.

In swing this I am being ungracious. The needs of the frontier
disciplines in physical sciences have hitherto been generously provided
for by the governments of the United States, U.S.S.R., and Western
Europe, developing their national or group programs of research. Time,
however, has come, on sheer cost, of size and scale, to consider well-
knit international collaboration.

International collaboration in this field is not a new idea. It was
first semiofficially proposed in 1960 by Mr. John McCone, then
Chairman of AEC. This speech-10 years agoled to a number of
meetings under the sponsorship of the International Atomic Energy
Agency with plans for a thousand billion electron volt international
accelerator. Events have, however, overtaken 0, -_)se past initiatives
with the emerging superconducting technology, the attainment of this
energy is a definite possibility already at the U.S. national accelerator
at Batavia. With this energy we shall explore the nuclear strata down
to 10-'5 ems.

But since the bedrock strata of particle physics are not likely to be
reachedI am here using the language of our physicist colleagues
in mainland China who have invented the terminology to describe
this type of phenomena- We must contemplate 3,000 Bev or even
10,000 Bev accelerators. I spoke a short while back of great uyntheses of
fundamental sciences. The last great syntheses were the unification
of space and time, and the explanation of structure of terrestrial and
stellar matter in terms of quantum theory and the four fundamental
forces of matter.

The next synthesis which I personally believe is coming and in
my personal view, already is on the horizonis the syntheses of these
four forces themselvesof gravity, nuclear physics and electromag-
netismthe synthesis which Einstein dreamt of and failed to discover.
In my view he failed for a simple reason. He did not live long enough
to know .that among the nuclear particles discovered by the Brook-
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haven accelerator is a particle with idei ccal quantum numbers as
the graviton, the so-called F-meson. The nuclear force transmitted by
F-mesons is identical with gravity, except that it is 10-44 times
stronger.

Nuclear physics is strong gi avity. Inside nuclear particles are
regions of strongly curved space and time Inside these particles, one
may realize states of strong gravitational collapsethe black holes,
so cared, which Dr. Vflupple and his colleagues may or may not find
in the nuclei of galaxies. The microcosmos inside nucleons, in my view,
mirrors exactly the macrocosmos of astronomy. rrc see if this syn-
thesis exists we shall need higher energy accelerators.

It is at these energies that Mr. McCone's idea and his proposal for
setting up of international accelerators needs reviving. An accelerator
of energies of 5,000 Bev or higherdesigned for the deead,e of the
eightiesmay cost several billion dollars to construct, spread over
some 5 to 10 years. Its operating c1/4t may be in the neighborhcod of
$200 million a year, roughlv in the same order of magnitude as an
iaternational organization like WHO.

At costs like this, there is clearly need to share these between the
West, the East, between United States, between Japan, and perhaps
nationally between the developing countries. And to study the
problem of such a collaboration there is need for the setting up of
what I would call a world science policy councila nongovernmental,
small, but authoritative body of active scientists, covering eventually
all pure sciencebut in the first instance, making recommendations
in respect of worldwide collaboration in the high-cost frontier physical
sciences I have mentioned.

Among its coordinating and recommendatory 'mandate could also
be included another class of frontier experiments 2oncerned, for ex-
ample, with various types of cosmic radiations, including neutrinos
and gravitation. The detection of such radiation is difficult. It requires
construction of large equipment, with its location optimized at the
scale of the whole earthdeep mines, high mountains, worldwide
coincidence between widely separated detection devices.

The cost of these experiments is not higha few million dollars at
mootbut it is the necessity to use almost the whole earth for detec-
tion which makes international collaboration such a prime essential
for the success of these experiments.

There are some who feel dismay that science, pure science, should
have become so costly, that its cost should transcend what one indi-
vidual nation, even the wealthiest, could hope to afford. I am afraid
I do not share this dismay. On the contrary, if one considers the future
of humanity, confined on a small globe, interdependent as never before,
living off a limited biosphere, which until recently we have exploited
with no thought either for our neighbors or for our children, if we
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consider that we also possess technological competence capable of
providkig plenty on a planetary scale if we were not hampered by the
deadweight of our preatomic and preglobal traditions---if you re-
member all this, one should rejoice in costly science, rather than feel
dismay.

Together with the problem of environmentwhie again very
happily will admit of -ione but global solutions, big science and the
need for collaboration in its pursuit are some of the best things that
could have happened. The venues for collaboration which we shall
develop, the modalities and experience we shall gain, shall hopefully
be used elsewhere.

I hope very much that the setting up of a world science policy
council is not long delayed. And this brings me to the second part of
my talk, and that is the need to associate with any collaborative efforts
the developing countries as full partners.

If past tradition is followed, whenever one speaks 'of scientific
collaboration, one has had in mind the West, the East and possibly
Japan. One has tended to leave out allnost completely the third
worldthe two-thirds of the human family. Now, this is something,
as you remarked, Mr. Chairman, which I have been fighting against
in my humble way for the past 10 years, and with your permission, I
would like to briefly speak to this.

I shall start my remarks with the subject I know besttheoretical
physics. Theoretical physics is one of those advanced frontier disci-
plines where decisive breakthroughs have come in recent times not
only from physicists of the West, East, and Japan, but also from
those from some of the- developing countries such as Brazil, Int_ 4,
Israel, Argentina, Lebanon, Pakistan, Korea, Turkey, and others.

Those who made these contributions received thefr training and, by
and large, did their best work kL the developed countries. This is, of
course, not, something peculiar to theoretical physics; almost every
scientific discipline has in the recent past received front- con-
tributions from men from developing countries.

What distinguishes theoretical 'physics, however, is that in addition
to thesp first rankers, there are in a fair number of developing coun-
tries sizable, potentially self-sustaining communities of theoretical
physicists who could set up viable centers of research in their own
countries if they had the right conditions for flourishing.

One of the major reasons why such communities do not flourish is
related to the unfortunate fact that geographically most developing
countries are far from those which are scientifically active. The result
is that these communities remain isolated. The greatest enemy of crea-
tivity for those living in developing countries is their isolation. If
acti re physicists working in the developing countries could come fre-
quently to advanced centers; not to stay permanently, hut to renew
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their contacts and go back refreshed after a period of concentrated
research, this would solve perhaps the most frustrating problem ham-
pering the growth of indigenous scientific communities ;!, these
countries.

1Vly thesis is that the provision of such contacts is the respohsibility
of the world's scientific conmlunity and its sponsors. It was to provide
such contacts in an organized manner that we conceived the idea of
setting up an international center for theoretical physics under United
Nations auspices.

The idea of setting up such a center was in some degree sparked off
by Mr. NIc Cone's speech, which I mentioned earlier. Reflecting on his
speech, one felt that it may be some time before collaborative inter-
national experimental accelerator laboratories could be set up. How-
ever, it might be possible to start with something more modest, for
example, a truly international center for theoretical physics.

In September of 1960, I had the privilege of attending the General
Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency as the dele-
gate from my country. With the cosponsorship of the Governments of
Afghanistan, tbe Federal Republic of Germany, Iran, Japan, the
Philippines, Portugal, Thailand, and Turkey, we introduced a resolu-
tion on behalf of the Pakistan Government sugczesting the setting vp
of a theoretical physics center under the auspices of the IAEA. In
consonance with the standard Unitqd Nations practice, the resolution
started with a preamble which stressed the unique virtues of theoreti-
cal physics for peace, prosperity, and, health of ma,nkind.

It took us 4 years of very intense efTort to get the Board of Governors
f IAEA to set up such a center for a trial period, of 4 years. This

finished in 1968. The Center's life has been extended for a further
6 years, with T_INSCO joining hands as full partner with the IAEA
in financing and running the Center from 1970.

The Center receives as visitors, leading physicistsin principle from
100, but in practice from around 60 nations-40 of them developing
These men come to work on their own, research problems in the milieu
which they themselves create. In. this, the Center does not differ from
any otherr, research institute in theoretical, physics. It does differ, how-
ever, in two important respects_ from normal institutes.

First, being a. United Nations hIstitute, its, operation is fully
supportedand this is an important point to rememberfully sup-
ported and sponsored by Easterin Europn and it is not affected by the
day-to-day political temperatures of the world. In fact, we have special
federation agreements whicb really function. with institutes throughout
Eastern Eur: oe. The Center is perhaps the only research institute
where, as I mentioned before, even in a sensitive subject like plasma
physics, we can bthig together teams of leading people from the East,
and the West to meet for a year or more without any worries about the
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entails.

Second, the Center is distinguished by the easy formality with which
it arranges long-term contacts of physicists from developing countries.
To break the barrier of their isolation, the Center has pioneered what
it calls an aseciateship scheme. I shall describe it, for I believe it
possesses wider applications outside the Trieste Center.

An associate, in our terminology, is a physicist working in a develop-
ing country who is simultaneously a member of the Center's staff.
Once elected, he can come to the Center every year for a period ranging
from 6 to 12 weeks, with no formalities except a letter announcing his
arrival. V-ith a generous grant from the Ford Foundation, the Center
pays the associate's fare and his expenses at Trieste. We have of the
order of 65 associates at the present time. If I could have money for
200, this would cover any theoretical physicist of any standing who
should be associated with the Center in an-- respect.

The associateship lasts foi 3 to 5 years and is renewable. The inten-
tion is to try to cover all top active men in the developing world and
to give them this financially guaranteed possibility of remaining in
touch with other leading men in their subjects. The crucial feature of
the scheme is the stability of the 3 to 5 years which it provides for a
leading man in a developing university to plan his work and career.
The one important prerequisite for remaining an associate is that 9
months of the year must be spent in the developing country itself.

There is nothing special about theoretical physics so far as schemes
like associateships are concerned. There is no reason why other insti-
tutes in other sciences imay not start similar schemes to ours to end
the problem of scientific isolation. Every university in the Western
world could do this five to 10 associates in any subjectending once
and for all the problem of isolation of scientists from developing coun-
tries -which in my view is the major reason for brain drain.

The United Nations Advisory Committee, at a session in New York
2 years ago, took the initiative to convene a meeting of the U.S. uni-
versity presidents and heads of U.S. private fomidations to set up, in
conjunction with the U.S. National Academy of Sciences- and the
Canadian Research Council, a scheme catering in this manner for be-
tween 200 and 300 scientists in all subjects.

I believe the Canadian Research Council has already started its
scheme of associateships or, dual appointments of those leading men
who have in the past received their research training in Canada. The
U.S. action, however, was hampered by there being no funds of the
order of a million dollars or so at the disposal either of the National
Science Foundation or the National Academy of Sciences to finance
such an anti-brain-drain device.
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itivities which normal collaboration of this type usually
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I am frequently asked, I am speaking here of pure science I have
been speaking in particular of theoretical solid-state, high-energy,
plasma and nuclear physicsthese are the Rolls Royces of the
sciencesthe question is often raised: Are not these pure scien es, and
the urge to create them luxuries so far as developing c untries
are concerned?

My answer is and I would like to go in o this for a few
minutes.

The shape of the human community, our modern mode and organi-
zatio.a of life, is so much a product of modern science and technology
that science, and particularly technology, is the concern of every one
of uswhether he comes from a developed or developing country.
Take My country, Pakistan, as an example.

Pakistan has few natural resources. On present leVel of pros-
pecting it possesses'no metalS, ne minerals, very little oil: Our major
resources are three: (1) natural gas; (2) rich alluvial soil, pro4crided
it can be irrigated in West Pakistan st.nd protected from floode in
East; (3) abundant man-power, provided it is skilled. These skills
include agricultural:technological, commercial and managerial skills
needing high literacy, in sciences, in. Engineering in Mathematics.
HighlY skilled roau-Power is needed for (a) protecting the" country's
territorial integrity; (b) 1or ensuring agrieultural plenty; (c) for all
manufadtmingin fact fOr ensUring any'sort of honourable existence
for Pakistan in' the modern technologically competitive wolid.

The abundance of agricultural riches which our seil's bounty pro-
vides us in West Pakistan owes its origin to the superb irrigation sys-
ternthe largest in the.World, irrigating sore:6' 23 million aeres .whieh
the British left ug- as a legady of 19th century 'daM-bailding tech-
nology. Our burgeoning population is a; direct result of 'the antibiotic
revolutionthe antibiotic technology of the postivar periodi 'our
3-year-old selfsiifficiencY in food is the result of the green revoliition
inaugrirated by Dr. Borlaug -and his' colleagnes=and" fertilizer
technology. .

Fffially, for solving' the most pressing problem of pa tanthat is,
for litoitihg our populationwe 'are' waiting for developmentsr,in ste-
roid techtiologyspeeifiCallY for' developrdents Whieh."-m-- bring' down
the cost of contraceptive pills frorni $1 al month`to' 6 dents a riaenth and
-then it will be possible tO distribute them'so they are 'effeetive in' brin -
ing about a real-population control wbiWeverybody talks abotit,
-doesn't Pia his finger cin the' teal probleni; Which is' simply the-cost of

t is 'completely 'out cif-contraceptive 'technology. Being so spec
reach of the maSs 'of people in- Pakigtan.

In 'the last analysis, techriology-, ultramodern technolOgy, science,
latest science, affects the huniblest worker. in Pakistan aw much' as' a
citizen of this great country. The time lag in the making of a relevant
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technical advance and its application is a matter not even of months,
but 9f years.

Now this -would seem to argue against my thesisthat developing
countries need more sciencethat by suitable, mechanisms their first-
rate scientistsand these existshould be made equal partners in
international scientific collaborations. On the basis of what I said about
t chnology, one could well take the attitude that all that our countries
need is imported technologythe know-how itself and the training in
how to utilize it.

Unfortunately things are not that simple. The truth is that ,no
mount of imported technology without very strong indigenous back-

ingas for example was assiduously cultivated by the Japanese
sock ywill lead to a long-term solution of the problem of under de-
velopment. The developing world has been importing black box
technology for at least half a century. If anything, this has magnified
their underdevelopment.

Technology, in order to get assimilated into the fabric of a society
and in order to become part of its tradition, needs a strong local base
of scientific knowledge and skills. Before a true technological revolu-
tion can come about,, this base will have to be created. And in another
room, perhapE, I believe Prof. Odhiambo will be pleading for the same
thing.

And for the creation of this base, for the creation of the instinct of
what is credible and what is not, what is scientifically, and technologi-
cally genuine and what is deceptive, there is nothing as potent as the
direct experience of living scienceliving in one's own conditions and
environment, and flourishing within ,on&s own cultural .r,radition.

We do need within our coUntries men who have the profoundest
scientific, profoundest technological comprehension of what we tech-

,

nologieally impurt. And just to support this class of man, a country
like Pakistan needs some first-rate basic scienceand men who create
itm its universities.

To get the,scale right, there are some 2,000, ores aye mathematicians
in the United, States; Pakistan's population js half the U.S; size; its
income is one-hundredth of the 'United States. On the first basis we
snould target at a thousand research faathematicians; on the second
criterion- our ,target ;should be 20.

Pakistan's present score is .two and this for a total populetion of
some.12O roillioThese arg, the, men, who between them range, ,over
for us, the jentire gamut ..of M.aphematical knowledge=computing, ad-
vance4 patheraatics, ad_v uced hy-drodynamics..needed, foy engi-
neering, acience, all, oceanugraphic tudies, ali pycjone warningo,

; ri
How to produce men of the tyPe I have described nan

elsewhere in developing countrieshow to keep them there and how
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to keep them creative, even though they form very small groups? This
is the problem whose solution I would like to see the international
scientific community and its sponsors take upon themselves as their
charge. I believe it can be solved by international scientific collabora-
tion perhaps in the manner in which we have tried to solve it in
Trieste.

To my mind, there is no escape from the founding of one or more
international universities for coping with this and like problems in
the manner of the Trieste Centre. That 25 years after the founding of
the United Nations we are still nowhere near foundation of a United
Nations International University is no tribute to the world's academic
community.

I am thinking particularly of a postgraduate scientific university.
Fortunately a design for a graduallv evolving university could be
imagined, with which one could link the associateship idea I described
earlier.

One may envisage the creation of a world federation of existing
international institutes for advanced study which may constitute a
first step towards achievement in the future of the bigger ideal of a
full fledged world university. The essential element of the plan would
be to identify presently existing research institutions in the United
States, in Western Europe, in Eastern Europe. and even in the devel-
oping world which are already international in character ard to
strengthen the internn tional aspects of their program. All such institu-
tions may pledge themselves to make their faculties as international as
possible, within their charters, reserving perhaps 20-25 percent of
their resources and facilities toward supporting the work of high-
grade scholars from developing countries and from countries of other
political complexions, through dual appointments or other devices.

As I said earlier, in time this Federation of Centres of Excellence
would become the nucleus of the World University I-have been speak-
ing about. I know the Soviet Academy of Sciences is in favor of the
federation idea, as indeed are a number of first-rate institutes around
the world. What is needed also is an indication from the side of the'
West.

Finally I shall mention just one more initiative which could have
enormous potential in raising the leVel of scientific research in de-
veloping countries. In this country, a large pr6portion of postgraduate
research in the universities is supported by grants from the National
Science Foundation, Atomic Energy Commission and similar. bodies.

I do not kno)vthe precise figure for such giants here, but do know
that in the United Kingdom s-ine $100 million are thui made avail-
able from public funds for university research in the form of grants
to individual:scientists.
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Unhappily, in most developing countries this type of support is un-known, mostly through lack of resources. In. Pakistan, for example,I know that the total funds available for scientific research in all the12Tuniversities amounts to no more than three-quarters of a milliondollars. There are no international agencies at present to cater to suchneeds. The aid organization of the United States has never had it initstmandate to help pure science or even technologically orientedscience in the countries it operates in.

The UNDP has, since last year, set aside $3 million annually for suchassistance--some 1 percent of its resources, still not a vast sum.UNESCO and IAEA, as Professor Buzzati-Traverso will tell you, areimpoverished organizations, they are small, ill supported by the big1)owers.
This leaves the great U.S. private foundations, Ford and Rocke-feller, who do a superb job, in the context however of help to larger.ojects. There is no one looking after the needs of the sniall in-vestigator.
Together with Professors Marshak, Auger, and Roger Revel le, weproposed at the United Nations Advisory Committee meeting of lastyear that an International Science Foundation should be set up withthe same tasks as, for example, the National Science Foundation inthis con:.,..y. Assumil g some $5 million were available annually, theInternational Foundation may function through a series of nationalsubcommittees making individual grants, like the NSF.We have envisaged the International Science Foundation as a smallgrant giving body, directing its activities to developing countries only.It will be a nongovernmental organization; on its board there wouldbe representation of the world academies.

Could this Foundation take over other roles, like, for example,chartering world science policy in respect of international collabora-tion in its general aspects? There is need for such an organization, as Isuggested in the first part of my talk.
To summarize what I have said:
1. There is need for greater funds to be made available for collabora-tion in physical sciencesother speakers will doubtlesAy speak ofof the need in their own sciences; I hive pleaded for My own subjecthigh-energy physics. There is need for advance thinking fol. the decadeof the eighties. For thiS we need group planning, and one hopes thisgreat country in that respect will take a lead

2. There is need of recognition that in all collaboration in sciencethose from developing countries need to be treated as equal partners.3. There is urgent heed for setting aside for direct international -operation funds to cover the U.S. contributions to the setting up ofinternational centers, the World University, the International ScienceFoundation and other such initiatives.
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4. There is need to strengthen the U.N. Agencies dealing with sci-
ence; the United Nations, that much maligned organization, is the one
place where the entire family of Man meets to discuss and plan hu-
manity's future on the basis of equality, and this is something from the
developing countries and from the East which is prized very, very
highly.

I started. my talk by recounting one international endeavor ill pure
science. I shall end by recounting one more. This relates to the condi-
tions of developing countries.

Seven hundred and fifty years ago, an impoverished Scotsman left
his native glens to travel south to Toledo in Spain. IIis name was
Michael, his goal to live and work at the Arab universities of Toledo
and Cordova, where the greatest of Jewish scholars, Moses Ben
Maimpun, had taught a generation before.

Michael reached Toledo in 1217. Hi interests lay in the sciences of
astrology and alchemy, then fashionable in Scotland. But once in
Toledo, Michael f brmed the ambitious project of introducing Aristotle
to Latin Europe, translating not from the original Greek, which he
did not know, but from the Arabic translation taught in Spain.

Toledo's seaool, representing as it did the finest synthesis of Arabic,
Greek, Latin and Hebrew scholarship, was one of the most memorable
of international essays into scientific collaboration. To Toledo and
Cordova came seholars, n( only from the rich countries of the East
like Syria and Egypt, but also from developing lands of the West like
Scotland.

Then as now, there were obstacles to this international scientific con-
course. First, there was the political division of the world. In 1217 the
wounds of the Third Crusade, fought barely. 30 years before, were
still not healed. And then there was the economic and intellectual dis-
poYity between diffeTent parts of the world.

Men like Michael the Scot and his contemporary in Toledo, Alfred
the Englishman, wer6 singularities; they did not represent any flour-
ishing schools of research in their owp. countries. With all the best
will in, the world, their teachers at Toledo doubted the -wisdom and
value of training them for advinced scientiBc research. At least one
of his masters counseled young Michael to go_back to the clipping of
sheep and weaving of woolen cloth. Fortunately for the future of
Western humanity, I am ;very glad Micbael did not.

There are some practical problemE, in trying to start such a thing
as an International Sdence Foundation, not from the standpoint of
rich countries, but from the standpoint of the ,poor ones.

My own feeling is that,we couldprobably get over the,3 difficuit i
First of all there is the problem of getting the pakistan government
to look after, its own scientists. The, 12 universities of Pakistan .are
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at the moment budgeted at three quarters of a million dollars for the
entire scientific research program.

I have no doubt whatsoever this won't be changed in the near fore-
seeable future. People are not convinced.

Persuading the Pakistan government to increase the three-quarters
of a million dollars to $3 million is not going to happen. It is an un-
fortunate fact. Scientific research is considered peripheral.

One big problem is red tape. At The Centre in Trieste, which is a
U.N. operation, we have this problem. Those of you who are familiar
with the U.N. operations know very well the routing that the U.N.
ducuments have to have.

For example, for my fellowships, the procedure is the two director
generals, one of IAEA, and one of UNESCO. They are jealous. I
can't sign the document which goes out announcing these fellowships.
They must sign it. It takes about a month to get one of them to sign.
Anyhow, it is signed.

Then it is sent to the Government. It resides in the Atomic Energy
Commission in one case and sometimes never gets to the university.
If somebody gets one of these fellowships, he is supposed to get these
commissions to agree to send the application to us and then we have
to go to Vienna or Paris to make a selection. A large panel sits for the
award of ten fellowships. Twenty people are involved, and then it
goes back through the same routes to the government and so on. We
follow that rigorously. United Nations procedures, incidentally, are
decreed by the foreign offices of the countries concerned. It is not the
U.N. that is responsible, it is the foreign office. This is followed.

But we have found ways of cutting it completely. We bring in 800
copies of the announcement before it is signed. We send it on or
own initiative to all the unviersities concerned. We ask all the appli-
cants to send in two copies, one straight to Trieste, and one to Vienna.
From that long list we make the selection and inform all the people
half a month after we have received the application.

We devised the following formula,, the government is informed :hat
the international center chooses to colifer the privilege and honor on
such ard such a national of their country; if within 10 days we do
not hear a "No" from the government, the thing will be awarded. Now
this can be done.

We are doing it. Only one government objected. We took no notice.
No heavens have fallen. This includes some of the Eastern Eurt4:iaans,
some of the tough countries. I have no doubt that between us we shall
find some mechanism even to deal with Russia; if w, and the country
tough, I have no fear.
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I appreciate very much the opportunity to speak before you on theproblems of international scientific cooperation.This is, of course, very important, and at the same time a very,very complicated problem. I expect only to contribute a little. Thepresence of my friends, who work very much with me on these prob-lems of international scientific cooperation, gives me hope that weshall gradually progress in the solution of the situation before us.I represent the International Council of Scientific Unions. Youunderstand that the International Council of Scientific Unions, orsimply TCSU, considers tbe problem of better international scientificcooperation as its most important task and as the major problem forwhich it is called into existence.Y. a know that ICSU is the biggest nou-governmental organiza-tion of scientists. It is a real union of .pecial scientific unions, such asthe Astronomical Union, or the Mathematical Union, or the Inter-national Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, and others.We have 16 such member unions in our council, and at the sametime, among its members, ICSU counts many countries. The membercountries are represented by the corresponding academies of sciences,or the research councils. And of course, all the problems of the inter-national scientific cooperations are very important for us, ICSU.You and everybody understand that international scientific Co-operation has great significance for the development of the science asa whole. Of course, science as a whole profit. very much from suchcooperation, but everybody agew-s that it also brings profits for thedevelopment of science for an) given country, both for developedcountries and the countries which are now developing.It is equally profitable for the countries with high scientific poten-tial and for countries which, at the moment, have low scientific poten-tials. Therefore, we must agree that international scientific coopera-tion is a progressive factor in the life of humanity. And everythingwhich is against it, every factor which can destroy such coopeation,is of course tc, be -%valuated as a negative factor, for example, political.tensions, ational disciimmations.
-unal Council of S. lathe Unions, Rome, Italy and presidethe Armenian Soviet 5oJnIist Republic, Yerevan, U.S.S.R.

1 Presider
AcademY of ;.').
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the other side, we know that the cooperation in science brings,

result, good relations between scientists, and in this way it helps

ring understanding among the nations, among the peoples of the

.d.
old times, let us take the 18th con ury, there were no,difficulties

aternational scientific cooperation. It -really existed, when the
ace was concentrated in several, mostly European, academies. It
sufficient to write scientific letters to each other, and exchange the
lications; this was sufficient for the science of that epoch
ut now, the problem is Much more complicated, owing first to the

that science has, spread over many, many countries. There are
many countries whose scientific potential is very large. At

same time, science itself has diversified; it hp.S many new branches,
really, at any given moment, we can say that new branches of

nee are coming into existence. Therefore, the problem is very cora-
ated, since almost in every case, whenever you are making any step

'ard international scientifie cooperation, you meet multi disciPlinary

blems.
the present state of this cooppration,, we. areimplementing inter-

CoiNieration:by means of the so-Called:international scientific

ORS, which, of course, are very effective. ,Some of them are ea e-
dlectiveparticialarly in the fundamental sciences. I speak

iay mostlY about 'tile funclamental sciences.
i we take .the. fundamental sciences`, I can say that existing

I,.
I

ions do magnificent work. There are some examples Of sueh Unions .

the union to -which ',personally belmig the Astronomical Union,
3y work very Well, iraplementing, the, ideal seientific cooperation

hveen, the countries', hetween the astronomers of the world.
ftOweVer, aa I haVe's[iid, we hav"e the 'PrOblems ofeooperation in the

Jerdiseiplinary fiekl. :These problerns are ,Of 'special interest for the

SU since ICSU is the uniOn 'in*lions. 'It iS' responsible for 'the

;anizatipn of international activity in such in terdisciplinary. fields-

It is tkvery happy situation that tlae Acaclemies of Scieiaces.of di

t countries are Members of the Th'ternationar CounCil.of Scien

lions This helps in. organizing the -ro around some iiiterdiscipli-

Progrras
ICSIT has initiated a large nlimber of piogi arns which' are Weli

koyiTn. For example, we had a successful 'gJain for the Intorno,-

mal Geophysical Year. We had a program of the International Year
the'Quiet Sun; we have now----it in,final stage-7--the-InEerriational

F

iolegical Program; the' Oat major proorarn In biology whd now iNre

we entered into-the Global` AtinosPheric ReSearch ,Prograin tha
,t+i F.11, til.

gether with the World Meteorological 'Organization, WilI,embar

studies 'cf:the world environment.',
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Of course, the problAms of environment are very important practi-
cally, but we take the responsibility only for the, scientific side', trying
to' -soli-et the scientific problems of monitoring and methods of work.

Now' a special committee on the environment is organized, and in
many countries, 'we have already national committees, who help with
this international'effort. We can hope that in this program,' We will be
as effective and efficient as we 'were in other programs.

I shall mentioir herelalso a very important program about the pos-
sibility' of a world sYstem of scientific infermation. The study of the
possibility of such undertaking -was made by ICSU, together with
UNESCO, and this whole study was headed by Professor Harrison
Brown of Cal-Tech, who is present here. This study has brought very
substantial results. And we think that now we can hope that uch a
program, such an undertaking, will be implemented, and that 'we shall
have cooperation in building a world system of information.

I mentioned this study of the 'possibility or the feasibility a the
world information system, not only as an example of a piece 0 )rk
which is done by ICSU, but also to tell you that the study .has been
planned and that the people who worked on it are trying' to find the
optimal soultion of this problem.

In the case of the general problem Of' hiternalional scientific coop-
eration,' of course, no such study, before the begimiing 'of' the coopera-
tion; has been made. We scientists are pragmatid. As I haVe tOld 'you,
our predecessors started with international cooperation hi science, in
very oldlitnes, 'and while we are gradually changing thefforms, mostly
we are going in a very praginatic way. But perhaps this way, this
method' of work, which" gives many possibilities, also has many
deficiencies'.

As I have told you, we have, and are beginning, from n. time to time,
new and international undertakings, like geophysical years', or the'
environment programs. We begin one program after another. This
is happening, according to suggestions of some scientists, of some na-
tional committees for TCSU, or of some union, but we are not proceed-
ing' in a very. scientific way. 4 6

'Therefore, -one of the major problems now is the following:, The
whole .field of science is before us. We Must study the situation, in
science, each .year,' with the aim tO find the pointa 'where the interna-
tional cooperation, multilateral cooperation; is' important, where it
can bring good results. Then -Od Imust proceed to work around those
pdints, in' the corresponding fieldl.

Now it is necessary fOr ICSU,' and not only 'for ICStr; I think, but
also for 'other unions, to 'study the sitUation 'in' every 'acienbe and the
situation in the whole science; and interdisci'plinary tWe"Must
find the 'hot spoth; where large acale chOofieratii,:in ia heci:5s-
miry,' and organize stieh international br5operation as
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This idea was the result of discussion we had during the last meet-
ing of ICSU officers, and we are going to try to change our work
according to this idea. Perhaps this will bring more optimality to
the organization of international scientific cooperation.

Perhaps it is correct to say thatuntil recently, when we were meet-
ing in ICSU we were spending all our time on problems of the orga-
nization of 1eS1J itself, how to organize the work of the meetings,
or of the executive committee itself, et cetera. But now we have rec-
ognized that the most important thing for the ICSU, for its Execu-
tive Committee and for its leadership, is to study the situation in all
of science, and then to find the problems which urgently require
international scientific cooperation.

As I have said, the implementation of scientific, multilateral, and
international cooperation is the aim of the unions. We have already
many good unions. However, when speaking about international
cooperation, we should not, forget the importance of bilateral, or tri-
lateral cooperation. Bilateral cooperation between countries which
have well developed science brings good results, since we know that
usually countries are progressing in science in different ways. There-
fore, they can very well complement each other in the development of
science. I shall bring in some examples a little later.

You will excuse me that I will bring the examples from my field. It
is quite natural, since evelybody, can speak only on the problems which
he understands.

There are came where the different countries can complement each
other in such a degree that cooperation between them can bring very
gnat advantages. It is necessary to have soine mechanism which ean
endorse, help, or initiate organization of such cooperation between
two countries, or three countries, I was impressed by today's report by
Doctor, laow about the possibilities, of cooperative work in space
between Soviet and Amedcan scientists.

Ids, very well, when scientists meet, but of course there are many
needs and many other possibilities of concrete common scientific work.
I think that the in t..mational Unions, and the IOSU itself, must not
forget that many titings !Ire possible to .do. Many aims are possible
to schieve,, when such bilateral cooperation starts, and therefore, the
unions, atlaast in some cases, can stimulate such cooperation between
the scientiets,of two or three countries.

This is, a. 4eld which 'is mostly, forgotten in the activity of our
unions. Despite the title announced, in our agenda, I can't find, or, in-
vent completely. new. ,plethods, of scientific cooperation but I think:
that it i8 time; to put emPhasis on sopielnethocis Of cooperation which
are neglectedi cq not, eufficiently e)F.ploite'd. ,

There, are two -reasoils for having bilateral cooperation between
coup tries. The ,firat tthat, sometimes. the, scientific equipment of one. A .
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country complements the scientific equipment Of 'another country.- As a
good ekample. I can cite here the cage where the French sCientistS are-
preparing ;a very large, bubble chamber ,for the experiMentS with the
Serpuklov accelerator. .

I think_both.the accelerator itself and the bubble chamber Of suCh
large size are so .costly, are so difficult to build, that Cooperation in such
cases is quite nattral; betWeen any two. countries which cttn inthig way
complement -each ,Other. Of course, the equipthent iS very important
for science, but I think the scientific. people, Eire more- important,- here
I would like to express the following. idea:. When we consider t*o Rich
countries as the United States and the. Soviet Union, owing to. Many
facts, mostly for politiCal reasons,' the Scientific exchange which existS
is mot so great as we desireas Idesire, and I am sure as is desired by
many Soviet and American scientists.

Of course, we have some cooperation,- since we are-sending eaCh other
the reprints' and .books. We . meet in conferences, and even are doing
some work_ together;het sufficient, bat we-are doingit. lioWever,..it is-
desirable to do more, because there is some d"..gree of isolation' betWeen

the scientists :of the tato :countries.
Exchanges are mot sO frequent, asvre desireespecially common work,

on definite Problems antIComniOn inveStigtitiOnS. Therefore, the very
mood and way of scientific 'thinking, iry suCh .situatiOns; ,is in some
degree different in the' Soviet -Union, in. the same field.. Thus, in the
same field, you meetthe people-who are differently' Minded: They-have
different *ays of aPproaching the probleinsi and in such Cages, of
course,- the meeting of these' people; when they work on a .commow

problem, is verY :important. .

There is a Russiamproveth that there is no evil without good. That
is, you never get anything good:without getting something. bad.'

We are a little .diSsociated,. though. not coMpletely. We don't have,
hOthogeneity of thinking, there, and here: This shows that .we

can complement each 'other. Thila
When I speak aboUt the different cases; of- multilateral and bilateral:

cooperation, Yow must take- into-,accoun t that* those problems which
are. niostly conneotedlwith the earth, 'its .iatmoSphdre, and, the ,oceang

require mUltilateral doopetationreally international cooperation in its

broadest sense.. , .., ,

But if *e.take.other programs where the.' wayS .:ofsolUtion -are, not -.

so clear, there( the trUe bilateraLcOoperation often is' better,... and ictur

better serve .ouf purpose:: .

Caw.Ibring youne exaMple Ofthe cOoperatiOniiivastronomy? You ,

knovr that erd inf the:United States' yob., were very sucCessful. _You are

proud of the fact that you have:built sticCessfully nuniber .91 the

largest teleseoPeg.. intheworkL YOu .already had :tha 40-inch telescope
;;4.3;/..
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in existence at the end of the last century. Then you:built the 60-inch
at, Mount Wilson, then .a 100-inch, -and then a 200-inch in Palomar.
InCreasingly these made possible the observation of the very faint
stars, and the very faint and distant galaxies. . ;

All these very large telescopes. have, the I ability, to, concentrate on
the investigation of small:star fields attd of the spectrum of a Single.
star only. At the same time,- the number of:stars which are .now in
our reach ,. with these .telescopes, is measured iby. billions, and millions,
of galaxies.. We can study them by- means .of :these large -telescopes.

You here in America haVe tried _to meet the difficulty :of; choosing
between the bil&ns of; stars, or millions of galaxies, and the stars of
the -galaxies --,413ich are especially interesting. You, have undertaken
the program -of photographing the whole sky by -means of a Schmidt
telescope, which has a broad field.- . . ;

The Schmidt telescope of Palomar ip . very .successful. You have
obtained, by means of these maps 'Of the sky, inforniation- about the
positions of millions .1of: stars, and some possibilities-to havep prelimi-
nary information-abOut the. physics of stars.. , . , . _

But now the requirements are more Stricti,and. therefore we have at
mfr. ,observatory.in Bjurakan,, in Armenia in-:the Soviet -Union, the
means to workinti- field: We havebuiltan instrument of the Schmidt
type .howeVer- with. an-objective priata,. which; gi.tes its the possibility
to have at: Once, photographs f . thouSands., of spectra of . stars, with
very smaff'disperdon. Front ithem ewe 'have a very-small amonnt of
spectral: information, but thiS information= is muchtltigher than what
we can obtain, from, the images, the , direct images of stars, without
spectra. Then I can say, "Oh, this star has aninteresiting spectruni,'?
and Conclude aboUtithe neceasity,of stUdying, it cwith- a ltirger instill-
ment, with greater .dispereion, and fto,follow it:; .

n; this way,: We. how have . the. possibility Of1 choosing among the
starsi or Among the galaxies, the mOst interesting objects. Part of !this
program is already being iniplemented., and the newi types, of:galaxies
we have discovered:at. our,-observatory BjUrakani nowf ate milder
stud*. ; the 'lists! ere atrailable ; we have 'Made Ihem! !available, to Tour
observatories and it atis, been a great succeSs. .Manrof them have been
investigated: ,by, yolur astronothers with greater telescopesi :via an; ex-
change program, coming from our country to your country,: -an& this
showed very interesting restilts.. We have found :many)galaxieS of, the
interniediate rtype-betweenthe usual. gala,xies; And .quasars.: ,ri 7 . 'I,

This is one of the interesting examples. AftergaNne, time, it is possi-,
ble, that iour roles: change We *rot building. a larger. telescdpe, ; a 6-
meter ; teleSocipei.but our ,Schmidt-telescdpb.miill _bet insUfficient ito ob.?...
taini initial( d atat aboUti the fainter: stars: -1 :

Now if yOu the_ United..States will Mill& FaSiDniZwlicky. has -prp1-.
posed, an objective grating for the 48 inch, you' will have, then, an
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instrument which can go deeper, in exploration of fainter stars. Then
you can provide the initial material, to ,find where are the interesting
objects, among the still fainter stars, and we can, in the future, observe
them when we shall have our '6-meter telescope. Thus it-may be thatWe
shall change our roles. But, in any case, this ,example shows how esisily
we can complement each other in .some fields. - ,

This is an example -from astronomy, but I think that we can have
the same situation in Many other- fields, ,especially in the branches .of
science where you require large numbers of very .expensive instru-
ments; astronomy is such, a science.--We require a large number of very.
large telescopes in order to study all, these. very interesting and. very.
faint objects.,

Thus it is possible to have cooperation; especially in order to com-
plement each .other. For -example,, If think .that this -remark is true not'
only for ground-based astronomy; but for Space astronomy- also. , _r

- I have _taken much...time, but; may I tell, you something about
science in the Soviet Union, especially in the field in which I have some
experience.

_ I think it is interesting especially for the Americans. You know that
we. have ,problems in the, coordination of scientific work, ,not only% in-
ternational, but Also within countries. It happene very often that in two
universities of the same country, or in two scientific institutions, people
are doing parallel work, not always having the necessary exchange; It
I;appens also hi.: our. country. ! I 1. , , , '

In the. Soviet -Union the investigations in the fundamental sciences'
are concentrated in the Academy :of, Sciences itself. The institutions
which are making the most -important scientific, work in the funda-,
mental sciences :belong to the Academy. of ,Sciences. of U.S.S.R. .or to.
the academies of the Soviet Republics,. of member Republics of . the
Soviet Union. . .

Since ,the time ,all these academies of the member, republics have been
established, we have seen the problem of how to 'coordinate-their work.
However, it was not very difficult, since. all! the prOblems of rmarice,ithe
distribution, of funds between the;difFerent. disciplines; are in the hands

scientiAts, more precisely, liii th6., hands of , the academies of the re.?
PAbliesA Therefore, -the -,prk -Am Was only -to coordinate the effortS of ;
the aeadeAdes of !different republics:: "z - ' ,

rgttis is,irp: soma degree similar go /the probleins of international seien-
4445/ c_0913eTation-,-7with ;tone. ,.differenderhere; we have, no political,
c14#eulta:ef41. -Amt ,9243 beginning,, when. all theee new academies of sciences
begantto ;work there were sortie difficulties: Every, academy wag trying -
to, move) into , all ;possible fields., aint.-veryi soon, we realized.,that it, was

.and, that= each;.;actidemhrl niusti cOncentrate on, Something,:
and, when; !we- have a aimalieri republic÷-forl &tamp* the
represent is one of the smallest republics of the Soviet Unionwe must

58-418-71--5
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concentrate on a very limited number of scientific problems (Of
course, such a republic as, for example, Ukraine, which hag 50 million
population, can take a wider range of problems.)

When all the scientists realized this; and succeeded in concentrating
on a small number of problems.in each of the republic's' and When We
succeeded in those, the work of coordination became much easier. It is
done by the committee, which consists of the presidents of the acad-
emies of the different _republics. This committee also pays special
attention to the necessity that each academy of sciences, of each
Republic, must have its own fields of work, a special face which is
different from the face of other academies. .

At the same time, this cooperation between the academiesof differ-
ent republics has brought the rapid development of sciences in the
Republics of the Soviet Union, which were 50 Srears ago, in a very
backward stage of economic development.

Now, the scientists of those republics are feediwg tits" results', and
sometimesvery.essential results, into the whole of Sbviet scierite, and
world science.

We all know that oneof.themost important problems noW Wore us
is the problem- of cooperation: with the scientiSts of the develophig
countries. I shall make some rematks on this, andi then finish, My
contribution.

We should consider that the most important thing hi plaithirie
help for the developing countries is to base thehelp'onIfetraireteierits.
And these requirements Can be formulated only by the people And! 'by
scientists of those countries. Withoutimowing what the reguireintents'
are, and what the most mgent situations Bare' fors thenti aonte peopfe
say, "Oh, yes, if a' country isunderdeveloped,Ilient for theni the' fiVst
problem is the. problem of food." - -

But I do not speak about food. I speak about sciencenaturdly,
both,about theoretical and.applied' scienceand, it iefor the' detelbp-
ing countries thernselves to- decide which way for the' deVelOpinent of
science is most suitable for them. .

We canthave.conferenees. here taxa cant speak. about the requirethent
and the needs of developing cOuntries, but thqntdElt,iitipbrtatit,
I believe,' is- to find the concrete problenis: and cbricrete, ni;eds'. they
haveto learn this from them, and-not .just give.adVice to thein.'.,

They canzeasily find.., what priority listis bestfor theft ITati kno'w,
we live in a world where- the differenli; nations! have ,diffeilkit
of,life; different kvays of life, and, Viekeforel-tho
science in every country are different They depend' riot. bay on. thil
economib buo' also on the traditions' of the-given' comitry, the
history of the country; and many tother'thingS We do'not knoiV. Vhdret.
fore, the: best thing, always, is,' that .the people, the 'scientiagg and

,
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the intellectuals of the developing country, fonnulate for themselvesall the requirements they have.

The organization that I head, the International Council of ScientificUnions, is -mt rat Of the apparatus of the United Nations. ft isnongovernmental.- The problem. of.enrvironment is very broad. It hasmany and chiefly practical Yaspects, and at the same tirde, it is 'con-nected with many scientifiC,problems..ICSU, whiCh coridists tinlY ofthe unions in fundamentalsciences, cat" take respo]isibility Only forthe scientific study of the problems Which can arise, arid fareudy fitv`e
arisen, connected with the environment problem.

Therefore, ICSU has a very large field of work. If Vre` will succeed
in this, we%shall. 'help the international organizatim* such as inUnited Nations 'limagine such a structure. ag the' United Nations isconsidering all sides of the problem of the envirownent, and UNESCO.will be responsible in the United Nations for the scientific problems.

However, ICSU, itself, in which all the disciplines are represented,can help very much in studying this. Here the first problems are con-nected with the methods of studying, the methods of monitoring, andof course, with evaluation of different factors. The scientific problemsare of such large scale that they are quite sufficient for our scientists.One more word: our Council of Scientific Unions consists chiefly,almost exclusively, of the unions in natural sciences and mathematics.
Social sciences are not now considered. Therefore, we don't consi orourselves very competent in social matters.

It will be wise, when we consider that we don't understand anythingin politics, and yet I know that many scientists are very critical ofpoliticians. But nobody has proved that the scientists can be betterpoliticians than the real politicians themselves.
There is also another matter. We are an international organization.When you bring the practical consideration into this organization,then, of course, you destroy the very subtle, very delicate, but at thesame time, very good and very sensible cooperation we have in thescience.
Therefore, perhaps this is also another reason we prefer to be non-political, but we see at the same time that it is impossible to be com-pletely outside of the political. I will agree that it is impossible to.be completely outside of politics, but we shall not rush very swiftlyinto politics. We should try to contact the social sciences, in order towiden our scope a little. But we must be very careful in all these things.I have mentioned that ICSU is a union of unions in fundamentalsciences, but of course we are concerned also with applications. Forexample, our Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry is not on)y in-terested in the purely theoretical work but in applied, also.

aktil
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Apcently, we have adopted, ap a, meml?er of the.ICSTJ, the ,Union ort
the Science of Nutrition. But, sometimes, many- problemsi in the, field,,.
of ,f2,012.p.ologyTemain.. outside glf (pp concept.,But (X ithirVkl,t since now the
difference between the fundamentoLand the applied sciences is washedi
out many,aelds. Therefor,e,, many unipna,ofgapplie&sciences_are,
inPl*ex!: to as4 amto. P.000pt thelA as melAber inkiim. a.; f i' in I TE, t,

But ,of poUrge our, pick,* to,consider ,the situations Janet to work t

on the situations , which Require, ia1ernational1 zeal! sand .cpoperationt
Wbteiü a.Xly sAien#fiC exen practic4 . prOhltern can ,be solved, ;by-the ,
national meana, it is perhaps 10,4,4 the ,first importance for us.,-It

of importance!, but not,of.firat importance.
Pf first importance, f9r1USt are, Vq.e% problems which we can't solve

witho0 p9operation-1?etwee4,4ffor-ent CPulltrieslAnti especially IC$U,
WithoYt /t4e i4t.oPlisPi144417 egoPeration.whichs alSo,necesse;17:
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One lot the .sinoSt speCtadulat- develdpnieritS 'during the; St tWO or
three decades has been the increase in sophistication, quantity' ;and
'effectiveness, ;of' 'military technologY; Veryi Much! 'oflt*baSed On! '*ew
-tleireloprnents I in science:. This paper 'Will ;dealiwith sonie .of the' Con-
'4:seq.:I:fences! of this development and 'Will concernitselfparticiilarly With
--ways in which 'science and 'teChnologi can, Contribute; to, the effecti*e
'icontrol of this -burgeoning military> teehnolOgY.

There is-, of course, nothing' new 'ia inationti stri ving ifor the 'West
and beet in. military technology-. Inde'ed.,' it ,hat frequentlibeenergued
that foirert the centUries the .spiii,of.-thilitary needs haS been' :one of the

Potent i) ccelentors, in the develoPment of CiviliiiiedinioliigrY Of
'thithyt varieties:, In' this cOnnectionl it id eobering tO' reinember that that
tangust, sand honorific' ibodY;nthe) National' Adadendy-
-foUnded- duiingthe'tlays ofthe Civil Wait, with ;the Sttbiiipe6tatiOn
that i it Would i.contribute Lid needed-military, I te'clinOldgr.1" Eireir,later;
during World War I, the NAS )affillate, thei NationalReSekrale Connell,
was! f oundedi with muc-the same' obfectivein: mind) Agaiiit1he jaart
of- World War lithe scienti-ns and engineerS cif itho United 8tates *eke
smObilized for , war work t through `the then= ne-W1 !Office' fa' ISCientific
Research and Development. 1,1 i!i

s !Furthermore; there, is nothing suiprising tint the fact that'as' the na-
-tiOns dthe; ivorld 1 beCotue itaore AnduStrialliedi 'and. d'erielident"
-techholOgyisin-z their afftirs; b will;bheir iittifithry tfötcè t31.1 'iredinicylogy
-andindusiri8.1 pkoductiOid 'are, obviouiln inteiadtiVoisysteilisi:'-prdiltiCts
And processiya-whichi have lif!ten '.-dejelOped with ciViliani eases iitilraina
lieqUentlrturil oilticY `dflikilitaiytiConigeeplenceti Thus, ilew deMlbp-
Inents civilian I coniratinidationts'IsYlIterd6 )will) quickly finct ;theft' Vir36
in military:-cdraniunications.Assemblyline methods forproducing

lautomobiless !cam .13e; Mddifie& , to the ioroduaiOre >of rnilitry lair-
craft. -As\ the Worla becomei.tnthrie technOlOgY, derierident so -will' the

'11') ';VtAst L. 1,1 -If

t The-last feWs deadeSd showeirer; have ,seen, the/ iingetjat-UcrOi trends 'of
such significance to,. military-) technology -that!itheY 'be( i)roperly
called new.. The first of thesel&the(olose interplay betWeen;fundaniental

iiiiiii-e;;;Tec:finOlOgy 'and 1!Oeieti,- cornen tizitveraity, Ithaca,H 1;;- h
....1,ri!1 (1 it,

f").4Y1t4.' i)Lt1; .;) ; :--; I.r$
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science and technology with the consequence that the rapidity with
which scientific discoveries can be translated into technology has
greatly accelerated. This is true in all areas, but notably so in the
military. The second important trend is the development of major
military ,.Fespvph -pend ,Aevelopmpnt -effiarts, specifieslly focused on
accelerated development- of ,rnilitary technology. Indeed, the magni-
tude of this effort is now so large that substantial units of industry in
the United States and in other developed nations are devoted almost
exclusively to the development and eventual, production of militarY
technology.

In ,consiaering the impact of science-based 'technology . on the
n4litary, it is common to think immediately of the strategic nuclear
systems and with good reason. Two authentic revolutions in military
technology have gone into the development of our current over-
whelmingly lethal strategic nuclear forces. The first revolution was of
course the Atom Bomb, which resulted_ in an increase in some orders
of magnitude of.the explosive kill-power per unit weight. An illustra-
tion of our terrible progress is to -recall that the phrase "blockbuster"
rcferred in World War II to bombs with one or two tons of TNT,
whereas the compatible blockbuster -.now will carry megatons of TNT
equivalent. The second revolution is embodied in the Intercontinental
Ballistic Rocket which has given us the power to deliver these nuclear
explosives to far distant places with high accuracy and with a
thousand-fol d. decrease in time of delivery.

The terrible consequence of these two revolutions is that we have
now reached the position where, only a single decision and about
thirty minutes of time stand in the way of the almost total.destruction
of any single nation in the world.

These fearsome 'developments in strategic nuclear,weapons systems
should. not, however, distract us from the realization, that ,the revolu-
tion furl:altars- technology has affected the.entire spectrum of military
affairs. ,Solid state devices and -space satellite .zsystems: have revo-
lutionized ,militery communications. Computer based command,
control and guidance systems have revolutionized the war , of the
,battlefield, the so-called conventional. war.; Andi waiting in- the wings
are still, newer systems based on the most recent technology:

A chilling exposition . of the potential .for ,,new military weapons
systems is to be found. in Nigel Calder's recent :book, Unleas Peace
Comes. The subtitle of this book is A Scientific Forecast le New Weapons
'and the Iloolc itself lives up to its dread promise. Would you want to
know-about robot ,warfare, about :militarized oceans, about, environ-
mental warfare? -Itso, this is the book fon_ you.

Now the development ,of.all of this,impressive military technology,
t6th foresent arid 'futtire, does nOt dome automaticidiY. Indeed, the
price _that we pay for it is high in terms of both dollars and effort.

adtP67
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In the United States something between 10 and 15 percent of the
total military budget, depending upon the precise definition, is
d.evoted to military research and development. Since the worldwide
cost of military activity is about $200 billion/year, the implica-
tion is that something between $20 and $30 billion/year is involved
world-wide in military research and development.

In fact, this figure may be considerably too low. In a speech last
March, Dr. John Foster, Director, Defense Research and Engineer-
ing in the Pentagon, attributed au . annual expenditure ef $13 to 14
billion/year for military-related R. 4z D for the United States and
gave as his estimate a figure of $16 to $17 billion for the Soviet Union.
lience, estimating roughly the costs for the other nations involved,
the world total may be closer to $40 billion than $30 billion. And this,
bear in mind, is only for the R k D effort.

Furthermore, unless there are some exceedingly effective counter-
vailing pressures, one can predict that the intensity of effort on
military technology will increase,. There are a number of reasons to
expect this. One is that there now exist in all of the developed coun-
tries of the world trained, committed, and dedicated specialists in
Military technology. Consider, for example, the complex of trained
people whi,ch exists in the laboratories and arsenals of the military
services of the United States and in the aerospace and related indus-
tries whose Prinapal function over the years has been to serve the
military. This entire knowledgeable, technically-oriented and sophis-
ticated apparatus exists fundamentally for the development of military
technology.

A second pressure toward increased military R & D effort is the
steadily increasing numbers of research opportunities within the
field of technology; For ,the past number of yearw the world's scientific
activity 404;:been doubling approximately every 10 years. A com-
psrabke :doubling time must Antall for applied science and engineering
$140- The direct consequence is that there are ever-widening oppor-
tunities for the development of new technology, including military
.teamolegy in particulAr. Several yeare-agoi then Secretary of Defense
McNamara spoke eloquently a the `!mad-, momentum", of, the ";arms
race between the Soviet Union and the United States. The identical
phrase is. snrely an appropriate description of the pressures toWard
the development of more, military technology.

All a this 3utensive military effor,t isAlone- in-. the name, of national
aecuritY, .It by no means follows, however, that increased national
security is a conetequence of these technical developments., Indeed,
it is a _sad .and, ironic fact -that as, the United States has steadily
increased military expenditums and developed its impressive
new military technology, its ,national security has steadily decreased.
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No longer do we have any serious'hope or expectation of su6cessfully
defending our country against: nuclear attack; in the meaning of the
word defense. Our best hope is only that our mutual nuclear deterrence
will remain effective and deterrence,is.not defense.. Mutuai deterrence
only promises that if deterrence fails there will be rvastmutual destruc-
tion, destruction in other' words, ,,of' attacker and, attacked alike.
And regrettably in recent months there is increasing 'evidence that
even this limited concept of mutual deterrence =fit losing etkime of its
credibility.

An excellent example of 'how a technically attractive piece of
military technology developed in the name of national security, can
nevertheless carry us down the path of diminished security, is the
case of MIRV. This . acronym, as almost everybody now knows,
stands for Mrdtiple Independently-Targeted ,Reentry Vehicles. The
background to, the development of MIRV.and the reasons for coni,ern
about development have been many times outlined by such' people as
George Rathjens, Robert Klieman, ,and Herbert Scoville. A particu-
larly Lae summary of the situation is to be found in. Herbert York's
hook.

Very briefly, the situation, is this.'It- is now possible replace , the
single warhead carried by a strategic -nuclear racket, as for example,
the U.S. Minuteman or the Soviet SS-9,, with fw warhead which con-
tains a number of independently-targetedinuclearweapons: The mega-
tonnage of each .of these seParat& weapons will, .of :courselbe consid-
erably smaller than the megatonnage. of -the single bomb which ,they
replace. Thus, according to newspaper reports, the roughly One-
Megaton weapon Of the durrerit Minuteman rocket willbe 'replaced in
Minuteman III by a 'group of three MIRVs; each- withR only >two-
tenths megaton yield. Remember, however, thilt .the bOmbs Which
devastated Hiroshima and Nagasaki were -Under 20 kilotons, 'i.e.' 10
_times smaller than these; Remembering 'also that, due rto' the cube
root relation between damage radhts and megatomtagei three,Properly
Aispersed smaller nuclear bombs can, do -more .damage to a' large city
than, the equivalent single ,largelbomlf; it is' clear .that the destruction
carried by a MIRVed weapon is still enough; tO greatly devastate a
,modern city. ; , I I

What are the military reasons-for developing and-deploying MIRVI
A first reason is that it is an obvioui' response tO. an- antiballistic
missile defense system in that by launching a -14111Ved Missile more
targets are presented to the' defense' sYstem with-consequently 'more
Opportunity' for the attacker to penetrate through- the defense ,or to
exhaust the defense. A, second reasthaj which i sometimes4;advanced
is i that, the greater , total mimber 'oft warheads whiole MIRVI :produces

-4 ->.: ;,-.,
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permits the ,attack of many more military targets in the opponent's
country.

. The third military opportunity and the one which turns out to
be the joker in the deck,- is that it these separate warheads have
sufficientlyfhigh accuracy, they again ,make it conceivable to consider
the possibility of a nuclear first-strike, something which mutual deter-
rence had presumably made inconceivable. The arithmetic here/ is
simple. -Supposing, two opponents each have identical. ,nunabers of
land-based, nuclear-armed, intercontinental rockets emplaced in silos-
Suppose each rocket warhead contains half, a dozen MIRV's. Suppose,
firally, that the accuracy and reliability of each MIRV is such that
the targeting of, three MIRV's on, each of the opponents'. launchers will
give a 98 percent probability of, destroying them. Then one country
could, launch a first-strike on the opponent's land-based launchers and
airfields half or two thirds of its force and expect virtually to
destroy them. The country which delivered the first-strike would then
be left with a large remaining nuclear force to use as a rnilitary threat
to,defeat the now disarmed opponent.

Actually, it is exceedingly improbable that a nation would find
this scenario of attack at .a.11 persuasive. First, the United States
and, the Soviet Union would have .in reserve their submarine-based
nuclear missiles, and could use these for retaliation: Secondly, even the
few land-base missiles and strategic bombers which survived this
first devastating first strike might, still be enough to wreak unaccept-
able damage on the initially attacking country. - -

Pharacteristically, , however,,, military strategists are inclined to
"worst case'' analysis and hence even.- the remote , possibility of a
nuclear, ,first-strike from, a MIRVed system will almost surely accel-
erate, the arms race. Thus one, possible answer, to .a MIRVed force is
a. !major , defense system of anti-,bollifthic ,missiles. A, second possible
answex_is..to develop a force of tmobile land-bas_ed nuclear missiles, i.e.,
ropkfltaI mounted on railroad, gat, cars ,ori on automotive trucks. Still
another, ,conceivable, response ,would :be for ,the areatened couniiries
to. deyelop, a ;strategy of ;`launch-on, warping'', i.e. a command, and
c9n401-13rP9P4urP wbig1.1 couldreM,0,t:sc! rpa*lly ps, to, Bern*, re_taliatioXy
nUsOlpti? .to,Azoe, Aaunehed ,belore axe_ opponent's, fa-St-strike, reaches fits
targets. t,...,i!. - )

-single, pne. ofthese .proppsals may sogn,4 ,unpersuasiv,e,
tegft-theyfiftrfl:1:Macigelyi the ,kind o ,coneerps ;which; idiminishi the. cred-
#01#7, of PTOVi9-11; (A 'AVIV* P-ve4g.fw, 4etigrm,iaPfti 11414.WV-ch 11,103;Lately
caln ileg4itfo an P,P.C.alera-1410A cot t.124314.mts J tlAs-* z"ivhy I believ,e -
that the mutual deployment of MIRV forces,mrill decrease ,the natiop.al.
sOCk1Fity/cd, .1:KVb1/4 / Vpited §t44esi ARIA 13eci,L4c_allyi
blgaielirq t that. PA0FP ,raati9Ral a.p.plypiEk-pf would XtaYet
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put the mutual banning of MIRV systems high on the agenda of the
SALT talks and that, with some hard work and a little luck, thiS ex-
pensive and liotentially destabilitingweapons developthent could have
been avoided by both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. I deePlY hicpci that
the opportunity to accomplish this has not yet vaiiithed, but time is
very short.

All of this brings me to the major thesis of this paper Ithich iS that
it is of the greatest consequence for the nations a the World, in their
search for national security to explore the alternatives to military
systems and Wat, and to look specifically at the possibilities of arins
control and disarmament along 'with peace-keeping progratlis for the
maintenance of a different and more attractive kind. Of stability.
More particularly, I want to develop the reasons for My conviction
that, just as scientists and technologists have contributed sO exten-
sively to military technology and the arms race, so must scientists
and technologists play a much larger role in the search for alternatives
of greater security-.

There is, of course, nothing new in the proposition that more
emphasis is needed on the alternatives of peace-keeping and of arms
control and disarmament. This is, after 9,11, what the UN itself is -all
about. Arms control and disarmataent is also the speeific topic of the
continuing efforts of the UN sponsored Conference of the Committee
on Disarmament which meets in Geneva, Switzerland. Similarly,
nuclear arms control is the whole point of the current SALT talks
between the United States and the Soviet Union. The problem is that,
looked at overall, these various efforts ha-ve been singularly ineffeotive.
It is true that the disarmament negotiatibns have yielded a few posi-
tive results, e.g., a partial nuclear test-ban and a treaty- on nuclear
non-proliferation. HoWever, the talks have not achieved any limita-
tions on the numbers of and character of the nuclear weapbtis whieh
the super-powers have and have been ineffeative in Obtahling.signifi-
cant limitations on conventional atmaments'. Similarly, the United
Nations have had only very litiiited success in de-Moping any tkuly
viable alternative to armed conflibt for the settleMent .*of disputes'
among nations. In the meantime, the world artai race niknints steadily
and new and more deadly weapott eolith:it-le to be iievelived, deployed
and in far too many cases, utilized.

A principal and' primary need is for a' :vet& mtiely grehter '-under-
standing of the Modern nfilitsky sYSteins ithd of the plolitical'ind
impactg 9f a Continuation Of the militia& athiS ri:icii.ZquallS,~; for World`
security there must be natich More StUdy 'and conSideration' Of the alter-
natives tii-the'militarY Path. ;

The'heatt of the matter; it seeths to me, ig to' develop'h'itiubh deeper
at*preciation of the ebneept of tiéiJcá. Soinehb*, we Mug deirelOP'
an understanding that the current path of arms race and emphasis on
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military systems for national security is in itself a terribly expensive,
hazardous, and risky path. Once this fact is clearly understood, one
can reasonably hope to go on and look in a more objective and thought-
ful way at alternatives which irninimize the centrality of military forces.

Two further points must be made. The problem we deal With is truly
an international one, even though it involves the 'aeparately analyzed
national security desires of nations of many sizes, types, and degrees
of development. Hence the understandings of risks and alternatives
must be themselves international. The second point is that beeause so
many of the major present and future military 'systems are deeply
based on modern technology, it is important that this teaulology- he
understood and considered in the evaluation of relative risks. Finally,
it must be understood that if the various alternatives to a military
approach are to be recognized and to be ultimately perguasive, there
must be a much broader program of analysis and publicity. The current
position of military is both a traditional one and a deeply entrenched
one. It is too easy for all of us, citizens and specialists alike, tb 'think
first of military solutions to foreign policy problems; it is Much harder
to turn our attention to an analysis of comparative risks and gains.
Furthermore, the momentum of technology toward neW Military sys-
tems is strong indeed. To counter these will take real effort.

What specifically can scientists and engineers do? As a first item,
they can play an explanatory and tutorial role in their own Country.
One need only recall the ABM debates of two years ago to Appreciate
how terribly important even a moderate understanding of the sCientific
and technical possibilities can be to what is an essentially political
decision. Similarly, one need only remember the enormous impaq of
Academician Sakharov's activities to appreciate what. the role of one
concerned scientist can be in a country like the Sdviet Union. But
beyond this internal role the scientists and engineers with knowledge
on these military Matteis 'have a most important role-to play at an
international level and it is this' I Want to particularly apeak of

In almost all phases of these complex problems of -international
peace 1and ' security, it is essential that- the nations concerned have
clear common understandings of problems and of opportnnities. As
only one'reeent examp1e, it has been of the greatest imPortance that
the Soviet Union and the United States halave ,developed 'in-recent
years a similar apPreciation of the'concePt'br strategib`nUclear deter
rence. FortunatelY that' understanding does now eXiat'and ia in turn
an essential boinrionent- of 'the effort to obtain strategic arras liniiti-
tions::ivhiak is now, gOing on within SALT. Similarly,: if We are th
obtain internatlonal control over deploYment.Of MIRV.systems or of
anti-ballifitie-MLasile4syatenia,, there must be an internationat'appreeiL.
ation of teCliniOlogy involved and.of'the-Consequenees 'of
deployment of these systems And finally, because it is characteristic
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WPFAi P.4i.PFRP.% I*1.9p9 .W1444n1;1:6A35.1 ilaf4 tqc
PP4-Plith ,141.1CIPTPt90-:5411%t C93AP4O) PITM11 f.gFA1411q:J9f1 YY:ps,tfT.11191414,-,Jatn:
4*A1,t,g!i 4914,1P4P-t9A1F9I.OPT Pf A:Mg PX915X9n;LP,,-ALP41pt,p4P.I.PLPR-4-19r,fg.teiijatihe olo 14ie g1,113-,,,;13f3.17tAciPal4:41-{1**Pi t

1?fACYPI AO; VI93.).11FPAel-41441h913P)41,g90,4 146P41.???,cec, ;1434-143,0.9.,4494 tT4Py,
P.P3mi.m.40441S9.F..0564:9-14Pi .Aqti A4PliF1 roIe ttkc',.4flye),PIVA,FA pS,

tAe-,AROpfwtmliltr4?:i oallAci7r1 V1?-,e/.1-5)P170:1_14144.P.M01 rte 7WeA79 Pig7;
1: ti i1J.tj hot, b;
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nifidanti and' that,' -PerliiiiisI,'ev'en Wiiie!aidedjlik'earlier
' '1' - "i'.`."'""' ," = ''"'

.Letjthiogivo--y.ini ConCreite'exiuniite.'ol tEL kiia otf', tgiVeifaii
national informal organization like Psh ii iIIijü Of 1976;
there Nita held in-the 1U.S.: a Pugwasht symplosium-on 'impactfof New
Technology%owthe, Arms, Rabe 2r; Partibipantsiin.ithig conference came
from-,:o.,crer. atdozen.t countries and.,...iiiolud,ed; five §Cientistsiroth the
Soviet Union. The Conference was a serif:ilia- Jand,ipiiiferSionaL one,
with:, a, = nUMber; f of 1-thoughtfulfpreparecl IpaPers.:i Thet 1r1ults :**_,1are just
appetoin& boOklormr as: a publication Of ;the M.1-.T:J1IxeSs.;

Onei ,of kthef, important discUssions at, this i conferenc`e ; concerned the
probability., Ahat aceuracy!iOliiiterctintifiental..,ballisticinissiles will
steadily impr,ove .vvitilx genuinefpossibilitykthatimbnly ten'Years or
so .the; average miss; distance may be tloWnttoleiss than a.hundiedl yards.
42 clear implication pf, thiis possibilitç hat.. ,lanchbA4ed (interconti-
nental blaili4Le 9:usS1les, may 13,ecoi-Me ,otri.etel

, 0
4i`s YI:nposi,unilocused teChni:414., eats, to ,tlie relative mvuluera-
bility ,4f submarine ballistic rnissi1 ,P,Y4p,048.9,1, the T:(4a,ri$: ty,pp, 04(3
sei49uS suggestion ivaS that fe-0,4ble deVelopMents:in,accoustic,(2 41;,1 'J :1 .141 ..1
cleteetiOn Could, Tatlk increase the . vulnerability of., these systems..!;;.

79-4 .1*--Of .414*-r ,CP*,?(OePt?:.0)Mle P40494awl3-9-f.
nueiear:deterienee Cles4y: Merits more thaughtfUl Studir and 1:ietter-"! .

international .understaudings. ,PuFwash studies 'Of this, variety will111

contnue and Will hopefully continue4to, of international utiOty
511-,) :.; :

e, Second program -Which I wish" 4to comment', on, yfhere...scientlits
and technologists 'play -a -role 3:13 the Stockholm. ,Iinternfiitiopall Peace
A'9t3Parg9kIlYgt1491PW.IllY F;1917 1?T lhe ACT 99 .3.7,P? eg41..?§74448 a
T44747". WP.5 °Agig?#?4A9P2 .13,1?-67.,ftlaqut;#,Ye 37.-t340: p, picyp
foi frOm .M.adani AlN;a. MYrdal: *iho :4eCame

I 9 1',11A

139°W3(RTM3A-WPA f141 P3RFP IFI,47,010,410,0Picliqg 4Prii?giirri,P-s00113:4PAt
13-:#7:511).4r*-0°F:L .Pflii:F!**P4,!P°11itf, (Fg,4*(.3J- ;$-A.

Geneva. She I.?* tAst,t ,h4ernationtit4
Rituoily body wasi desirable , thaand t was

2.- .1 2,2.t7t2t, a o '-'f3FC'Pqrtar* havA a
isuppor.t .Faechanism which was co PaXa 'vely 1..p.cippe:rf J. ei 't4e
ANI:Fr:iPl.,*V) 1CSt. 10En.yers:;..hence

A 11.1 1 4 .61.11

i )1 shiqt life, has amply,i the S.ustified,wedishunitiative.
.2. Et; e 'rts. e--ti 1 t

.flll Stu es,- on ,seismic detection of pnclarground -nuclear
..-eiplosiims and on "c conical and 1:9pl9gical warfare are clasetii.A..The two

Ft.

qw,.)304?,1Es.., 1n4 9-4 lt(7,P.T.TT,TA. pne -t9t61,9A9ipilloppf PF '44Y9, 439
!* t.?'{ -es/ I,.taaltighimpact on, the understanding §f the -iVOtri;d'A military

Activ#I.e s a4d. i anailyses, of possibilNes . Significank arrns,:pontrol, . ..1. tt i J .)i, , ... 1,
alnd dis,..q...yFnal4.951IMA..")Ito9 ,f1.1" ;:i il';'ofto-

7 if .1.tA filA1,11,i; ffrat. Of1.441% CRWILP.P4 RR
iti.9,.., ,i5k PP.Y(1.1 it° , , 4TA-40°,1111

. ....

,),1 Alf bf
tker.,pplupity i4tpernational4pfo1-

c49$7.13..rT'FYi.-ef9,Fef!4;41111,1s
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coAtrol possiibilitiesi., say that already. WAX. llas ;shown; itself' to
be -virtually indisPensable. Let me, for example, ,,limte three of the
many ,reviews of the ,first yearbook,, Iwo from, the -United
States, and .one, from a. communist pountry:.,,

, .
`. If peace on earth depend4:upon the World's pekile having
pertinent .inforination inaderavailable :to theM; then SIPRI's'
Yearbook. will be a.. Signifiaant stet). towards peace. [Los

. Angeles,- -Times (USA)] r
The, Yearbbok pulls together mountains -of 'material, pre-

viously knDwn in detail to specialists but unavailable -to the
general public.. It comieys- a ,dizzying *sense -of an arrns. race
spinning 'out of 'control." [The Washington' Post (USA)1

This study representa proabiy the most complete an-
, elysis: ever made of World armaments. [Borba (Yugoslavia)]

In an, important sense, both the Puevash activities and the SIPRI
studies represent useful, sigmfican,t, and, 'expanding efforts in. this
important field., Their very' existenCe, is encouraging." SO' also is the
fact that' in many of the nationally:supported stUdy efforts on prob-
lems of 'peace and control of' ifie:niilit4,y,. the impottance -of inter-
mational 'understanding ig inbreasinglY, reCognizecl. Looking onlY at
recent prOgress, 'One could' -even be 'mildly encouraged." If, however,
'One views this rirogreSs in tends- ,of the- maSsi*eness of, the, problem
itself', for example, inlernis Of thetwo hundred billiOns" dollars per year
spent .on Military systems andrthe contiOin0 indmentuni toward new
and ,more dea;d1Y mtark technOlogy, -it lg also poSsible to be pro-
foUndli PesSiSmiStiC. '

Speakingi, More positively, orie Cannot help . bift feel that there
sunply muit ,be. *Oh- More (effort by' bOth governMental grotips
-and non-goVernmental -grouPis, devoted to","StU4ying the problem. of
natiOnar, SeCiirity* 'froth '41, .:tatiCh biroa-4ei =thaii!IsirdialY the
ranalrgii 'of ,MilitarY -prograMs. 'FiirtherniOre,' theSe eitOirt,..ShOUld be

ijoili-the national; leVel, aiittikthe internatiOnal level
'One. 'area". Of Won*Overninentalf: initiati4e Which is -particUlarly

mipaiiSion wto proiinS rob:dation of
Societies

. - . 3

fe;? the' Siikibit' of iseiCe Studie4.-,OtinS;-.COUIArieS,. and this
it:tell-ads:0We tnited Stites, aie hi the.poSition that the ciVi1i4n,,grOUps
Whicks.UPP_ort Studies On alteriiiaiire'SitO the ruilitary'are fl.a.1.1 and
tOO fragmented Uñhappily, one'eVen '60asionally'senseS tOmpetitiOn

'bet*. een the' yariOUS: Small gi,."On.tioS. 'HOw- MuCh 'better off the* TInite,d
,SeateS". WOUtil'be if., there: 'were 6ne, vigorous, well=ffinded, SO cie ty for
4 the; 'ProniOtion '-of Peace §tilaiT AS' I' enViSage- it, 'Rich a Society
could, in the first instance, be founded by the conceited effort of' the

SChblarlt eOCieties'as--, ,-fOr exiMge; the NiitiOni Academy
'-cif 'Selene-6S and the AmeriCart kof Learned -Sdcieties. This
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sponsorship could insure a seriousness of purpose,anddedication to,
objective studes which -would, be fof the, greatest importance. Such
sponsorship would also help in ,obtaining the ivciry substantial amount
of funds that would be needed for an adequate numhef serious
studies, The existence. of such a society:- could gslyanize, efforts inithis
country and -could. be the focal) point Ax; a. whole spectriOn, of non-
governmental activi,ties. I very much, hope, th,at such,a,so,ciety will
come into existenceand soon.

But even if one:, hats Tigorous non-governmental ,programs, -there
still remAins.0 West ess4mtial need, for, serious ;studies within national
governments themselves. The United States Congress, can iusti4ab1y
,be proud of what it has done in this field, but it remains true that
substantially.more can. Hind Probably should be done.

Loolging. at present activities of the U.S. Congress, the 7ery existence
of this Panel and. its predecessors sponsored by the House Committee
on Science an.d Astronautics shows, a Congressional recognition of the
responsibies of, scientists, and. engineers to fields beyond their own
specialties. The increased study of militapy progr: no ; which Congress
has carried out, within its normal commi4ee structure is, a most heart-
ening direction. Finally, the existence of the small and ipfeymal, but
nevertheless very important bi-partisan - effort called Members of
Congress for Peace Through Law is a clear recognition that something
more is needed than just a study of the military.

What else might Congress do? As one very tentative suggestion
from a concerned citizen, I would like to urge consideration of a new
and major joint House-Senate Committee explicitly committed to
broader studies in these areas. My.ispecific suggestion would be the
development of a Joint Congressional Committee for National Secu-
rity. I would hope that the interpretation of national security by the
new Committee would be broad:enough to include a Study of non-
military alternatives as well as of military programs and to include a
study of the impact of internal U.S. programs as well as of internationd
needs %lid goals. Speaking even more generally, the new Committee
could be the place where Congress would focus its studies of relative
risks, and it is these' studies which I think are critical to a true under-
standing of national security:

In maldng this suggestion to Congress I am very much aware that
there already exist congressional committees whose domains cover
important pieces of the problem that I am addressing. However, there
is real need for a single forum within the Congress for a truly com-
prehensive and integrative analysis and debate on matters of national
security including not only the foreign affairS and military ,asilects,
but also those aspects of domestic policy which in fact affect our
national security. It is interesting to note that within the executive
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,branch of 'onr Government 'the integratical whichI gdeic for Congress
ha alreadyk ocenriedi , :Within the ' Prebident's,'office there, ekiidt&the
National SeCurity-Ckainicil'whósélpü p Oe is td'-takelthe 'brOttid; ;inte-
grative view; : :; : tl 1:i ; 1,1

What, am :',Urging-' is 'a cOligrebsiOnali'qgahiation' Which14'Ithe
-counterpart of the -National-,SecWitst Gibuncil ih the= Sense. Of enibritoing
its', wide ,a. spectrtnn O.T consideratiOnalItS is enkbrabed by the' -NSC.
Congress already has joint congressional continitteeST 'respondilit, to
'other broad:national needs.: As- far: as'IYante. Concerned, the !need 'in-the
national SecUrity ial:reti,;is =no les4lind).indeedlI-wbilldi argil& far greater
than in these tither, area4 cOnirditteek "acitnallr. Organized;
wOUld envisage* Mitch, 'Of. thei ,ro0ibtership !. draWn froM2 the Standing
committees of the Congreth ,hivving.,legitlativel-respotajibilitS*2 for-the
co'InpOnent *treat cf =defenee-- and, foreign tiffilittE0 Awl-NO-611,8:e ',>dOineistio
matter8.,'What, I ani proPosing;, therefor%) isr very'mbdetit stet) in
the direction i 'of ! ihex bOngreSaional !coMmitteeSi,i.Whibli Are, organied

: .'along- ftmetionat -rather thani'departmental 14- fake' tothettOrnfort
'from the ifaCt 'that; ; ixtt thia`:regiiect,..nay vrorjosail is in aCCOrd2With' the
-results -of, ,nearlyileVery xnajOki ie.zirgicrititation'Of the:Federal
Government. ' = .'2=";!''
1,1 ; 1 ;==if.1., it7!.; ;%.f
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..NATIoNAb,,$(3pNc.N. .

cooPEgATION
1 1 j ' .1; :

MIT..ao Q. DADDItigo .

. ,

The ' theine for this ' Year'S,' iiineljnieetifigniernatioi-ial -Science
the 'tO; be 'on 2egpoiiily ! iiPPri4oriate,--'4ne fiiii'SeVeral

reasons. 'First; it 'PrOtidei afocus for much of.-Pthe work a1d diSCUsiion
that has_ resulted fro PeOoitiS ' annual 'inieetingi 'Of tIii tinel'.)On
_Science -and' Teatilorogy.' These'ine'etiiigS
aS baSic:ScienCe;.a.Pplied rose ar-cli anit the *O'tlddn.oMihfOrinitiOn
manattoent,.. and international -,pOlicyl. ThIS :Year s Jon br ces
all of these"the'Mei in 'an 'atteMPt
how scienCe and 'teelinelOgy; Ctin.-beit
all Mankind,:not. just 'Americans,. Europeans, uianor j'aPitYieSe.

' Offers' ' 'the 'OpPOrtiiinitY' to äbid.nôi `--jaPPrOadies

Cooperation.
Third, it' ser*eS tO remind us ot otir iarrów p'arôchiaIIn mid of the

need to integrate 'More- 'eCiii0letel'Y oifrt 6*ft' rtatioiril'Seienee, aCtiVitieS
with those.' of' other ne,tiOni.- rii,additiOrif/7.6141h4rie,ii'*Prottriate
bee.aiiSe of itS timeliies We are; fOottd".Pedii..,t;'inuthe
hiStori. Of Man th& rielatiOnS' ainOng' ii'atio`nk ' "

Shaping a nfiviramioVoile ,

:7

The f01,45,0mIttiodAyit.);kg, pld ..fraxim-wprX,QtipPorAti*mtil po14*
no lop4g0r.. PP011-40#0411Wigl4.,(414437-. That fraimwoplc *idiPatke.k.±
lipon conditions .-,Fiinc1iattit44es, Igi*P irliF4Ari::.0.)0444ge:Jt-,..i.,s;
framework charaCterized by spheres of influenmelMilitapyOlitances
betWeen nation-states, and the divisions of nation.al,soveinty. TIi
is not to say;that: the fraineyork is inoperative or non-e'ssen "todaY.k r

TO' the cOntrary;- a ter tigiSect-,-4soverelinty.--=has -becomeTone of
; -7!. ''Fft '

allikiM 24, 'Mai or It has beciitne.Whistorian.Arnáld'-.TOynbee
'ilAiANTi1.08e god is a lVfoloch td-whom-parentsI 'are,,--; ic r.).Ert.t , . .y: .- e.. .

"wi1lingo ma e hUd an sac ces eir st ercise yes an
,beingS Voo; citr,eventIonai -War s't-rrirrw LI

3.0 t )11,V) iS rt.:" hltyir :1" A
escala,iefizit.6 )0* Clegriine.

.71`tj
-tHdwrik'Nr4F., tit hasi.,-,roecorne.Mdent tIlat the concept of-advereign.Vrand

reAttions between n tithis ar,e' not' '

; r (-"Pitl.';' Ct.! (3 f IA9 is et 0.1.;,,2 f '4 .40'0
.

,

Senior IA Ick1014014.i1:4ptigfr,.Welplep Tfecat *gipeer3Thig. fir9p4i?y 04004
Coniecticut,' "'" 'kC!k

4) 1:i.W 5.111 ';').:4 33.CI *-LY't !' (N1 T1 r111:11.1,P 110 0 id,f;fialqz.,) ".:

su(..58.4irtzLw fil 11;4
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longer sufficient. The reason for this is that technology has largely
changed the world, and in doing so it has rendered the old framework
very vulnerable. Today, we are witnessing an increasingly rapid com-
pression of both time and space. For example, despite the extraor-
divida-PaaiiIifitkiet c6lialM6a-i-Asri1AAttNItolcS)74-43.4CP4viii&ICTA/31614ca-
tions and their promise 41,1;ekmr"grgaq1.10i4eopleti of the world closer
together, we see today continual Isocial disintegration and upheaval.
This has led to the cOniteiii.P4iely.illitriideok.Whereby the hmiaan race
la/ ilY),'91t!9110,5,r. }1:!P°33*Ig 9rft ,W1-1.3agrelifir4allf1Ptte4i'iwe
P.91K F4PeRli tPlAaTe.:;fivq4914.0,04ti.Y;PAP-MriehrfklAede'77Te4heF 1asthtg c°9Fat-
i-tAcPe.ICT,..1913/411),31e4?: )poWcf.44 4 po4l o tier. d3Rilg
_ggPc4f1T:43.1102111 in. ftnY pry us :1--M#F111 '434:19W?luirAi3q.°T7). t!

t,rila.41.-AWPFkl,41Siee1g.,11:1eAftRsi 013391 is 940R4y
1PTP;Lt1,.Qf I WOO 1114f30

APIPIP?..*13,30 )4P14 701),.11-VAertIlf3-_,ORIletilt.A.;175Q7114 .gRE:sserwpi.4.1.! 4109P
ptill;A% frgN9- 'Nil* ..)-loefiT mV49nitg- p91400,

Vafl iiipt*A493-4: ).pt ,412AltA -fj°Y.,P-NOgiat.13r1:FftitiRRPPiff.47 ,941FqPg
91:41P149. t9CALAg@ri -c f ,1 ;LC .,,;--ipr.)i-MUIE !en!' .14 i; I fl lif;

14:1?re%firsT4sini-911tif9EiViR-45519*W,Ople
AROMA 1is much. il3sWft4Pr 1004,PPAPPrOP41-4/1319W.
states. This, I 'believe is not Only possible, but mandatoryiVpr -perp.t:t-

RID§_WA4,14t9cAuPiliogiP14,f;i'in4; (97ge41zPiPA9P.q MIP,1414,1,0?P.Ringin
A9tt.W9.1-4c p )06M31114vir-i4R.,e,90Z,Alit'

PIVII3d;f9F eAitAl.PA9 1°A9(70i.,#?fiYiligr
4P-7f1 114,effij:35-13egIVA genee,e;YASIWAYe 91i t1is ,1104.91

caPa-bilitY M the fc!,RtAxg9Mr.11.1EU)NiYAtn. %,1-4111q0.911.i4JCP9oTIA.i9R
whose activities span many-different sovereign and market .boun:daries.
I believe that we could begin to do the saaic.'611.'ille,

'tici.sd..1 The( VeryidiiStencet Of14nch,
oiaVe siotifyitiesushievorili some yikogregs (Iii7thikidirebtion. 'However,

théircoütinued eiistent-eilswgely dpnd dñth prcigkAisi We In like-
cpiaaffyi Eli i 11' e. -edPu-4.

rt 7 1, :4 afiT'Purposo:
f,fiJ .1,15x

It rosust be irecogmzect,,however, that before *ere ,N611-obe any real
; -,:%tydobal cooperation, :theFe imu0 lie far great'er,constlnsus purppses.. 4..

aCare xtblesef Is it4tOlehvance
nAa3tpriell,,r0.414:

, tunglindf,intellectUalk AA. -If 1.1. 1 4 t

eccpitevelopm r5pnV Is iqmicligrowtfi.. m.assisnLpclupt4i,on4ffort71(,) C ,.).4s # , kitaripsiconp4al,or fLnlinternaticillalipmq*ePPliagfraeciikawsinT11,34-4 I e).1 Ceg Z:1 e 16e 't 'en -.1 111,a-it expanded medical:health cake or mors ad99.131.te ihIDUSIVg?3 I
r -Li 2

W1411/44"tri JTAW"trt 1451)M 4fITS498 WiT.W?.3411*41-11,1Ylls
VI:APLI:livfierft-ltfelli{WW.ft 1/tt.1814.pti ki4729-KARK-,P193iNp:ph:0lois and long,term global_ problems? Let me take 231st: one

. llaPi5V8PrititnSfre-'theIV8acgtagclatilititir.1;=tua
to 'the exploitation of our natural -resources. We are all aware

f the StatistiCs concerning the -consumption ratertoLtheseticsources
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;by the (iti4ustrialize4 wpild. We, kirec,s4so Aksvnik.4A tg:)! rake ,pottipAg
oCiresollircei:ewploitiatipA-in.;thei cleTAPPtug:coun&ripet.j,..Azid, of

course, we are all told that the earth's resources/ axelfiniteAncl.yeti,
. most) 4-dm t m txte, deyelopedi !world. gi.rigs ACM ,f4? xestrigt qour
-ewn7LacitiNfitieS,.to ,restrain our yoracious ,tp,ppetieiitttospnsumaf.42 aud to
.cOnteinplate setiously-,- the, lo,ng-term 1, inkplicatipps rof 1, present.,7day
actionsi:,We;ptefer,,rather; to go,/it,alone,,asinations, axploiting,alid
competinglor those resources, Nire favor ,ttlie, near-4043A ncLafteriat benent
to, Atha potential; long-term loss, t with), only/minor ,considerationog .tibp
real and present social costs, both to interAiation,a1 political ;stability

' 40,Lthet,..) developing 'countries; .-themselY54* ifrhP Atill'ire an
-oppcirtunitylhereltO develop new glottia pklectb,anispisi that/will not pply
give .nattirel- a helping band,,_ bu, 17.4111
!tensions 103:at( gra .mounting, in./the 4elfe/Orti4g -W19...r1d; Pa la a "ia I :

onbt.13erhoweN7erther,e,ftiPPearfictrcorbAtk10#44 csileilirAe..cprk*Pn§11,s
:arnongpinostrimaj or countries .-They: now/ accept /thA principle, that they

countrim4,TJAeRe re 11Jeat ifpuy..mptclerlyjug
beliefa this- prinCtira0-1 aRir'AligkPacuxiim,f ThEl.413§410*gt#op, th.at

--the dichotomy, between ie f fliaerg?!'794;4446-451frsfq-)AfttlF4111431Veds.F§Ar*ous
globitlitensionwas well Aluderstociciv-Siecollad%itlwre.4284.4444?pliprocifofraitiCkl-

ha-vellostfreterredit that, resoUrg43 exp1Qitajioz . in,A.lifOrdeoirAPPW.g.,P911111--
I llrie& ordatbsi interdeppliadencies with thssliPTPIIPP0-4 Wor14k1Tbir4iNtlaker.e
fisi.theAtrocognition ; off rglob;al problexag-ft,-§uctL AS. i rfgaAngrAo-- Ishe
. enoirirbnini6nts=that-rygill I require/ I newo ppoperatiFei...airrangemepts,-/ find,
.4irhaPsi interwtionol t standards that; iinust,..lzkeLadiyikiiiistkereck by, bpith
-the idexeloped -a.nd devsloping ;countries, And ,finaMyit.h.egc,Aq,p,pperxmla
amovint-r-Pk.atruism on the, pai olltlieietcrivfilqpf141P-a44911.5) 30..-14),.§11EWei

. COncerlpifor4 that (a71d it:Prikaftictrm ,Ahow 1 Ake
developingt nations.. )N.-1-, ; t) 1"1 (Pi-- .r.1 fit)isl 4 1 ft;

f ,Thiliftprinciple': is, recognized Avid= shared; by f thp deiyellopingf Atietiopia
-kvitht> hot& ) a sense: E- of ; mission, , 4nd, a. serIseç ofgui1 :
fth.nlenpresident. !of the, World. Xtank, 119.te4, i ) ri 7

:

We talk about the existence of a coherent "Third Wi:orld?.'',-, )
but, in reality it only exists

41.,
4:11. 11111.2! 11-11* -11+4C1 :Fich :qq11:170TieN '.01?-F.O.P1.3-1951375 ± illPif5orel4t1#43.1,..1.
1?O4liqf01.38, us. .1!°Ph-slk. ,-1401,211-1 f'fr.PAOPI°R;-.-41,

.9,9P4S1Pn 13F-OsIPtIERPE,3? 1011141 aPiRlit. the
.1.

:utiire i 9f W9442 pff,em, thap... Rot I.

i.,..ppgp*Ififb Pla.q 93PINpff, Va09.9,*1:1-Rp3.1n
i ?ci 10,1.101*4*r,471):113p,c.13 .P.ggpt..41E,F; till. ;lid 1 11.) 'Yff ftf)`?.. CLI

11(4.0-0-1 441.11,1 )(71

ta).11,14Nitthelit jibik3r6.-/ihat tr hwve aihtdêdtb ienih t teoni) Mir: 7 dia.."'0 It

Ltiii4ittilz1W;t7MLIiiitS' that gitiWs otiti6f u± 0434te blrisbigleytodyitotlitayiltchtit
of the -:poor..Countries.'"Plif is not -,Anien--unats Nytedare, dotermstaticlItosll" ',I" ). 't - 31_, . I





"INTERNATIONAL -SCIENCE POLICY"

force Our own value system upon -the 'developing countries, but that
we often- fail to -understand' their value preferences; -which. may be
-foreign' or '11:An:ideal to US.

lior example; *hen we rdutinely-'-apply the 'handy theasurin:g device
the gross national productto- compare -countries of differing cul-

tures; we often startle ourselVes With thw'results. The point 'is, the
application Of the 'GNP meaaareinent to twO economies,..such-a& the
United States' and 'Colombia; off reniarkably-different basea :-of 'pro-
duction Can often setionalY: exaggerate the real differences-in welfare
betWeen those two nations: 3 .

-on a, aorneWhat less' abstract -_th& , pervading 'public
concern over environniental 'qUalitY, now largely shared ,by the devel-
oped'coUntrieS;is-not,clearly felt in niany' poor coUntries. Indeed, they
would probably be rglad to:import -our 'environmental problems -if it
-meant a deCidelY higher standard- of living for themselves.- Th-&,prob,
lern ia Inot Ohei-Of tying our assistance-With boncretey value ',clauses -or
-,restrictionsii!but of trying to -understand,betber, these differences and,
throdgh mutual C6nsent, to- mak& Modifleatictna where feasible.

diffictilt.P It i especially' ..diffiCUlt- for; a nation, such as orirs
which- has-ekpieriefietid"Sci-intieh bl-what is fgood and what is bad in.the
process-of itsittoWrowthl illtilini.Ldeke wrote: oVer 250 years ago in his
&don& '71'Watige- ó in the, beginningi, all the world
Was Ameridie' In this-tense;, all theWorld Li' America in that; America
is probablrthe 'first-1;6 experience -the' social, psychological; political,
'and ideologi69-1- 'dilemmas produced by its- own -accelerating .scientific
tin& technologibat ideteldPnient:, Alt this: ia-4not bo say-that the situa-
I tiOn; preelndes or shotild' inhibit I imparting the' ,knowledge, gained
frond coin' &vn experiehbea), to' thoSe ' nations in the deVeloping world.
Rather it is all the more reasontb re-emphasize my point=why we

ein)the fdeVelbAed,'6oUntries should belicuire- sensitive than we !ha-vie, been
-in' tiie Past Iteol tlielS' different ileeds,=Wants; and aSpirations of ',the indi-

,vidual develoPing,!ednntries"-as we' Consider new approabhea to global
cooperation. b 1 )_: ' .

Reapipitel8car6f cwñce A bdthargsili
r r

noW tnn tii--MY -Major area cil'COnc'ern: the development of. -

an* ihteViliaonal Science Votity fraMework. In 'the same lien]. -at Locke,
it iajr4-VieleWtdil4Y, dike 'S*.i.OicChak'Ye4'onae- More CandidlY=.-Critiecal
and id6aliiiiiiingf bf 'itselfilianiY6,any'obUntrieaf.One has Only'td -Witness
the repdik delinniiiSioned'itildieS; and insiteStigations
to see the reflection of this introspeciiir& and deliberatelY s'Obbeinood.
I believe that this mood of sell appraisal is indicative of-lopth.the..4eep

(reln-gt440.e-0,,Popg,cwit14:,94M.gei,incl,witkour
tretillizA4013otlipt.)ffirbeAjPoPfrioPtga v.4411.( chNage 13.914P1,91f olur traditonl
clirecepitehantb viklue_si,haye lvenAound..ygag.tink., .;



..(4, .14z.

:Nd contemporary, area.: of effort moreomemplifies; Iti,moRd than. that ,

of Science an d ttechnology...Ta be sure, taday's,,catharsis in iscience has
been building steadily .for over af 4POEtd.Q. :TO :j.71.0 3,11a4.11,, degre9,,, 0113.:
present, public disenchantment, with, science and, te,ch,rology-,is, partly
of the .sCience :community's awn making. it: stems,ifrOtn,fone ft?.eriows..,
misconceptiOn 'and . two. ancillarybut, by no,111.431111. 14..P4:11119rta13475,
failthrea.: ,*;,

First,, -!_the niiieOnception has: iven that:. ,scienge;,' tglIONVOg World
War H, was.- immediately, and:immaculately., enshrinedlby ; the. general:-
public as a new and permanent 20th century value.. inviolate,. ,:and,;
like Caesar's wife, above, reproach.. It is.. true that,eVerypne
itnpresseir by the enormously important, contributions 4.science, 4nd
the acaderdicians -to, the war effort. However, there was also,widespread,
cOncerneapecially -within (the:scientific community, jtself.-F-over . that,
which scienee has :wrought. Nonetheless, the misconceptiOnbegan,ttp,
spre ad . that, support of.. science qua PPienCe, *Tap, t4orough1y aceepted,
doctrine. This view was further enhanced by h,e. elpenditUre; ,; of,
increasingly generous ,Amounts ..ofk-,Federal, fundsl Thei. trouble .:.with all
af this was :that the:general publipt-7-anacthe.goyernment-Oo=really,
had -quite:different and more near-term goals,* mind than just research
for researcWs IV has colAillaa osIight.shopk. to , some in the
science: community ta :discover this,. fact.. _ . ;

Second, what developed :during ; thap. period; (was, a,-,,forin laisse4
faire attitude :with .regard to :the, conduct , of researcb,
admit, Still ,exists in someNuarters.pf the scientific, community..,. Vais
attitude. -haa , been charactPrized . by .-.OPP.;PPi(1,11CP... oTj#,c 'arqi
19th-century. businessman's- individualist ideology,: ,

,1

the laisseklfaire idedlOgy -may have:,
" been:lidequiith teethe itteeda 'Of chath,:acientiatii;and'society.ii

TOdaY; hew-e.tifirl! the argnmentSIOrinthaittiperedlistionee' are-as-
iireleVahCraii the; Argunients) prfiti94,6---'43iiterprisabir
iiiii:miniiitith'ciiktiora`tithig;IO±:thelairennenIttforianiintegUlatedk-1:

1 tikilig

,ScienCe and scientists, iheMselies, mdeebe More,,.t fnaive to :ithe.0).0 115i: ^ C; I. 1.11-07;e. '405needs'ioflhe*OICetY, 1Whiehrtnrougn -es,:tnetr., worm, pos-
siQe: 'Oita

adid
, -4f11 1.01-1617;-)14i .:?yrioci

a4c1Ntlir AT9w#4,. . _ _

Tfriral believe'. the ..ageliOriti, i;intYielaie4eill.ithitt! lideiiiificfl. tf jf' . 4141 I-1 7.4°-,P)11community` [40. failed LAdequaltely: to maure thikt researc esmts are;
made, ,avolaple m a , tgneiy .tasmon. ;tio,pa et...soclety. oa..Ler. soc,

rt J;.:f 1' Lit

.i,i);... r tilep imikatforefi ft&n;:luilwaiii: 4
01.117-1,?M, ) To.Cg?"4-1P? r4:31: 4.rt 9t t '41should t 'some lleart,froM impncatiorki e is

that scientzsta*ave,tne capaninO* to, ctorltar Wore Tiff ney -nave amie
: 7%.1,f f% W01)

I rA fn,rjit t1-44:1 orr) tp111.'.31
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ifrthe pist ) ja ;IiE4 kregOlt:dritiailybdf tiiir..Lcontetaporary national
donlid§tWiiroblenigl'clab' be effebtive; ;howirr4, .thwl4eithrtifi& commuilitri

ibinglitP liaVe Ve Ida iteare: isibAhansitihkisi in the
ritigt!OneioUthevittiatei.potentieb-lie0.1tithetto:wthtifiiiultildisoiplinary,
re4egith bapabilitieS; ivhiCh.Al4'Nationalt S&ence!:Foundationtiliaa
been Iiiirtiiring in, 'recent, yea,reV' Thel diiaF tbruatil Of !thia .effort,-,
breaking down the traditional disciplinary barriers and developine
Ie* ' for the -tiinely transfer of tresearch resulti %into, iLP-
rilleatitina-=!--hdfft ptothise for' bringing,-;ScientifiO reaearch '. into greateri'. :' ,

I 'Oft& these? briticisni not 'for Aetorical,' effect; moi:as the., parting i
shot of 'Cine)Who ialreleaadd froth thebUtden 'Of pUblic,oface This would

for" SbnIr.ebnel'WhOrL 'been 'as, elOsely- astioCiafed and.
COnderilekt Wiih-tile§ii issues 'as I have '-been foi hi-er a klecade: I intend

aa"helpfiil Warnings: MoreONiti-1,9inl il3aking these,' 'criticisins,1 I, do
tiotiiiiiPlY that indt4try, -th'e genetal or ioVerninent are-, abiolved-

froin '; "-' "1"th "
piedeCiisiatiOJ *it'll the' immediacy': of return, on .

in+estMente' in' teeienee. An techt.'816gsr,1 its lack 'of prOducti aisesg-
its inargiii1cóncern.

.fee tlie pliYeictd and ciiiihroinnent----sUrblii shares lidme.-of-ith&
blame. The general public's fa i'cillaiii-OhlWith'-iiig")teOlinology,vitsAaCk
of %it'd' lundeiqta'ndin'g 'OP btfth ttlie-!goieittlifer,-)pdegv an'd the imPortance
cif dathDt1 i4egelifeht lung i,Eforh'etith'ed ,fiadt3 taive; con-

igkeidlY''tO)ftlid''preatint 'of affaiitsihE ;science . tool-
bakj1.1 Athos-, ..th gOVeilitheiirs ioWity fiattititiatedi oreanizatiOn ifor.

science and technoldgy ; th 1Wbko i tble funfiritiv ineohanianisi- and'
its buresallqa;tio i,fipttiaf.404411474.g-vP Ng0.411WW-ikti§e4914.15,1,41tIllisf.

All, of 4iliese iwpal*nfisseg.pPiPA440 11.1cAlik#41 3..APP3.§0ig14.1%14,491iqp,.of, our
timea-rr.rho3v)genDi frillIfitliffidowillingef
It is beicauaftiofithis404.4371$0,17Pft. 41m§ticin,44.tyll PctraCtRAT.P1 so
stronilyaikoutothieramOic404-9x711 911.444.4A04444.14tifif-AftIPPoThiAfilrro§j-Wh a
policy would providellitigoilsosit,424,fnef4A,, cligeoijoAp,ri the

.
nattni's sTiptific.en.terpfile+in thitl.S.St.,.craiter pi cqntury.,
4) 4), tit; 1.)t 1 -0-1J ielA.161 4.411-Ift

o"? np tr nits qen cauea mi ter-
iicifieula ' d. .CTOOS the l9tter concept pie T

ii7,9`Itif-irAz>1.4.1:111(lirre---firfft.trOTS1 11-11 W. ).?" 41-71 t orik1,1

,..11 I ut; . 117111 LI 4 41 its 0-1 iS ellti t ere VidorpASrlistionali- sciencil Roiwy.. ,niou. smionyplous g,

science policy. "N either cioeS melin a umnea stipra-natiOndi a.octII- Al ' .1 AL WIWI 0) ki.0 -N. it it,U.h)it.0 W.T ,
. . . dirfroin wsi

13.1 1.)f igT4119"4 91 'ri`).tr4C-1 I . )Thr"
ether, the contempt' e iin P P a, ,oi

'11 I Z) 94.-tTYI -7/4 '`)311e.111:,t1, -"1141,10.1 1)9111t1 t11101 n t4):ip9 c a d otnee'repop,eratiye vra erne ts
bepaiee a 13Atr)ons. ivis Morel tntantiust an amop?bibus assiem=

0 tv- fix,sot: Fi lio in 1101111 AfEy g fa,}an.

digT( Ittif.TP 1-416?. 43,438,11. M12:e..8.Qiql -HA 111)9i 1-1

PErri a
no./1.) .oit)L 43tiJ 1 11.1011 .1111.913 411.50P-

o entis. contnbutivolius of se -

MO) 143341
o o anet., ch. it Fould. joirb le. -pi ne

0-4on% 410 r. LA.( :4311-0t111/19/9-C-: T.UIf. t
framewor w C.11 gio Dal, co opera Ion nourisn.
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Px(41.4m,9,41.1.4.-promeoR,ty,94404_. A99P-411(6t,i,M t :-t.'1'1INI C1-7 .2 :of

140tiusr1ook, ithe EprOblems; and Ipros.peOts4orybroaderi global
soientifie: poop eration. wckulds ;like to retua ;thtr, ito myi earlier
cOmMents;. Concerning fthe .fievelOping 1 f' . el!S i i')"/ 1 I; 3 1

Dr., telarget ,Sabiatcq 'technology manageflifot Argentina's ;National
Commission fort , Atomic .Erie'rgy; posed )sorne 1 interesting r fideao
paper: presente&before this l'Panelt threier years ?ago: In: that .paper;!Sa-
bato,distinguished betwsenf thei im,developecl, an& developing ,collirktrieS,
and listedvSeveral stages :of OCientific. deVelopment: 'which ;I: believe rare
pertinent. : ..
-r!These: key stages of scientific, and technological idevelopment ;are; as
followa: first; the -strengtheningi of_ :a, countty's scientifio and techni,
cal infrastructure; ,sebond, the, ,dreatiOn of a socialf.00nsensus for the
iMportance of science- and :teChnology, ; (and thirdiAheiinVentment Stage
in ;which. ,scientific .antl technical. innovation is !coupled:with:414d ilAtro-
ducedinto.the produOtive process of the ',country; 3 ;;: /4: ; ;7: :

fl /These, stages-: are clearlY, interrelatedj and, there 'is !some .Aecessary
overlap, and feedbadk in!thie :various! akages. Moreoyer# because.roality is
heterogeneatiS and dynamic We Must iconsider those stages, onlY as gext--
oral gUidelines, Lyet be ;aware, of the unique, ditteten'ess :between: the Taxi;
()kis .undéveloped an& ideveloping cc tries Clearly 'the uncleyeloped
coUntriew !are i far behind in ternis, a /their scietritifio:tanC4.techuctlagical
development: This is I all the mora reaaon, why, the. resoumes assist-
ance-DE/both the, developing-land/ developedicoUntries cap, a314 shoxild
have; 6 treinkindoUs positilife imps et( PooperatiOni then, With fthet under
velope&worldtwbuld Ulm ont Wicrre oA a misSionary role=i641-41Iiuse-, that
phis se, adtisedlyt-ithan, might e itrue With the( idevelopingLconAtriesi.

Glob all (Alio Operittion ibetvieent Abe() de3i6.1.0iPed 4044 ,developingftQemiur
triediholdsperhapsi evieh,groattnrip6mists for irapid-400007), iqittAdi Ot)
Cialidevelopment fRhia:t Ivenyi ieldsAende o eyendithil-imcnktirukligtentory
13dentifiel Anti .5tehhitological linfrastrUctimlerocin,hratvie}iaAeoidedWmultir
pliero.effeetgein!thatit-iteprepents a ,critictal .b.p,sertheit issatilnaheking,i9.
%he und6-Folobe4:touritrieby. f/ifftiw -7.7.4oltraii...:oi bun .P)tyri-)i?. tin;taw,1

Turning to the questidli,t.ofi glolikalkoo_OpexiatiOApramottg(Aeirieloped
eoUntriéalfthis,it4tureLrobai Mhatiisomdstproxilisiligcand( 8t4ll.)Mery.fickrcibi0m-
atic. It is probletaotib.rbecaufaiefOffthettwaitidnAins. tritsiolxid 01014aos-
liairt1afisoviereightydittolAiAlproneiss;ttf qotipenagon4iThat4pitfiltlie IlistOrY
49arlf farisdiiiibrita5bepingiseibtkceialoot fro= na4.t.im1104 '0,onfilet4 Aherief plat
matiany4axhtleztaiNverliigniladu.klawifts.whi413)&21iiitoglobalitoggoratitoThilmt-
tweet'. devekfiedricbunti***buktrog4 ri r qa(wnkifolcv-apeingttadimi-
ithition of Mesh hattlierediTtake,1-ori-OompleirthelzeAent'luene.b.40iblic
pciiipkabinswhiolit66)DOcent ifavored,,,thelamergenIT0 04(01,1UANN:lean
government that wouldThave deCisivetpoWersiinAliohlfoteliso*Alticientiac

. research as oppoSed to 15 percent Which .1..''vored local French govern-
ment-role. Similarly, another recent poll in the United States indicated
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that 75 percent of all 18- and /4:1=SieGreiti'SilitPoit-jiiiiiiqe;liplötatiMc tit
. . .

Spice by the Soviet ;Union, and the'United Sitates.:tfklis .ciiitei*irig to
note thEit onlyi 481percent of . thoie:50.1yeir7Oldoldersuppoit:JSuar
a joint adventure. This is fiittue in: *scientific .affai**ft iS4n=edanomiCi
relatiO/i6 and =fiireivfaid. What I-see,'-theni:14 the -ueedlt6: deyelosp Mere .

fully the Multilateral 'aPproach to scieUtifid' bi Operation:: (!i

With' resPect td formulation;A.V.ShoUld beeèdgnzedtattbQ
development:of ' a !national science poll* may not neee*E3Sarily i.bete=
quired; inUch less desitable,; for lea8h ind.ividuI. cOuittry. Whaffii am
suggesting is that within the developed nations it might -be thore;
fruitful fot, grOups; ;of : nationssay,, several Wegtern European. .cOUn-
tries-=--to forMUlate a, Unified poli4 thiti serv6 the- goals of' ,
specific communitY natioiLs. To follow the '. cliche=ridden pathwaY in
which international! -Statilig: measui.al in terms, of ,Such symbols aS
supermarkets and: laundronlits be IfoolhardYi ; There'
reason why each nation should!' hiveAts) tiwn4thitlyie" science poliCy.,

Consideration of thiipOint briii.6,to--Mind!ainew type of :coOPerittive
Medhanisin: thaV might,:bEi ,*orth/putsning.'FOti di betterAvoids, I
shall an.:International:;Science Polity CoMnif etee, 1; any -usipg: .ag
:thy prototype the exist-14 Devel6pmentiAssistance Committea (DAC)
of the piesent Orui tion'or , oriolinic', CoOpêration and , Develop-

(C8CD)'.i 411' !its ciniknessi fand obscnritir, th is ember
standing. Committevilaw. Provided over the; ara añ iinportant cci-
ordiliatingl and co-nsultati47e,,.$iinction-,Ifor.'..the. dev,elopinent efforts of
-the 'freeitiEld;.donbiso Th has i n o'wertódiètjat e; 'aid AN:iligies but its

itilluefict steni. the 'belief Ithat!ilicinsultatiOnAi the
inteievit2 of:J the- ftteniheiS: tif thegrouj A4t (such :-.0iovid es an i;
Tortont.-iiiloitts4ori.the-,-iotohinge of linfonnaticinlAnd:;Oositions
subtámnd diiketion 'iot the !aiitIptiliCie67,i of its: lindiAdUar:inenibers:

tyftei of AraisChapiwt miglil. bestruitful. within
:this tt eilizfeitationialacienoekliolickAgniali a coiitinuing *tniid

.tiliern*,4110444.41taittieChtttig6 !OP **lc-IA.4314 positiotis with.4egardi to:the
pursuit of -science -and te0MOlogy ..icrithin the, de:veloPedonations-.:iind
in4theit4e1ationsawithi thetrlevefoping 'Tkorld;j4.:1;,-(,)

oliciitightPaSO poiride neaus ithtouih4hiththroaderiCbIlatiOrative

:the4nereasifioi-aliiiVition'ot, Mankind,
thervis -4incikisasingly ',great In4it to .provirreiniceatoftirlioldink things
tokethdro In-/Ethis be1ivi4ts bhat global fluientific 'adi3peration
-hulas rianc (6speciallyrimporifaiitz brOtnifie:LIAik!,hiatoriari,..Kenneth :Clark
iiiiitibemdiithickottcShfidenbreoTaiib,tfraii`anytling kill§

iiltkoi WizOtanfideatitk9oursiiihimbreyilibia4/arididiSillusionb,
mist1 TaireffiNctitotlyt Wit I by iboirebsr.r:Yv

;')I'v,11`11 f..-'.001 1)9'1'070 rfiv JV t ki t . JC p
19d ;.t:!IO
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...B05:ftty...1tri.v';

; This is my. first meeting ..:with::1 thik comlnittee since.) my.fretirepaent
as.. Administrator of-, the -Nationak Aeronautica;:;akd
istration. I. would like to 'say-first :of allIthat3.cai we -cirinii$ as.time.,.
when in! our, oWn: .catintry and arbuia t-the mitorld ;many faVbesi are:
at work which call for new policies and prograras, and at time
when: many. ,of these, fall. i n the. specialized:fields -Ole s c i e n c e , E 1 4 a s l if o -

n a u t i c s i t h e fields a this-,committee,-. I Ali* iit. isifof grealfiinportancel
in this country and, indee4,4hrOughout the Avorldi, that thisf..committeei
has - develoPetl thisr.panel: wethod of feedhaCk,ithroligklinformal: "ex-
change: of .views with ty Wide vaiiiety of; knOwledge ablivversons4., that
the establialunen -of -this) as an annual) piobedureiisiE.a tribuite ;to) the
zeal of.: the: Tiolitioal leadeafs!' Of , Our ; NAt.eicin. hiir thig ffield! as -*alas to.,
our scientific, teolmicalrl, and .adri-oi.,trative.i 'reader-a in seeking ne7w,
and: better ways Ihiens On ;the Ineedfi cit. the lutlirev, I

This committee has clie",VelOped4 rhelievelCan.:iratiroved . method 'for:
the 1eaderS5..of scienCe:andiftechnoldgy' ktolzrivide theornernbera of ;the
committeeri their 'views i;anCto;-,Corne rito understand Uhow. ,OorigreSSI
proceeds 'with:their.= wcArk:i. These annual -panel meitingisT provide Coe
of the .bestAneans devised for iMeinbers, of '-Congpreast to: Obtain, easlyi
impressions -*of programP, yielda froin keen;: obseriaqs and :toi; becOine...
aware, of 'deVeloping trerida.tbefore; they becothe rn.aioriissues:,-t: ;

There ia..a.notherivaliae.,ThiS:helpS:MernberS.of ;Congress toi evaluate
lunch ,bf the adviçe they recei-Vel..-;Ilere they caril 'assess theabilit4of
panel particiPanta; manyiaf iwhiiin'_artispecialists; to undersethid mapY
of the, le atures .1 and -requirethentsei4pUblip)tkolidY which, iniudti underlie
Congressional -..proVeSses ancLiCOngressionalactibm::Isl ,

Now, as all of you knowt,\14:-Oviii._,Maj or interest jig_ inTaiactiealtways
through which policy can. be .maile effective. It:Seem,s to's.lneotchatIkre
have j?,ell..-PaolMfg9PtiitC'9)*A wPAW.Fe-34,1(,),4, S9A-Ppls, qf
admio,tre*41,..4(A4Is 9A.;po,A.i.cy.flygluti,§A.th4

of sei.-EnP,iffe,:r. 44,4y ciAcii.ff.A1PrA,RP§; .4R.,:-C1°P!?ff5P&IiP .'NOr49140flips
with .tfe 947fP,..1iO4,.()PgRIPE041,1frjt Aa/PPY*43X°11 fieffi 4sted
me as- 49EiRi

iio1, py cf11up 4N(imMt.Y,S:1°I)
ml 1tsay a tis ijt, If.:131.94'srayp-Pti.mMr -.):1107' an

AcademY of 'SciencekO. rof ,Engli1/2?ering a10 an
r1" 4 II P4 ire; LI.W

1 Treasurer, National Academy of Public Administration, Washington, D.C.
81
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Academy of Public Administration, which in many ways is a necessary
interface between scientific knowledge, engineering knowhow and that
vast environment beyond this marrow community of scientists and the
somewhat larger, but still narrow community of technologists and the
'Wag Whit gittheil gitrir
work, must coffiaTtilwfagithilifibl?avidulftlialilialOffailikt-tfo make their
excellent contributions. 7; 'I would like to say that these meetings 'also from my experience in
the spaëagencyti help prepare) for Ili& committee ;alibroadly -be:S-6d
foundaioniofdundarnezitaF conoePtsi (Under -Whieh its tmembers /can
evaluate )policies qincl i on :whibh exebutiveiideparthients, and agencies;
can build: thei justifitations foi their annual /authorization inn& budget'
requests. !i. Lff 1; - 211 It lt 'lir.) ih; 7!: ' .2 `i.

Webegin, each year eon- the work &ma fin the iprevious 'year and, this;
panel; 'method,: think, t ilaye important-loin:ration: fort 'the-Work,
whiehir comesi dpecificalltn< on the iau thorizaitions,:ind ,budgetd.r.; . .

/NOW 1- receritlk..: in thislforiim,you ha-sie,atudiede.iways and, ineans -tot
advancel toward !ei na1iobali scieb.ce,pcilicy,: and you have trebornmended
a national ichilmmisilion J to, slay &twill the 113 asicAngkedients1., i-TO day ,_yon
are racking roil! to i thè 1 need ffoil the -iestablishthent fotqaii( internitiokkal;
science, tiOtiery adi in 'this-area; ;-it1io-3 yoiri m*-fmtli se veitil .; ways ito
meet a need for clarification; ifierb.aps tmdre telarifieationfthan you ean
giVe find these tmeetingsii Of coiirsb it :his', clarifièation mudt .1 run ta' 'the
elements that , would be desirable-4dr iincorproration rsiich &policy.1
If indeed, you: do :wish ttio: contmuetbroughsomeimeclbaTlism or ineans
or lurther study; i then perhapaiyou ,mightathink of-the t question of am
international commission ',to, parallel Your nationali commission; oryou
mi.ght think 'a a national comniissioni on, international dcience policy:i
But it does ,seenawtO ime that in amyl ease .aficli for t any anechanidm, Yit is
important to recognite, that fothers-arecrat Wörkt in: these fielde. 1.

For; Einstancerecently the t Conihaittee ,on-:Fbreign Affairs': in! the,
House Of :Representativedlhrov.gh its Conarditteezn National.Securityt
Policy . and:Scientific pdveloribient;( issued:al-report prepared by, the,
Legislative Reference t :Servioe .of,- the, Library - of- Congress entitled
"Towaixt is; New !Diplomac3i in Scientifict Age.". 1 I

This 'report ,concludes: ' .J :

-teidhithio& effeetetli a:m*6S in the '

idUbStantiVe fdreign' MiethodorOgY'
.; _1 . !

'cliifolOni*Cy; in'theinahagenieq'Of infOrniatiOn whioh
:i4aCY' is 'haSed,'!frk-lithe'Infellebtliiilqiiiiiitni 'of '

iiWElent blItiegetiiitieni;`.iind'in) the '

'PCis 'Of futiirecii4Folaigiiloi obj !

at f Ltrrt +4. ,4171,1....t.. I j;ves and -the intern ional political systera.
.1-1
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Tf3,AoTtrt 4-1Ft c PPectirle, Cligtist; tit.5.AUASIT t111§0t 114aN_ re C chQ§PP-i
flat kittifiy, as Ifollo:ws;,,.- Fr It, . _ ?.! ii.() 1 I tltriga f)

(a) Evolution of Internatt9pal.."Foc11çjpg±i4,ft 0-

-ofufah(b),Jiffitc?Alci-F,91149.(lictixt, eirti rittirlyr,
/0,-dc):(trielLeil*PAP.1401111PFPNOT4t ifs'i0i 1.-,v)-).( tq tr

I P.110.3 ti .bbit 't1j1 4

(.4MOtt4Opcolilip1chiP4t44 13 ,t; ,.tf.) is le-> lin'
(f) Generalist's and technical sophistication-.
;(0,1W9r1d,spipptificqop.patipkty, ,., .is )1( f

(4) f;POP.P.11e1"Oilall-fillgoliferal;..Pg; infçpn4iou., t; ,

1,44 ,a44#coup,to; th.eflit igbpaesçi -fPX-Iti.1#1,).T..,AuciTt) P.49 CPY-.1-,

V1.1i...tfriPP,.48413NPIVPecli or ,,thif331V1V# ittP4',PrAP9sP4 ap iAterA!40:Pg IP:40404T
olggy,for.Ae, gelctetio p. of tfurrther 412.44319 theJ?aIs Jiig

girst, Isujeqt shOuld bet of ....tsigbfitpAtlita .4:gpmeAt.r awl :be xAgaxclert
,J,t1

*PQActi-7/71113.P41?iegt:P119141. d har.ve a Agilig94Pti)tP,4*.q4.1,CIP4t131#1 §p
14..4?..ttitiiVcv,91.yreq f!.? proJt0.101.11.0 P9,14P1/14ThiP.PitfricKli :1314V4:53A.A.1113.. tC*1)M04)419
field.,,andAtie. generalist, concerned, wigt,thq stisowatig-*Evii,itca#pr,i,

Third,' The problem should .inivplve, some emppict f ;41.15qiience,

ROACY. P.f.,QT! 0.40-.0#117.titt sJA9144;clqatrisivAti.i-Ole-,avPli-
94094;c4ACienPO-ancl:tiqc.114410gYrt.9acliVA.UPO)RoMe jAtema06/144iPp4cy
of, ith#,U:nited ,States :or it ishoglcl,cleal wiitki2spinfikmrak,
spience and technology is spugb,il_to )§1XPARtlieTIPA:::bY4f4Ploglatic

/,
!
oth,: su13jec,t lal?,.QPIdr-ha.vg haa I .APf6LPiP# -,e.qAtty APO

PIT.4.0f1APP .44,4 pl the cliP19mAgg P,01:4Pw,Pityi.0 f-gYi;b1P
obserxatiopeog,ohapges tba.Ifbave,occurred as *res.* of,AatioAal 0,ctionr

il.-.TetPr.,,P.i.t4471K0D9P.tto3rthi.TO-PtPTIPRPATP4tc§,41419A-1.37i ???,Cj-44991091.1;
W*4--1;ThiLP1 sure 1is welcomes t,Q taie,,,011017:44.11-of41?1:14').P.911VA#PA4 044
just ias41uiki.conuctittee,i4 reaching ,cp.xt fox a better linfleratancling

.1A9,i.).1t4a*"1.41q14al 131;PrtIPAtties,44-14:PTPAt ix ienpe, so 4.41w.P9P1132#4.P
on:ForpignAffairs:reaching out, to, .beAterTunderstand, the implications
of .SPiP40,f404:119144Pyli!,.,

*PVT, P.P.F44PP hP ti4eAltiAqati9n Qf ?neK4ati9nE}.1,. Pi(14ce( ,P91Acy, 1,44
practical waisJtotmalce.it:effectiye might ibe:pursue0 further. ppid. , t4en
maybe sonie form of j oiAt,.effort of ;these, two ponwittees., might: be
wortk ,considergion. In :Any ;event, ,thi§ 40494 by the g9ktAi.gp 4fiairs
Committee abOws the growing recognition, in gongrees and.,elsewhere
that nqaSaof jPtcgaleirILP.na4 concern gap:be oblii-0.9A to Alae_needslcw,.
fm7theR.Otiengt)aenpag of i the, spiel:L.04:c. underpmnmg oI!which so iiuch
Qf modern 1ifeiresis, nc1 7 it :sOfin1§., g9 lAe.-.0;94)CTA.-,13,§130,11144. 41gFOc1i044
a) apjp.tek4MiOnal; Sciencg - policy Ae bowwe cam learn, grow ,ouT
epgeo -.A4a.bignleacippik,pt;apanyyjnation§,ttoworl:c: rw#Ibial..titek i own
I )04 P! f 4 r I t1T0i It A J 13-kf ii';iifP)Tofii I j

i hill,' 1. 'fl-r:P,"11) ',;(1#)i1:10. I ')(1



§4 "INTERNA418WALnfSeliNEE POLiCY"
.

inipioiteiTheirwti4eientiffb ebrit'pdtenei'st,'aiOil)zilo,te'.it to
engineering development that 'follows it, relateo-it'Itof4 pub-lid-V.6116y;T
project approval, alloeationlifif-regonrees.---

This committee, and I hope this TanelVit'iiiiWell'aviiivelthatNyhether
science policy is to-cover nationalrelationdliilY:oiliS`ia'betiought
into the international field, it must indindektilrdteler'spekive on
developments in the fields of aeronauties:dana-i-pdai-r-Theiude of the
air is just beginning; - : lc:-

The technology, of rocketry added, to thatid abroliantiCk hag, opened
up vast new, areaS for: teo-graphib ''Said-Stientifiestddies; ankr at, the
saine' time it has provided tranSportation r§y§teniSis that ''can &Hirer
data elYSMib deStrution t anydeStination'o*thirth-olv-in the-near Saul
systern. We all lino* tbat "ro-cketS tb*.regtlarly deliver to their ehiiseri
deStinatiOnS 'Meteorological sittellitesIthatigive, the' `eirbryd:Wir Aliei of
weather information, as well as the meteorologist-researcher; *hat he
needS in! aCCurate and' &vendable forni.TROcketry;iiew pi:Ovides Man-
kind) with the syrnthron6us coniüiications satellite relaY_;-' With:the
early pronii§e -of economical aóce- ggi'to 3nketn,s compaers;' 'and-data banks
at tiny `bn eax.tlifroin 'any' tither.

Rocketry will soon j1ace thultiSpedtral SenSors' linked' to preplanned
compUter prograins in position§ abote' the 'earth, .which'i will perinit
ah O-ieriiew'bflargeiregionS: -ManY:feature§ of all-act-MC:: 'carried
out h&lint- into persPebtive. Wörkl*ide inVeritories-of
resources in such fields, as agriculture and energy will become poseible:
The tichniilOgy :for' -handling 'massive amOunts .of telenietered' data
in 'real tiniel can' sOon give :the' ieneraliitiC''hurdan) Mind a Wide4ing1e
panOrania 'Of th major fetitnreS,etitthe CoMpleic!§ituation V131611 /exists

hature*d; in adthtion, ICidifperthit,the'sPodaiist to penetrate down
int& the:cdata; leto,4.461itte4 and 'study in depth one' -elértient of- the 'Com-
plexitir.r'Ins:ItheSe ''Ssitid-imani 'Other ;,''k)p.'as*;,', rodkkiy
ba'si6s 'Ohafteriked': t thel)tilder oncépt which haveguided reitional
tusci inteinationar:polidle§:-Aii iyiteillatiOn:Al'eCie466,,""poli6y,tiiiist Cer-
tainly help nourish ap. environment. in which such 1.-pbWerful -hew
tdOls '';dazi2 be:brought to" the' derlibe;-of -all'nationaqteacly;
tci''COOPerate: allvkiio*. that this

Ii
;

i§ sèldon clearLy staited thiit .the--7erig*edi, vOrkiiig t-ti.i7iara1 the
krio*ledge;

nittlies possible ganis ratc 30given-,",point's,in tevfrOrd cdntattt' with
feggai-oh jOientlits'; for'

'6f)' IiiioWlediel is" itt that giii.en; dine. 116,AIL§Ci 66edis, theSe
CidfititCtS;P Aiide,lielp.'ciPtiiciellitiAg() aplythgth seientific: lb:tab:3d
&Ph& eve1cprnenta1prob1erns.tSoitt.would esedilibta Emizkik4thitt One :hit=

portant ingredient we should seek in international science policy
would be to make clear -to national decisionmakers this value to engi.
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Accra xv-bick .c4nt-conmAhfrck_rn..4ia4c144,a.N3jwha4,5'43n00,..:
of re-P*474i 4SPientists I ort.41.virl PUtuftiGiElg.40.1,1,1t,-,414.0.9
should belmake Plea404fIxo_sgy_iwilV.
nationat ',Science. PolioYfeQUICt144,13114*Pirgst4.44=ibi-i4tzfr

;s0gr-niEf4 4:"0 -mg tkat witc,',:haTte.-PAlto.144,61Aig-WAPORF4,4?)414.X404:-11
nation., and Allat is 'Ptiez ;reason t; we fouds0pblqoj
with time, ; 7 7 ill ; s fy,r):; `17_41::=:.spl0 'A A-ko

.1n: this ,likpace4,.age, therei can, tbeklitotte
longer as absolute a quality as fit_ once was.. Popth PR*" 440±4.411,tiClii4
cooperative systems challenge- such older conpeptst
nations, tar! grouPsi -of .AatiPns to -.:e.nAPP -reP4-04,-,-c1444P 4-ke.I'13.3r.13tas
can ,no,longer ,be,,safelyibased,.on ishort-tepp.; depiTo
takerinto aCCount,lang,term copaequeuces. ;

,. New technologyihas,alreadytbegurt-to build into xock0 v.s,t9P3p,AcopLe
types of controlled ,or,,flexible,use c1aracterist4cS:Wh01543,1a14*P-..37A9M7,
possibilities.; In some -ways the, qualities Mr.e..!kkaYee.artil#14-444 ç4he
airplane are :being , btilt into rocket isytegris.., S.Ana.e.-Pft 1:4(1,5-145#01W,
we haNre previously associated., with,,rooket systems rWU not aipply.in:
the future. , A, continuation of th1;43rogr,ess, we ,t!.alze 4794cle tbp past,
decade . will - undoubtedly; make possible- the incor,por#tion 1of space
components, as integral parts .a oo.plplex and, 'very: pf4c,*n.. global..sys7
temp. These systems will also _use2 ocean, and,o4POIFtp. pneAtS._ 441499-..gh
we cannot, see-clearly itodaythe full- ad,Fantages -of i`suph-pc.....clag?.-,aspacTe
global systems,,,it is !already &ear. ;, that =the jAcoi.pwftitAckp. of a
component adds for the first time an unlimited element and
greatly extends, ithe prev-401.1sly-limeid pos§ibiatieq,. tgfi,)all fJ .1c013-er

elements. . Thus, rthe) P001101:0Aci in oajio br 'filWvf10412.13.fit4g.: 41: sucL
systems ,iyal..,02.ow:halir.ta t to -Itakeigceount icttithis.P-Te1)f44144r-A3, .1W.44.11c."1
can vasttly,exPauft thefutilityitittlie w43401e4ystg111- ystit
decisions,someraertainly interiskationamentureS7-41mw)
make...these illArstaSt.pleOt. 4.gaiin.`)Yige.PPit- 44.149%., P911,4Aq
jwth pAtiicomias in th.Oir levn,liscognAlrYi- who t4ag 4ige 3.P1fAIN 9,4cf1M41;43. _49?-4
proper fa.4vice. fas t49) t411k9 ; NO:4(0x or3.10rePtk :491.9Fileg1ge I pf413c0,_
i:aliakie, ;operation: :There Is;bikeohipg naarfs,,0*.ficUlt OKA siAtArwyfipAall,
negotiations where, some 'national leaders hame,i4o frebric.9?-)90,1791-PgeRf4P,
-dt-wivegiefroav.op*tsigle 4hiair9O1w4nat1con,i,..t',(1 13c..0 I 4-3 TO1 b

Onai Fi>sikportanit 14./ edientiaotion. iittEIVP._ati.onalfAcielikceaEle*Yrs .N.PEP11-14
be,the Cornvaitmenkby:alknationseKtall iPicAqa0ffliglegt4,14/1.9tAnfRolThffPil,7
nation.avAilablettio_its iow-nxiationalloaderts agiMe IFP,404;_ww:Vc1,-g41.3itinliV
to the ;great iproblemsithatAftt i,0444akriso h,asiso,-4.1qa,rWaistroutolwrie,

1.vi; P.1 lat 9401.117.;
. ,Eetime vorwiipw_f,tc;fAriatioAakpoliwtiand,§a:Y.raft.Atiiim3141161. fiei114%00,13
same .new and emerging capabilities will add tremendous netwfAcoar
plications. This is true in the national as well as the internationar field.
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r. .

I geek tviiygnd iw6rk IthlibirghT Vida& dditiplidationt to
-A*41rtzt744. .riVOittiget.W Mt? VOSsikie9étfOr1k. itz4sonereas,*-8f-trie-;
141On14 be gliren to .bniklii-i-gut ar***etvoilgilinlItivhfOit, thea 1Iot01.1tit i the

in.rirOre*Yilield44an
'ididitikti'dialke7-144-eoginizej Ithts4e find bete iMeanS to
worktogether to overcome them. With the opening of Spacef=anki. With
thi3 detke1'oPiribilitl3f sstomS 10 setsdpêoial 4d4antages, cooptiriitiviely
41tliiitrbliP.ii.d4vaifitakeS;'15fi the ititeta.isto nd the i-iiitthifigpifektv,-Lithe -*tad.

rietiodiwat!; I ;lc-- --`);(411-'41 I ;:te,r

flft ditgt ité tional 410.egotietiOn TfitinweiVorkai of.=,: 'Yolks; ,ican.
arid the l le adi3rs qnany:natiOns; ;then

it seems to me that we start-Withlitibetter etdritribitt IIELsig,and eithiNvOrk
totiiiiii:VicVkkg: itbrti'veketiine(ithese-'eOrttplidAtionisiEaidi :-nrOve
tro4yakir the Afolibmigh4.- Which- these 'netv ttrea.4,4!iff-saentifie:knOwledge, and

bnt ditly p osgible. if] there

thiisitive§tnient deasionielh theiriownm.ations; ssnd;Ind'eed,
inalionjiii! th st C1ê& âdtic1ithb1benfit ;

'eirept; ' 'Obit* as'4,to whit Advanced.tiinthistrita
riatiOn61' ibtalebtively with rbeketi $.transvort
SYgtseiii4 !met Mit' that &Odes lb stet" rcooraioni and.: Tiritimidatiaii-vose

Wireatisi= thkeat! !th'04, preiVions134:-. Onf-th4 iothr Uakitiikpolieiestiooking
tád iiitehlittiOttaik)edopoikticAi= dirrotbe-tinor4 !:prOdiictive than; ever

-brigf6Tre(2) 'Anil:ILI ;-:-1:)i! :0E9114 ,( it

CiiiirilyT there ba liia?nrO .6bjettfoir.itO kthe- tataeMeirt; that seiente
itilit'ttiehlid1ogYI',al431-4!ot)lepalitbfiVtfroin-)Other, forceg inqn. &dens:

fttikt 1 sr 1 deisioxitttoA kiereo. con:Siiption And
tilida'±eSels44h FigrJ:dif4til* A an& iecinires:'<lia)etortain

iAit"diiiffildetiettifliiilt-theit4niinfep;itti:4:xpiekitsltionoroft (4eitifr
1gaitiecis4:61.1.knyeercinemid-laysten1

reitk4oiagyt diffijigEsai4belgionfix- 7 uA bap eigrieetea1,46 Abeivtclong thra; ..11 3

sciim$13-ipihey cannot/ignore !this
&big thoi4 UdtbrEit.ttattillicticon.6.0itteisi,i partidulitibielitt

tagigggratAteitkosailiiiitiottAtif L'w I 1 ikti-r:4ir,1-4i.i.L_.'.).(111.01W 91*.'tri ;

'In addition, for a science policy..fidibet:effectie isfsial-parUof iakr inter=
repiesentila! 'Co . 'onp)voicibiselhield.

CtitfitSt offr t Ole Eit-i,:tieriefitS fOr tiibse:knaitiongi;which,,aidopt
-161167ifelt;i,soi-ii*-0-1 :those boilefifsi mmiti ektend Irsiyond

'Let Me quote ,tWO StateMents'Made by Joiin-Jacques Salomonfin, an
Vitilesle'' i-fe'W41:iiirs5;agci I entitled MInternational Scientific

-,h1)1;,

1-'!:)%11 '1.11
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fIXOf CPAPta0ou 41-1 41340197W 4; )4..1 i .; 1 2.7 ; t: V.:;. ft

' ! Thcüh 'there IS ,no Such !thing as fan inteinatiOnakScientifiCH
6,1 pOlicy; there. is 'at least a, system roflinternatiofiali tillations in

..the scientific Sphere:. Thi sirsteni is ncit rimrhunto political
ând tit is greatly 'affectedf bk the tiilies of dor=

ernMents !when -they intervene the proj ectsinstibitions- and5
'inVestments iuponi which: sCiancei depends.' 1 I

I

thrini wiat We ail* s&1g g thdre peksisten:i' reiiiiireioene for
'interVentiOn in.the ecisions affec nig the scientiko coMmuraty 'than
Was necessary in Yekr4 ' 'and 'natida 'Cannot Stind aSide
from participation in many, actiVities which for many years'iheY' Paid

r'1:.(,; 11 ;11.11. i; :1;11 ,-r., ':;.,:'little attention 'to: ,

Tlie` seeend `qiiOiStion TrOrdi 8a:18M.On is as fllvs:' '
7/. ;: *i rt.y,

Experience has shown that governments will not undertake; ; .

, large-scale combined.laction and setup, scientific orga.nizatio4:s )
extend the, ,competqn9e; of, scoPIP e#041ag39Fg#1/3-jAation, to

cover, scientific 7 questio4s) ,e,c131:4 7.herk prompted hy on or
.of the four; follOwing lnotives--7-.only.the first Of

: .

,..,; purely ,sc*,114.c.; , .

rowtxch, 4.;tq bf%:ifle,479tfOi
national subject (meteorology, oceanography, etc.) ,

, 2. , It ,requires expenditure, ,which , no country, could, meet
.4.'coP4 1:0§.T913a.i(11,1APiliefir.P,24 aPP.,9(,3,FPIA1.0.Phy 43,44), :!

3. TIM?! .4,e1A9)t,,P1Ov4i0C Pow-
tx*RAA,3: OIPP.93gt.v44,0 e_PP13)944) 11?:,14475PT030 f9T
the countries are pooling their efforts;

, 49TPI,r03-scill.Rt4119 P99Pg..4-#9111;*
t ,1*PlY PC) 44f3r40971114, itIFP§,tige 19f!

'inai....74.41-1.0.re.g.IPEtt#43.s. :; ,,11"f,!.11?f; ,(i
e'i:-!.The events <of redeni year whave ixOt giveiyeliideime 'great change
-in these statenients Made in-1964: illor those (who 'believe; that &Aetna-
tionaltCOoPeratiiiiiioan: 'cure 'mosticif the' ills, aothe liciorld,-'holveirerp if

'Aire coiactjust: final ie waY/ to' brint it About, it is impcktant to inote9the
abSence; 'of) anyllrelerefice atoodperationI'fOr "%het sake ',Ofocoolp-6ation.
If cooperation for the sake of Cooperation is a' desiriblet goal, 'Jan& I
anti One !who belieVes that itkisyjbothf:fa.indirvidiiaIS £1,h.a,natioits;. Land
trien a sall area, of 'boorieratión gives the lirornise;-cif ,efilargo-3ment

I the advantige, KA ithoie, Cooperatinv. then tit iSeerraii..to'lme ithat)the
; 'question arfies-{ ito i whether. We tan ':ificorporate this void ( sinall
(:beenningS; 'expansioniofi eboperatiOn.)for 'the' beniflt. óf CoorierEition,

to, more specific 'areas and activities: ; eini)WeE:join :sivith tha't A idea
sPeoifie things 'which Meet .this ; criteria ,adt bY I Mr: Salorifont ;,

i nave. we learned: enough abOut the, conditions essential for, say:ince-
inent of 'science an& they gatheiing of !its ibenefits tor propose ai joint)Or
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cooperative policy of a deliberate ;fogtering itlidge' Conditions :i;viiich
produces scientific advancement._by Many _nations :wiphin, !their own
economic, political and ,socialiettructures: and patterns of Is; there
a common/set rof [criteria by WhiclEthe leaders-offthe :nation -can tguide
themselves'. in 4oing those things which .theytcan reasonably -leicpect to
lead to ,scientifiC advance:and Without whichlkey.are not,likely to get
it? If so, perhaps this is an 'element ifor ncorporation in ,an,interna-
itional sciencepolicy. The very fact that _all have .agreed, on. -this basic
requirement tends to increase, the, Capiiteity for intimate disaussion: and
acceptanee -With confidence that 'signatory ,natiOn6 will be guided bY.1 .4
this policy. ,

, .

Could a major international poliCY `gOal be to substantial:V. inCreaSe
throughout the world the amount of effort dedicate to scren c re-
search in an area where every nation needs to know more'tlianis knOwntodayl ; .

Can. we build on olir experienee n the "International 'Geophysical
Year arid InternatiOnal Year Of' the 'quiet Suh:sO ato evolve an
international 'poliey related- -to 'birth& Stuity,'Of 'the' sun 'Under which
all stibseribink na'tichis could juStify 'Aational'inVestments and the un-
dertaking of a. commitment to follow the agreed- iiiternational policy
though theVel 'Of isöPhistieatiOiCiviiS leery' different in each of the
countries? ';,

Cotild one -god' Of 'ari. international' Sdieritific policy *be to increase
the atbility f ll #atiOns fib. use the 4SCientific 'Method itSelf*/ aPproach-
Mg their 'owniiktidnal prOb_ktd& and itliuS' increase,- On 'ari initernational
basi'tlre, 'tote iiffdet of the' 4'41treS TO' 'be deriVed 'from the scientific
method?

IS 'it IpodSible 'that Under -sdthd fbitn--d-fiinterriatiidnal 'science policy,a std aS i the ecamperteme ' of --SeithAtiSts i at 'nationi could
be made available to the politica-Headers:a tareiWnatioiis 'sb 'that each

.1nation would have. leaders and diplomats in ta. better position to nego-
ante !those International arrangenients}Most .eonducive 'to the achieve-

, ment }of }its 4:rational tdbjeetives? 'Let-Ane repeat, political 'leaders need
,the assurance. likat eomeS from, !confidence . that they !can: rely 'on the

. knowledge }of )citizens f of their -Own )country rather, than on 'those 'from
' other Countries: , . ; .

1 . :Is, fit Ipossible to, !apftroach- this. problem. 'Of defining tgOals for an
:international science'.:policy, ibr assuming :that, for a-particular nation
theJ state of acientific.1 inquiry ,and ts ,-relationships Ito -education . and
ito tedhnelogy can be assessedi and understöod within thelorces at work

ithe -total Of, the t economic ; social; and political' system >of that nation?
it is, possible for; an iindiiridual nation either qmits ;own or in...associa-

tion with, others -to' make: this assessment, andi then-AG-seek, practical
and- effective. Means, to:eel:dove difficulties and 'maker more compatible

, to: sciontific progress the ,enwiironinental factors, Which are. most directly

StP3
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ilFslated. air inCteaSe; in. the tate 4:4SCientifiC ;ad*ance; ',0.7-6uld 'rEiSk

Wfi ther"Ori 'hot the sit* cof afl tins effi*t c4Otteirstegiii '.ifeelf ran: in.tei:
' of Sithatan diroudhoUt),--th

'WOrld'' the' t.citia"#§6 Of tb.d_'14tionale; itrioxiskhes-, of. SCience ;Anil' the
.déVeiopMent o teChnolb gy. frOin, these ,

.rerhapS' a':*-ery 'pradtical 'Veih;-:'I',icoula. end rby. saYing 'there
about font, Maybe fiVe; dondet44 Whiclr beliei7e..can' StaitTat

small level and offer the possibility of erilargentient as men ind
natiOnS vidik together Within' the 'fraMewOrk of a vpolidy.

.The firat-;concept' is =that :of power together as against VoWer' oVer

Others.) It 'Seeins'tO' me tiffit The United; States is' in a' particularly 'good
positioh' to 'say' to the *Oil& '"We 'have developed griace activities and
many Other' actiVities the' 'baSiS 'of- ha*ing' power together with
other natiOnS. Otrer 'the' fdrces Of :fiature'fOr :the 'benefit Of:Mankind,
a.nd we' have licit them for '-major coercive ,positions of -benefit. tb

oUrselVés." '

A Clear staténient 'Of pOliey on' this 'adhered to by nations; Used as
a' guide tO iudo the aCtions of natiOn's, it -seeins, to me Jean: give much
assurance to the less developed nations as Thor, jOin in these interna-
tional efforta. ;

Sedond'concdpt; it Seemg to -me;:i§- to make ole ar -aalie-
.

,Ments ahd' in' actitins taken 'unddr; the :statements; 16he .valUe that 'the
'Competent scientiat 'and iiesetticheY 111 ttrea-- Eleyond the ektensitin
Of Scieritific ieheOreticAl" 7knbwledge---=Ahai, is' Ws vglue 4:&;

hational thWihternational`relatichiships;.'his ,engi-

heera and bthef4 *IYO ttie,1waiking in the deiveldrimental area§ to' deter-
'mind that beybnd hith ecientifiClind-WletIge.,at that time
and' plaice :diciehizit fleierdit the teliabl&bperatMn bf thatihinea;
Ment andstetns:' ' '

' -1

si3entO 'that this 'Concept "has ivory/great advantage"inr-en-
coniagiing Af4e d Of' inteillectual7 leadership -and' eirdhanges in (Ito eriph-

bral 'aretta 'atoithd 'this scientifie' givouti: it is the' intelitedtUab exchanges
between ..iiiSOitolinea;"it,'seerds to:;'hie., 'that '-We %need- itioi build ,ehlkiin.- :a,

:'-! z

!The! ebrieept;, 'Seexii:4 3 t&Jjie',i4 "sbme policy ;.that 'ainfitkeW:Cletir

-and 'tan 'On that Ad Varibes it'''. the -baucattioh future'génekit-
etdsttence' and Varticitratkin idf ;scientists

la* 'the '-gt aduate 'let/I:A.7'1%1s is knOt Clearly

1'adeetitiea dniid1 hO' 'woi'lt1 laid if '-iltitions kiVer.ai Veriod yeara zould
41iia--'6ancept; and if 'international pdlity could; make- it

aSithi 'fOr 41-Ay rce iW this *ay., '-litideritliis
policy, I believe a subatantial 66tild %el Made: bn,!whichltitiher

' ad-itince'reciuld beintide ; =

:16 l!aecinia' the Midler' that' ett,eerkiore tin the, !Aftzay of , a Willey
statement and commitment along the line of investments in -basic

58-418-71 7
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-.research ,support, support of :basic riese,arch i§ia4 i4Y44Sitir!-Ant 01:1-M .704
-Yield .inAPPrt ant1 economic"; rtnsq]erhaps ian.. 4.-4er114,i9P14
. that, makes . clear and permits national leaders ita follow:, within
their town,,nations this international policy ,over, a, perio4, of.years, . rWlll
yield,zillustrations-.that, kwill,,,perrnit,. ;no-. matter ,ffhat the,,p9oponaic
system of ;..the,country i larger._,allocafickn. xe,souNes, porn, fthe
ecoP.onai0 .systerkl: to ,baPiqi research fo.steriPg tli9Se ptbAiT:rq.qgiloAlShj.Ps
which I have.mentioned r,!..!:. ,r : -; ;

Finally, it,seems to me, that we .need , to find A ,w ay, 414.:1 less
clear in my mind., about thistIto make throug4, policy,. or. ,exper-
ience under policy, that, whena nation moves,from, the Area, of scientific
research, the dvanoe9ffknQwledge tpi engineering ,design..and, then on
.to , organized, use,of. resources, there is,a, competence, in, the , area, of
organization and administration that, needs, to, ;be, brought ;intol..play
for success and that natipns, can cooperate inl.thesee irelated #elds, that
is, in organization and administration, closely allied with engineering
and sciencei -as well as in scientific-pursuit,IThere may,be less diffigulty
in, bringing this area of cooperation into. Play.than in some of ,the, paore
sophisticated scientific- areas. , f ;

I would like to add tO that something frOm the experience we 13.,a4 at
the ,National Aeronautic§ and1SPace AdT9iTu1tra#011-W.P.4i-di.try Yery
hard to spread the most, difficult, problems we ha4 oyer.;ai ,-Fery, lame
number. of able .1 ds, . supporting.: wide, variety ipti,s_cientifi, And.
semiscientific -work , on the : campuses of .rmany univerpities :;,anci: then
endeavoring, through _ :the, :sustaining, uni-Fiersityl progran? i foster
SA, idea tbere Was a ¶lgLtJrnate and ..1?F91;ler,,rckia, fPrtirP§qmq4SceRt*s

.-to :play ihi:oonixectioP- yith theapplipationqf :0LeirJAP,.917id9d-g9,174,-;Was
to, AlloCate isonle Pm,4111 sPaXt Pf their time t9.,m§p 'V.IP.ir---IR4cu,,jAtP1113.cPs
tO try. to find ways to help au. engineer who was vf,ockingaA,th,.ei,,-Fery
forefront of,5cientifie ,know-Aedgeto4 materia4 o;fEgifvkon.Ment , to, know
-that point beyond ; hey §IAPPldi twIti a:WqcElefli filV99-dg:v015;04 ,11,e
would-get. unreliability , and rtowar41-.which he ri-4ust endpayor. to, ap-
.PrOach, otherwise he w d4rop.s].óit o h sppsbJe. f!' /1 f-Jif

It was very hard in the early years to get this accepted liy,scipntists.
'Many ,of tbena. saidp MinrilWprk* 147140 W4r. 14333# land
..attention to fl.t.ppliCation-71',-B3lti thpre,was, a,groyring awareness that this
-was a..legitimateL.aPd proPer o1e,1a1n4it seeMsi Wei:03,1g, ,iPt.,* clar*-cation of thgt,t jnterf ace !between, the ian. ap,s11 able.. engineer who
;is ,tryin.g to Teach, out; as, far tii.§,4e,rpofisibly,Ca4 At, the exiq,ting, state of
knowledge- and- wbo needsto.JnpT! Ilgt, oPlY.1W4ere, heiOrieSefireer

,thinks the front- is , at (the..moment,lbAt the trepds,j,Nherp, the ifror4 is
going..to, bey./ saY, rn a, feW 41,0Atba 14. a2.fe,Wt yPar@lj.- ti .) I

That is a perfectly proper and legitimate) fl.gMicm aq4c1, Pne.;which
manY can accept 'on, an, Il4elle.c.,4147,NLS*1 111140 (1,1A a,IFal-124ircl*et134ritary
bags,.

; ')il; r .1; -
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-1-;' One of the most urgent queStions facing us to,d,ay: isc4whether orinot

-We' can close .the_ gap' between technologically advanced. nations , and

the , developing, :Countries while,- at the, same_timei ;keeping the .pros-

perity AA the former group afloat -The ;poverty !of, some,of the develop-

ing, countries is so! dramatically.obvious that the-world-'s conscience has

'been: stirred. to . do something''aboutlit-7at .leasJto talk-, about it. -

But the ,significant, question:is: Can one raise ,thei Teal, ineome of

these. countries ~without ,pulling down that, of ,the ;oth,erka, Can _every-

body share in a new millennium, of, ,prosperityrather, than sharing

pdverty, all aratmd?-4:( .444:: .1+4 ; ; A; I `)L I .

(' 41This sort of- question' was. not asked: before...1,9507,-pr at least ,.the

iclamor lor an lanswer had nbt lbecome insiStent. 1Indeed,, before,1950

gapoSis---,by, which I Mean thephenomenon of $01)143:MUlltlips_beCoVaillg

Ticher and- richer = while the inewer.,flationsl-Are, becoming relatively

poorer and poorer-,--although( i , was- a symptom: of ; our ,times,,,it had

not .tbecome4ecOgnitect as .a!feature,of oUr !economic landscape.,
times,no one t talked qgaps'l forithe,simpletreason that

the prevailing economic systemilla& no gaps Colonial scount-4es,pro-

duce& certai.ugoods land , rendered;4ortain services ;, !the metropolitan

Towers- manufactured: , certain .3 capitalo,goods ..and .)reAderea ,,cer,tain

xpert Services7everybody .shared: in,pro awing, and. consrmingicertain

.aonisuraeri articles . -i.edOnomAes- tb,e two, seis a countries! were

complementaryfa.nd..supplernentary; ,1 t 2.; 1 -ix

f) The:situation has nOw radically . changed , the eoraing of .inde-

pendence: A fierce struggle to have economic independence follow ,on

thettheelsi of tpolitickdi independence:has intensified, frhu.st,the gaposis

syndronie -has Eget in ;, the fear. is Ahat it , may ng01.1 become exiemie.
solUtion itoi this problem: does! not the in simplyfgetting ; rid of :the

-gad: talhat-ist litnegatitre approabh to _this seemingly intraot able ,prob-

lem.i-tagbettenspprondh lies in:buildingsomething, positively ,beneficial

stheig`a,pr-;-to proyide a concrete tbridger between. the -two groups. la

2 Professor of entomology% and dein of the Faculty of' 'Ateill;tiitxi,'Itrn6irsitY1' 'of

rWairobij dlieCtor, InternationallCentreiof,xnaect phyalologY,.an4)Peelog7,!Nalrobi.

iL 36.11.P.
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Technology and science have a crucial role to play in this process.
The play we are talking about could take two forms: First, by apply-
ing existing knowledge to a particular science-oriented problem. Sec-
ond, by identifying problems of peculiar relevance to the developing
country and, Phew, 85)-ITAASi.4.9.s!;Vg(*119P-

The first method is by far ,the,easier.path;to take. Cooperation here
takes a sinaple know-hoW, and'it can aISO recruit foreign experts to
put into operation the accepted solution.to the particular, problem in
hand.

The second method is much mOre ,difficult to put into practice. There
is -no capsule of .knowledge. that One simply feeds, into the factory's
conveyor belt; neither is-there the so-called e'spert. The best hope lies
in Using the scientific method in Caming:to omkindf scihition.:

, It is in this second-set of problems that one -finds'the-inoSt difficulty
in securing international cooperati.!An. For -vatic:L:7. help- others-really
to help themselves. 'Certainly thi4f 'zw.6A-us to t 8, the troth in the democ-
racies; -aid agencies Must look ow er their shoulders tojaee what the
voters' reaction-is to thsit'actions abroad. , ,

To take one particular example: trypanosomiasis the .dreaded dis-
oase =of sleeping sicknessris poihaps one otthe :most wasteful and:killer
'diseases Of cattle in tropiCal Africa. It is found-nowhere olse in the
world, -for its ttransmitteis =are tsetse dies', which acii;e not -found Any-.
where in 4the World except. tropical Mrica The control of the tsetse
fly- population-will, Mem the long=tetwa.ocntripl of trypanosomiasis.
The benefit to', tropical -Africa -Would ',correspondingly ebe =enormous.
Any foreign 1w:ion that 'i;vould heltr-in -this, teak wOuld.be' helPing
Africa in a vit itl:seotor of its econordy. s.,

Yet,- virat lionefit would the 'assisting icountries meat", from such
-coopera1i60, There is, ,of \ course, the ; possibility that the xeceiving
countries -would express s their tgratitudo -for the.lassistaxiCe-given..lf
this' happ'ens--,--and &Deg not always follow that -such, gratitude-is
automatically expressed .1,by politicians, ifor reasons I iam-:notsc alas °stout
-to etate4tilheu the !vOtsys, Sight 'feel apPreciation-dor what -they have
,donek-and kave it- at that` j, ;

t.there.iwanotheroidetO the story that/ think Cwe shouldemplore.
And Lthat is the benefit ahe I whole, *add 'of science ,obtainslrom , any
advimae anyWhere :tin 'any fiSld of research..' The t:fallout .- froth.: tech-
ihqies f tontroiliitg -;tsetse flaes anight well trigger DS new s thinking
kot)hbisir tO-7contifa other )ineectvegtig cby inoxiblibiologicallmeths.ds: It
rnight tell us 'son:waxing: relevant' about the scoloigyloir aniniralpopula-
tions. This, then, is my hope in considering questions of international
cooper4i9n 1114.ci43Acet. ; 7

--newscenthasinem sprea° a 1,f ,among ,Aher political Jeaders,-of
Africa---the contviction that science and technology can be a major
factor in advancing their development goals. This is not something
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that 'has suddenly' eitrpted; it is a 'Conviction that 'has gra&ally takenrdot during 'the fait decadeasa result Of 'Several Meetifithelct *blanycountrieS between scientists and Political leaders fieitv developingcountries.
One now hears of a number of Governmeitti-sponsored experiments

,

being implemented tb organize and establish 'national research coun-'cils (for example' in Zambia), of the formation of' natienal academiesof science (for instanCe, in Ghana), and of the appointment of scienceadvisors (partiediarly encouraged by UNESCO).These efforts have revCaled several problents of Major proportions.FirStly, there is an acute dearth of professionally qualified scientistsand technologists who can apply existing corpus of knowledge to prob-lems relevant to their countries as well as being competent to createnovel frontiers of knowledge.
Secoqd, the tools for the work in handthe physical faCilities, theequipment, and the workshop for their maintenanee,. alteration orupdatingare woefully inadequate.

-Third, the sense of isolation is overwhelming for the few scien-tists that are working in Africa and other 'developing countries, andthe consequent information gap has become a physical reality.Lastly, the' environment is not 'conducive to scientific endeavor:there ig the almost inaudible feelinehat "Africa; should do filings andnot think things:" The need to solVe these problems has consequentlybrought up the question of international codperation as- a principaltechnique in meeting the current demands for modernizatiOri:
Mechanisms for international science cooperationI want to discus§ the question Of international Cooperation, espe-cially in the life scienees, in a Wider context. Science, like love, knows nonational boundaries. Indeea, international cooperation int science hasbeCome so commonplace over the'centuries that it iS regarded'almost asa trdism. I:will therefore not spend any time in singing the praises ofinternational scientific cooperation.' What I will be much more con-cerned with is the exploration of the new -mechanisms for achievingthis most desirable objective.
Perhaps the oldest and most well-tried mechanisms for iiiterna-tional cooperation in the scientific ,field -are the following:1. The printed-book, journal 'or magazine--which' records the re-search results; the concldsions, and the hypotheses of the authors onsome selected Scientifio'problem In` thiS way, experiences are Sharedand the information gip is narrowed..2. The scientific' seminar, meeting or -cdnference-2-which las tendedto Serve more or less the same obiectivii as the ,printed book; but hasalso a different dimension. It has tlie"attraction 'of 'providing- a plat-form for scientific rumor mongering in the best sense of the word,
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PArtipipantS, I a. ChaneP =to 4,ftXPL :ofk 949 I *PS/ a.4447-. sPro-Pt.im-9P
unsoAciXeCle fugljngS tecala ;st 4r-Pfrt frathcoFfittPTY4, greMeSt 1149Yfnever,,is,inifacgitatingi the establishment of ,close ;personal Cplati3ct, :407,
tween scientists of the same general interests.

3. The, w-andering scholar=and , iis iiy, to acquire and, transmit
information, directly. -The American, physicist, , l'iobert ,Oppenheimer,i
was perhaps, the. most ardent ,wmonent of Ake. wandering scholar in
recent. times. He belie7ed that. :the most: PAcient, ;way, to collaborate
internationally in science ,wasto let young, scientists,[woric in good; in.7.
stitutions, let them wrap up the best information, inside , them, and
then encourage them, to work- in other good institutions ,elsewhere.:
Post-doctoral fellowships and allied,schemes are intended. to do ,some-r,
thing of this.sort.

z
I4. Patenting and the selling of knowhow.,j, ; f?Thj

These are still potent ;w-eart,ons,,N,owibpre are theymost n.eeded than
in the developing.countries. Aru o. nowhere, hav,e recently, seen a more
enthusiastic support of these mecharaFras for a dev-elopingregion.than
in the report by Pr.. Glenn T.; Seabprg,1:Pb.airman of the IT.S. Atomic
Energy Q0Mnliagi9P-2 ip.. thP )P9111.( pit . diPellssing !IP" "SPientifiPsafari to Africa,/,' , ,.; . 'There are other weapon.s,,n.ew,er mechanisms that are being tried for
their efftcacyrnot ,becuase,the older :methods no longer work but, for
the reason .that.the,psoe, scientih.c.ad.vance has, become hotter and
those that,had not starited on,t4e historical tou4-71ine With the ,scien,
tific tradition,are 1ily to,be,leftil;m3h7inA ever more, hopelessly. .

Centers of excellence ,

The newer, mechanisms that ,appear, ?most, exciting, at least in their
international implications,,are those that have been grouped under the
omnibus terra, of f centers, of excellence" or, 'concentrated research cen-
ters" orr some ,similar ;terminology. These centers 'are certainly impor-
tant for the ,physical sciences wp11 as the life t sciences. But for the
latter they hold a special significance. ,

While the physical, sciences are basic sciences in the sense that the
order the investigator studies is of a high degree, is ,more or less pre-
dictable, and is, subject tornathematical laws, the life sciences ,have
an additional ,climension--,-what we shall, losely callthe "life princi-
p1e"-7-that. disturbs ,or, alters tbis.Physicormathematical order and re-
quires the biologist to be more than a physical scientist- In this
situation the possibility of constant interaction-between the physical
scientist and the biologist, one variety ,of a., biologist (for. .9xamp1e, an
ecologist) and another variety%(for,instance, ,a biochemist) is vitally
important. gonsequently, it is vcror,th examining the centers of excel-
lence Withithis PosSibility in .

r i
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" jOeiitOW OE "is a gtiieri& terra Jobntflining 'Under 'ft4
three Main tylieg of 'CorideriViated Ye'Sbardh'centerS '

II' Thiiii3h.odel 14-ivvideid "by the fIiivernatiikial/CentrerfOr ThebretiCal'
PhYsiik''Sit§d'-i:Lt 'Trieste -ini Ititly;'Whicic I Shall TrieSte Model
of 'i6seaibh.'''oetiterSi."11'2".'' 1 '" ,*1

-'tf.?;Ther' tSYp'el "eiteinplified'' by 'Mission-oriented
rege iiiStitate'S .gponsOred' :by.- tiii31 Fora, 'arid' .ROdiefeller ' Founda:.,
tion 'for ejeirnple;_'the' 'International 'Rice 'Res-lea-I-eh-Institute (at 'Los'
BM:66"in' the:- Philippines):, 'the International Maite 'and Wheat -lin=
PrOVera6ntrentre' (t Chapiriga: in Mithaco)i' and-the newly'established
Ihternatiónal IiistitUte` of- TrOpiCal!' 'Agriculture' ':(at :Ibadan: in Ni-
gria) billtheSe the fothadation=tyPe teseidichl centers:

'The new-incidd.`exemplified'by the Interna:tional Centre Of InSedt'
PhYsi6lEigy and 1 Ecolo& (ICIPE) loditt6d Naircibi Kényti=the'
ICIPE model. , : .

FYiill take_ thes6 modMs in tarn imid-digdii`g4heir'brOtedlObj-eati4-es
' " iMplicationa for iñaxunizthg nternational -goienti,fic-

1 .- .1 2fH,1, ,1; ! :.!..
VW, (Torif 77,IP44 rse.CTO,P,enti_". ,F , , ,

KslisclAPP FOIP , pei?W- utpao,st humility :as; its Ast :direc-
toL7-77Prof,-.Ateciu§,§alAgli ,

-.One, T.Pf ,the *most intractable. problems , o the sciatiAc community
in developing countries is the feeling of intellectual isolation. and its
twin, isolatianism., Professionally qualified ,scientists in: _ony one field
are , few and; ;far , between; th.cy} rarely, .visit each pihees 1,c1,130.1740lies;
there, are. ;few-, highrcalibre scienc ocieties.where one:can test _out his,
in,telle411.4 xnuacle, before his! ,peers ; funds are extremely hard to
come by for visiting advanced laboratories Obroad 5y.here one can ,l4oth
explain, .one!s .rese,arch ;work and, derive, new sustenance in, one's spe-
cialffield;,lanci, ,a,s soon 8S one ,sliows unusual :potential as a scientist,
he: Plished- to, 4 ping ;unproductive 7iT,orIF--7adpitstration, .com-
rnittee work; etcetera . No wonder many scientists in developing coun-
tries , eventually, assume an, ,isolatio*t . trend; they. fear, perhaps
unconsciously, to ;expose. to the world any inadequaCy in their scientific
achievement. . .

The or, one,: of the: solutions7-7to this , mammoth problem.
is to :mount a _fundamental ,attack ,on the impedhltienta on the Way ,to
the maintenance , of Prolonged contact .,between, promising, young
scientists 4n dev:elopingc,untrieS and the best research work going
on in the whole world, including that in the i.developing countries
themselves. This is the task that Professor Salara of Pakistan set,
himself to achieve.
--"In 160, Prafegbil &dant egfabiished- the 'International Centre for

Thebretibill 'PhYges-it Triegte:' AtI the Same' tithe' he: created a totally
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new fellowship scheme of associa404.PP. ,Ths;$ ,.prinpipal, concept ,be-
hind the scheme. is that the Tfieste,centre,is, a ReFnianeptt 1114:m3
of.young scientists of provpd,p0entAa1 abil.4y, who came from. time
to time over a period of several...,years to update. their know-143de andt
find new inspiration for their own research program's, back at, home..

Active scientists from, developing countAies -are granted, asscciate-
ships to enable, them to work at Trieste for short or long ,periods 4-.4 up;
to several months,, extended over seVeral years tottend inIdepthi
courses of advanced study in some topic of special in,tegest to parti;
pate in a program of seminars ,by disting4shed.visiting.scholasr, and
to do somei quiet thinking on their own. cprrent: research The cost for
such attendance are met by the centre; the only obligtxtion on the parts
of the grantee is that he continues ,his normal duties, as a university
teacher or research worker during his. periodi.cal realm ,to his, own:
country.

The strength and significance of this model.lies in its providing; a
sort ot traveling fellowship in packages s.pread, aver a relativebr long
period, thus ensuring that the young scientist stabilizes . his. .own
programs at home while feeling that he is very much part of the
intellectual world. Indeed, the croSs-lhikages' that have developed
among the "graduates" 'Of the Trieste 'Centre have"Created the condi-
tions for spreading the intellectual peerage.in theoretical physics over a
wider sector of the globe than One Would 'have' iMagined pcissible'eVen
a feW yetirs back.

The associates have now .beconie an international dub of accom-
plished scientists, whase members' are fathiliar tp..eaCh Other, and who
h&ve worked out for themselves an internatibrial language of 'under-
standing that is likely to prove of' potent Value' in `the next Phase of
the 'advance of physics:

This Model is capable of breaking the back -Of the "problem that
ProfesSor Salam set 'out to SolVe. It coUld 'be repeated in Other physico-
mathematical sciences. I 'am not' certain' that it"coUld make such an
impact in the biological-sciences. The UpdatineOf -knewledge in the
latter, and Certainly the communication of wththwhile information,
requires that this be dime through soineforin'of syMbioSii: bY imbibing
new information, by learning new techniques and procedure's' through
sbine process 'of apprenticeship,' bY actually going and 'wol.king in a
laboratorY with your 'colleagues and 'Scientific peerS. The life' 'processl
is 'so subject .to`'infitite 'variations ' by `eniiroriiiierital'fiictOrs' that the'
Search for uniVersal ,biolOgical lw IS riot the-ekcithiq prospect that
it is in the .physiCal seienCeth
7he foundation-type research center

The ',International. Institute,. of- 7:410Pica1 :Ag*TicP4alre (IIT.11) yias
established in Auly 49E1,8, as. an ,agtonomow, -Pqn-PrO4rip-aking,, tax7
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exempt Nigerian corpOratiOn. tt formi part-,of L,fl ,internatiOnal, net:-
work of agiiculturarreaserch itit§titUteS spinsored andilargely finaneed
by the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations. !t

-These' are 'the International Rice' Reisearch Institute anRI)Tin
the ;Philippines; :which 'over the last 8 years!has pioneered the deveh
opthent .of new rice varieties and .has produced; the technOlogy;-that
has led \to the- "green revolution" now sweeping through Southeast
Asia; the International Maize and Wheat,- Impro-vement,' Center
(CIMMYT) in MeJritb;' which has spread out to Many areas of -the
world new -varieties of wheat and-maize that have a much- higher
yield than traditional varieties; the International Center for TrOpicill
Agriculture (OIAT),-..now under iconstruction in 'Cali in Colombia,
which .will focus' its attention on- the iniprovement of tropical pasture
and Of tropical livestock: production; 'and- the IITA, Whose major
concentration -Will be the fresearch, and socio-economic studies- neces-
sary to. ensure -the attainment of improved- and-sustained- yields of
food crops under tropicaU.huniidlconditions. This network offers
one of the, most striking physical realities of the visionary foresight
of some of- the philanthropic, fotmdations.

The- traditional pattern' of farming the soilS of the hiimid tropics
cokisisting of a. system. Of shifting' cUltivation,;in which the farmer clears
an area 'of its bUsh' and Undergrowth and plinth it with his crop, from
which he gets' his- living for g or 3 years by which time the sOil is
likely to become too .unprodudtive for further cultivation.' The farmer
then opens up a, new- area,, while 'leaving the old ?land- on'-'falloWifor
10 to 15 years, when it iis; Onee''.again ready -for .a repeat; performance.

This thiltural' practice has.- served-tropical`peoples but-With the
rising populationt.:and-widening-horizonsi fthe ,PresSure on land haS
become`,-indreasingly::great:! Consequently, even in: mid.-Africa !Where
population' pro-bleb:is are still, TriThitnal, the period':of fertility-recover-
ing lallew 'has ,steadily..-contrabted, .and !there has ibeen-:a COnsequent
drastic .decrease in crop yields. ;t-

T6 aggravate this, Situation--vven; further; the high, temperature. 'and
very hung& conditions ethat 'persist) throughout the 'year -in the humid
1irivits4acceleratel.thii 'proCesses: in-
and the' okttinie; -is ecomposedi much' ,more rapidly- thaw in
more' temperate. -egjoils: Leaohing the ,MittientSi is tin a large seal&
The, torrential raintErrun off -with the 'best toi-Y strata of the:soil, leaving
latentid IlitriltEt4- that are Much'inoreusefullorinaking bricks and: plaiter-
ing' walls -than -forlInstaining plant/prodtction. " !!

Finally; the -tropicalinSecti, the' luscious -weeds, and the plant dila-,
basi&allttinibineit6 niake finalicrop 4461dg-only( a 'fraction of what they

tivaititi611f the -Use leirtilizers I may. inot
only be"Vagtelit1L-pitividiniktis itls More 'plant 'material for the insects
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and.; the ;diseases %to thrive ; on-r-but( 0.ould..effectively b1oO1 .,00. peasant
farxLer's sro.,frbm. accepting, innoviatiOnS,that)-40,,notriallksantiallyi
add to his incom.e. ii 1)1 t).1 iu A1 i -111)

tf ;The i IITA has ; boen ; establiShedi livith =the: fairist I Of-. Wveg.ging- gligse
trends. Its broad, bj ectiver is to increas0 the yields larAinwqrirei thA
nutritiopal ,content of ; the, basic loOd )crops ini- the hltinid.r)trcIrde.d5 41A .1s,
also , aimed at ,devoloping mew- soil ,and, cropimanagernent wactices that
will stabilizet -the , pectiliar, sOileiconditiona, :0. the tropics ). and thus :lead
tof a sustained and permanent cycle of, `cultivation. y f %

,$ubstantial research has been. done .on the ,caah cr,ops pne is, ;familiar-
withl in the tropics,: such; as: cacao and; oilpt4bn, and thePA aXe inoW.
valuable currency in the foreign; exchange market-4'pr tropical-, count
tries.,in, Africa.- , Relatively 'little; reSearch , has-, been! Accomplished on
the basie, food ,crops off the humid; tropics: the ,proteir47riPh grain lieg7
unies .(such as cowpeas and, soya- :beans) ;. the; I yegetable crops 1 (for . in.-,
stant,e, 7: eggplant, green:beans, and tomatoes) ; and the! root -..crops; (pas,-
sava, -yams and sweet potatoes). ,MI:leht morexesearch,r).eeds tszet-he clone
irv these areas. . id hT

There are intensive programs .of researCh)-PP, ;4110,iqergialsp such as
those-at I IRRI and CI1/1M YT: and., ate core's." improvement ,pRograms
initiated by 'a variety of, agenciesim.s., Agency, fox, Interna4onftli,pe--,
velopment, . the Rockefeller Folindationf; sad') gQvierfnmOn4
at Serere (in, Uganda) and Akmadii Bello T.Tnikersity:, Nigeria),,
But ito Xehprograjcts exisl ifor, the othein mai or! food CrAlix$.4c1 01

The IITA will,foOts its; sciontificiatimpower 4410.13 exWpaion. of
basic igerintplasmi, dimprovect genetic Nconattige.tioncygdyAncoxt bypec:ling
materials, aid fbe most ,proclu.015reciazi.d,,eco1103*alfbroM3..c.liAg1434.4hods
fort these crops; It ailna (to ,deterixtinegwilAicA inctd-14414 PrRPrftrRi !PVT
tentially most important din, terms, 0.4iroductiyity,,,Ntilit-ylinorcopping
systemsr-'eOdhomic irOturnq arid ARAtAittutiMW 4,91,1ir-ThiggRIA hioR3-4110i1,111.
trition., This is -a, giant( task,' It made Itiva),sp9naors, offtt134-14Atite
look to its tools for the task in hand. .-.5!.)iv. 410.1.) tii zp.,1!)199b

The ) sponaora heav:e { early 3re0ogiained dithe:ideftrth-galcinaMtedlAperspn-
nel! the Reid; tof JALgliQultiAralLscien'icede the- ,tsnoViera-) T1l-ft35 Ifiet:Ato
Mai or) goat at),doing 1.hight viAlity),wesearatxorli4 iwitkdfhq..plirposefkal

soNing t a prepairg, And ilongitermi)lbadslic;ag*.illtill1144-ProNlen?,
the h v1...4 :tropics ,iBudtd- atithe sameltisnisrAbetITCPPOSOiagft-41g41 P;ipal§r
urea I thati might "well aaleviate Ale fahoTitagerpt lEilagAtig4 flarkiAPpvferliiii
AfricA ibyi 4helping .40 ;dItgaind ,tra1uater,043.4e41* ,irktg 1 figripwlArligm Tv-
search scientists, who -.may, ithenrireibutAl ,40ittAtke.;.i.agriatalThE441013Par,Pb-
otganizationla intitheiiN.PhynfickunittrieSt Theyta411:ki*AP 1;4414 RM./4.431g,
paPulexlayinpoaie,omorkshopsJo land tvevlitindro QP4eirg49wr 41914PRa
agricultture4904-ibylpro,viding atil,00A-Mentatio4 ja.PPA40911)War
ter on,SQU nithiegemeAtim4 'fowl 4rop iproaclaokiw...iii?-tholtrPitios(d t to

4 -

4Ati4)
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The real signficance of the, :IITA model for:advanced research' is
orientatiOn in: a ;relatively inarrow 'field f *endeavor. Once

haking identified the,.problem :area,' ,thespon.sors ;have 'erected ;the
necessary research' plant, endoived it with, :first-class ..brains,- and
lavished on it the equipment and funds necessary to do so:, They= have
done the-identification of the probleni; the, gathering together of the
brains,and they have provided most of the funds., :,= : :

The IITA is sited ,on a 2,200 acre. locality, on.which is being erected
a =Water reservoir with the capacity of 350 million gallons for an ex-
perimental irrigation program and research in soil-water relation-
ships. Its staff, when fully developed, will number 400, Of which over 30
will be resident senior investigators covering nearly as many special-
ties and fields, 100 research assistants, and 100 technicians.- .

The capital cost will total somethinglike $17 million; and its=annual
recurrent costs will amount to about= $4 million a year...In terms of
funds 'annually devoted to research .in industralized countries, theset.

tr4. amounts are a mere drop in the ocean. In terms of the developing coun-
;:=, tries, = and in its implications of orienting research talent on problems
r7f, of relevance to developing questions,- this type: of scientific institute

is of paramotmt importance far more than the cold figures of total
investment convey. It acts as a beacon, guiding thw search of the newer
nations for an efficient scientific, tool tO use in severing the bonds that
tie them to.poverty. , . . .

i'lielCIPE Model
In a letter dated October 7; 1966,. the 'editor out e wee y maga.7

c..., -..... , : , I ,, ..- . , .4..: .,.., .., i

zine '",Seience," Dr7. Piorel.._,Atebeistisoelawy_r4ted, 7t,
'1' On "Science , +,

mag
1:.r4C, -1. .ed that Sci9Pa:93,::)1;e4i3,1:6,4i2147.1113.i.86:1n.y.:Eittii-7,;,...igt::bf.:7Llisk, h'a.:.!iie'edil:

articles on other developing areasineilne" He 132C1"1 Latin ii,4r1 ,Ik
he thought it might be instructive to have a similar exercise-, for Africa., : : ,. .: : ,i r )3; ; L q 1 : 1.;,' .1) i J'The reyiew was to be submitted by February 1, 1967.

:ItOOk UP the challeilige .0,0 it'OiTere'd ail' eiteelleht olilicirtunicy -0 .V.oiCe.., -"_.,.. ,... . :, I 1 t,.. n! ' .. ' fl J ! c; f.' ;.--; i ,7 )-1:.-. fit , i! I i ..! _

the atix*eties and frustratio s the yoling!scientitio commum y in mid-
kriea -,icEi:g -feefiiii ii:t 'ilbthit 'that 'tini.ithe iiiiie. or 'iliisaiiattain=.. i!l!,,..,,,,,:.) T.t vigy)...i, ,.. ,ment of independence, p..nozl 0.e time of the' equal realiza on of the

.., 3 ,.. , .: t.,.- .:,,,,,;: , :

massive moraSs di i3pirciity .011.6413g theie proud new natiOnS'.. ,, .,..., i, 14 I; --. - - .--f. .;
=-i..r,

X"'

!I. ,, I. I ,i ' , .. -e I will not' atteMpt ,to review Whet I s'aid ttibn .. r will; however,
restate and. update the problem OS it relates to he problems of inter--(44;. ,-,.... :. ,_:....:, . iH -: ,,,, t,:, ....,-:, :, ;':1;:'r. rs ), )': ,I.)1 i;.,1,,-;-
natipnal cooperation. ,

-t,.1-. 4. .!/ :-,,. :.... lti : :.:i....:.....:=:,4...' 't.4.!:-.,:.,-1,-..=.., -,' --
A most, Vital .circunistance ,94, one,,shoulqlikeep_in mmci. is tT.7.3,t, some

e4re'mely: ;good' reseaicri:::iyiisI.d:011'ip iii. cOloilial, tiiiie-ih..., Aflyt8tiiii'.,the
0..opgO, (IcinsliaS:a);. in, .1*-iiegiii,iii;e1Tiieiii; In flir%4.-iiii,.k.kiit..4 4iliStliree
6,ast ,Afrietan' 661M-fries' ' ('',ran*Laiiia;, viiiiiak '144 kenia):` ri-iiiiied;` 'in
-...!(.- 4.- ,.. 4 II: .- 7.f.1/!:. ' III ,' l'i..i -3 . la ?; ; fYi,/:111.: . L:l. r. ,,4

east Afnca,-the colonial power left a mot impressive infrastructure
of agricultural and medical research institutes.

re,A4V4
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However, the foundations on which these were built were extremely
weak. I refer to trained indigenous scientists. Hardly any qualified
scientists with a produ3tive and creative capacity were left on the
laboratory benches at the time of political independence, ond few were
on the horizon.

The university institutiona, the cradle of such scholars, was hardly
geared to a tempo and condition necessary to nurture the graduate
schools that would produce such talented scientists. Consequently, in
spite of some outstanding research having been accomplished in the
African continent by the Colonial power, little trained scientific man-
power wais left behind 10 carry on the good work.

Perhaps even more important is the question of relevance--apart
from the question of excellence. How relevant was the research being
done related to the needs of the, country? Had anyone surveyed the
field and worked out the consequent priorities in research? Who de-
cided the priorities, who were the peers of the scientists working in
Africa; and so on?

The biological problems in Africa are vast and likely to inspire on
with a sense of frustrationfrustration whether in fact the available
scientific manpower in Africa will ever make a substantial dent in.
solving them. In the medical and natural resources fields there are
countless _large questions awaiting both old and new tools and new
hypotheses to tackle themnutritional problems, parasitological and
infectious diseases, psychosomatic disturbances, tropical animal
diseases, tropical ecology and its bearing on questions of the conserva-
tion of natural resources, sustained productivity of tropical waters
and tropical soils, utilization of forest products, the overwhelming in-
fluence of insects on.tropical life and history. One could go on and t..ct:r
listing these major biolOgical stumbling blocks on the ,path of African
development.

Obviously, international cooperation is a necessary factor in the
strategy for tackling these problems Africa left alone with its meager
scientific resources (human, physical and financial) vkll take ages to
solve these problems 'while the rest of the world whizzes ,past in -the
next decade of development.

It is against this back-cloth that the ICIPE was born.'
We started with the basic assumption that'Africa needs to concen-

trate its scarce scientific resources in a few very large center4, each with
a sharply focussed reSeirCh goal, and each employing a multidiscipli-
nary approach in tackling particular problems over a period of time.
In this Way it was possible to see tangible advances being made.

A second basic assumption wa4 that informed Africans themselves
must decide the research areas of priorityuninfluenced, in the first
instance, by the consideration of foreign centers of advanced sig-

,
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nificance. For the ICIPE, I believe; is the first center of excellence
sited in a developing country which has had its baisic philosoPhy for a
scientific program initially decided on by scientists in the-developing
'country itself.

The hope, therefore, is that such V an institute is regarded very much
as a part of the developing world and is most likely to have a profound
influence on development V in this .part of the world. Having said that,
I would like to emphasize that the sponsorh of the ICIPE have so
designed the ICIPE that in its operations ar-.1 support Vt, is trubr an
international center of advanced reFlearcl-..

The ICIPE was incorporated in April 1970 as a nonprofitmaking
company under the laws of Kenys in such a way that it is "a center of
advanced research meeting the highest standards of world tscience;
that the center should have close cooperation with the scientific com-
munity in Africa and thus contribute to the development of the latter;
that the center should have as one of its Vcea1 , aims.,the making tof
discoveries and inventions that might lead to the design of new
methods for insect pest control; and that the research wojects carried
out at the ,ICIPE should capitalize on the wealth of4research opportu-
nities that exist in the insect and plant life of eastern Africa."

Insects (and their relatives, such as ticks) are vitally important in
the economy and health of tropical Africaand, indeed, in other
tropical regions. The devastations resultant from insect attack on
crops and livestock is enormous; the debilitating and hazardous influ-
ence of diseases transmitted by insects to man are,still serious in Africa.

The long term solution of these ,problems needs a V deep knowledge
of the biology of the insects concerned. Few research .establishments
in Africa, by the very nature of their constiftution and budgeting, can
concentrate their facilities and resources on long range research. The
sponsors of tne ICIPE have decided to concentrate all their VJource s
and facilities in long range research in those aspects of insect& ecology
and Physiology that contain the best promise for pest control without
profound side ecological effects

The central aim of the ICIPE is consequently. to carry out funda-
mental research of high. quality with a definite practical goal sharply
in focus. Unless such a Vnter has certain applied missions which V are
relevent to the development of Africa, it would have been in danger of
becoming yet another academic center Vjfl V which individual. investi-
gutors pursue their own interests, publish erudite articles in scientific
journals, but whose efforts do not effectively close the gap between our
lack of knowledge of tropical biological problems in ail's, area and the
urgent development problems of that region. The sponsors of the
WIPE did not favor the idea of free-wheeling research.as the core of
the center's activities.
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, IA:number of innovatiOnsinitsorganizatithiiéharacterizèIthe ICIPE
as a uniqueiiSCientifiC iristituteldnd-: as, one , of , thelfinést examPles bf
international cooperation:- . - = ; - - _

1. Its main research workers consist of a pool of yotmg talented
post-doctoral researchers in many fields! (insect ocology, gentics,
organkchemistry, biochemistry, biophysics; phys-' endocrinology
and pathology), from many, lands. The criterion f, ce is quality of
graduate Work, potentiality, and talent as a:scientist. fhis. yardstick is
used by an international selection , panel. on .candidates from. Africa,
Europe, North America, Asia and elsewhere. When the centre is fully
functional it will have; at 'any One time, .30 or so such Workers aV 'the
IGIPE Research Centre in NairObi.. These research fellows will be
given appointments .of .2 to-3 .yearS,- and they will then be -encouraged
to , go back to their own: home countries to continue, their careers. 'In
this way; Itu international, pool - of :highly informed and motivated
scientists- of high; caliber will: be built up. in Africa and around . th.e
world. Such a scheme ofipost-do.ptoral research in developing countries
has 'been-. graphically-. described,. by,.Dr., -Carl Dierassi, professor :of
chemistry. at Stanford-,University, who is, one \of the; pioneering spirits
behind- theACIPE., i ; .

2. The research workers perforth. -their missions. with the- guidance
of outstanding. world: scientists who ha-ire accepted:appointments- as
directors of research: These distingnished 'sdientists. -haiire agreed to
come to Nairobi two or three :times a year to initiate; conduct, and
advise on research priorities and- in 'reviewing the- scientific activities
of the centre. At the same ,time they have agreed to accept. in, ,their
own honte laboratories talented- young African scientists who, need
further training before joining .the ICIPE .as research workers. .f t

3. The individual , support of the ICIPE comes from over. 50
scientists, policy makers, and other distiaguished men of affairs in
many. countries (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia, Japan, Australia,
Israel, Switzerland, France, Germany, U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, the
Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom, Canada and the United States
of America). They help to give the ICIPE a legal entity.

4. The WIPE is advised and supported by an international com-
mittee, whose members are nominated by national academies of science
and other scientific . organizations, in many countries. This is a novel
device, It is specifically charged, among other things with guaranteeing
the high quality of the work performed at the ICIPE Research Centre
in Nairobi. The American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the
U.S. National Academy of Sciences, and in addition the -East African
Academy, the Max . Planck Society of the Federal Republic of
Germany; the. Royal Netherlands. Academy of Sciences , and Letters,
the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities,; the .Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
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Sbidn'deS44t1ei Aust.& lian: Academy ;of ScienCe; the Cze choslo vak A6ad-
bt'SdienceS, Fthe..-atipan Science Cbuncili ,thel Centre' Nationble de

la ReChttichScientifi.que; 'and: thai Office -de la!Recherche 'Scientiflque
!TechniqUe: Otitre.LMerall these ;were amongl the first; to :give the

ICIPEitangible and: sustained support': ; Other- acaderdies, and. scientifiC
OrgitniZations- have :ShoWn similar interest and.. will soon formallY
jdininthisinternational l ent4iwprise.i n

5. The ICIPE is under. ,the. 'supervision of a governing- board of
international. coMposition:. Its' nine MeniberS coine from. seven. &jun-

-1;Vith'sPrOfesser Carköll ;Dikector ;of ;the: -Alfred P.
Sloan School= a Manage/3:0mi' at the': -Massachusetts: Institute of
-Teehholtigy,'As its Cluiirthan.; Professor= Wilson is present today. !The
-ViCei 'Chalk-Man-Is Dr: 'Wilbert,'M'IChagula; :himself a,-trained, Scientist,
btiihirttil Atigust .11970;' Pkincipaliof the t Univeisity of Dar-es..Sitlaana

and. now ;Witer:.-DeVeilOpment and. -Power in
thisttaitabtail !.:

Nairobi was!chosen astheilocation fcir the ICIPE:fbr several reason's.
It an ideal 'natural *boratOry for inseci studyihaving an- equatthial
photöperixidi perinittin'g-' almost; Tearioundlinvestigations-tof insects;
ielagiii,tade. range of- clindate froth I tropical monsoon to' alpine; and
a 'rich' ditrersity Of insects! within 21:i0 ;kilometers 'of : the city: -In terms
-Of s'erVice" and: accOssi Nairobi; =with its university ,and 'agricultural
i4deatch orgwnizationsi modem ;;city housing .and --schools, beautiful
countryside and clithate .and, an] ;excellent worldWide :communication
system is a Most : agreeable place' in which to live and wOrk..

.should like td 'say that the' ICIIPE is not strictly an applied re-
ingtitutel.; Yet, its .brOad 6bji)Ctiiies relate to:the discovery of

knOWledge- which may .fill -the critical gaps which,now exist in onr. un-
dërstardixi of' the: Characteristics and biolOgy- of the target: insect
species of great economic importance as peststsetse flies ticks, ter-
Mites,Anosquitoes; to name only a. feW. Until now the world: has relied
heavily for pest control' on broa&spectrum chenakal pOisons which
killed all insect specieswhether foe (pests) r friend (insects that
:eat Or parasitize other insects)and did untold damae to the quality
of-Our environMent,

'It did not require deep understanding 'of inseCt reproductive physi-
ology, genetics, sensory physiology, pOpulation dynamics and the like
tO deternaine whether a chemical pesticide was lothal or not. The ques-
tion. simply was whether the inseet keeled over 'or not When exposed to
the chemicaL., But we now see rapidly, accumulating 'evidence of the
-severe' enVikonmental side effects =of persistent 'Chlorinated hydrocar-
bons. We also observe the increasing resistance of many pest species

frOM -Mutations Lin; Whichirethstant, individuals- survived:and
niuttiphed ,..; r :; .

- .,t (1 ; i ;
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New avenues for investigations are now called for. Biological con-
trol through the release of ,sterile males is one; but it is only effective
in a very few specialized cases. Other avenues are through the u4e of
insect predators, parasites and diseases; but again . the. potential may
be limited and the risks of unintended environmental side effects are
large. Yet another avenue is through the selection of species of crops
and livestock resistant to insect attack; but this is slow and often the
insect pest overcomes the resistance barrier.

The avenue that the ICIPE is pioneering is to seek species-specific
controls which do not affect other insects, that do not leave persistent
residues, and that have minimal ecological pertubations.

We must fill the gaps in our knowledge in the loop provided by in-
sect ecology, insect physiology, integrated, control, environmental qual-
ity. We must now understand a great deal about ;the complex develop-
ment process through the egg, the larvatthe pupa, and the adult insect,
a process that is amenable to disturbanc'e pr intergruption by the intro-
duction ofsinsect hormones at the wrong time, for. example.,

We must have a deeper knowledge of reproductive physiology and
genetics, as it,offers the prospect of interfering with the mating process
or altering the sex ratio among males and females in the offspring. We
must possess a clearer understanding of the remarkable sensory organs
and the rich systeni of chemical communication among insect commu,
nities of the same species, as it may give us a chance to use false
chemical signals to lure insects to their destruction.

These and other promising leads of tile same nature yvill be assidu-
ously followed by the band of talented,research investigators, trained
in many disciplines, at the ICIPE. Thegeneral direction of their work
will be beaconed by the deep insights and. judgments of the senior
scientists who are the directors of research at the ICIPE Research
Centre.

In addition to the advance of knowledge in these fields, a primary
aim of the ICIPE is to bring into .8, developing regionin this case,
Africaa center of advanced research where- African postdoctoral
scientists can find , professionally rewarding activity on problems of
(a) great importance to the economic development of Africa (and
many other parts of the world) but also (b) ,great intellectual interest.
Such a center of excellence could have a powerful effect on. the recogni-

-tion of science by African leaders as a practical tool. It may also
encourage African .students to study science, and will undonbtedly
attract talented African scientists to pursue their profession in their
own continent and thus dam the brain drain before it bmsts upon us
in earnest.

The vision of the sponsors of the ICIPE is a vast one. Have they
the resources to bring it into the realm of reality? The human scientific
resources are assured. The governing board has assembled together
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the most distinguished group of insect .t.-kcientists in the world to act
as directors of rek,aarch; the postdoctoral investigators are being
appointed on the basis of their outstanding graduate performance and
their proved potential as independent research workers; training
schemes for graduate technicians is being launched; and the ICIPE
Research Centre will rely on trained business managers and other ---
administrative cadres for its day-to-day administration.

The research center will be adequately provided with all the equiA;
ment that it needs to use for the whole range of its activities. Excel-'
lence and relevance are the criteria of the ICIPE in selecting ,and
directing its resources to achieve its goal. Thus, the IQIPE is to posseft
a first-class research plant, the best brains in the field of its endeavor,:i
and the most efficient administrative machinery for the job in hand.

The question of funding is, however, giving the ICIPE governing
board a giant-sized headache. Ideally, the ICIPE needs one or two
very large financial back3rsin the same way that the founcration-
type research centers are being financed. The genesis of the ICIPE,
however, and the totally unusual design of the ICIPE has rnade this
problematical.

In this situation, the ICIPE governing board has turned to inter-
national sources of finance and the government aid agencies as the
major sources of finance, with the various academies being responsible
for raising funds for some fellowships. The most difficult items on the
financial agenda of the ICIPE are capital funds ($1 million), equip-
ment ($2 million), and the operational costs (a-anually $1 million) of
the Centre. If these can be provided on a long-term basis, then the
sponsors will have been given a rare opportunity to demonstrate the
utility of this unique experiment in international cooperation and
institutional development.

I started this section of my discussion by advancing the possibility
that centers of 'excellence might be of special value as providing the
right kind of environment where there is constant inteAction between
the physical scientist' and the biologist. In this way, new streams of
thought might be provoked that would otherwise lie unexcited. The
ICIPE Research Centre Will provide just this'kind of culturak environ-
mentwhere physicists, biophysicists, and organic chemists 'will pub
shoulders with ecologists, Physiologists, and endocrinologists; and
where the few carefully selected problems will be iniestigated from
all sides by a whole" range Of tools.

,For example, the ICIPE Will soon be mounting a long-term research
project On insect naigration--one biolOgical phenomenon of insect life
of great importance in the pest status of certain species. In thi:s case,
Our studies will be foCused on armyworm, a group of moths whose
caterpillars devastate a considerable proportion of tropical and sub-
tropical pastureland and' agricultural crops every year When these

58-418-71-13
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ingsters amass themselves into veritable hordes of feeding machines,
wing down whatever is in.their path.
k team of ICIPE research workers will be studying the field biology
the adult moths themselves, investigating their flight range, the
Tironmental factors that regulate their seemingly unidivectional mass
vement, and the periodical phenomenon of their apparent evidence,
ng light-trapping teclmiques, aerial plankton collecting methods,
,bile radar identification procedures, and high-resolution Doppler
hniques. Other, workers will be conducting laboratory and wind
mel experiments on the biophysics and biochemistry of their flights;
ile others will be concentrating on elucidating the hormonal and
ler physiological factors- that regulate the migration instinct of the
ths ; and yet others will be studying the possibility that chemical
ssengers might be important in the congress of the moths.
rims, a whole range of biological and physical tools will be brought
bear on understanding the migration biology of the adult moth.
Et remains to the assess whether the ICIOE model can be applied in
Ler areas of biological research. One cannot pronounce categorically
thisat the moment, since it will take at least another 5 years for
full szory and potentiality of the ICIPE to enfold. But the iceberg

e can see is a marvelous sight; and we are beckonig to the world
join us in the search for what is still to emerge in this crucial historical
)ment for the oriented and applied development of the biological
ences in the newer nations.
I wish now to turn my attention to a question I begged at the
ginning of this discussion. Just how valuable is international sci-
tific cooperation to any particular nation? The question can be an-
rered in many ways by, for example, stating that science is fostered
1st in an environment of free discussion and consultation, that sci-
tists build on 1,.,he foundation of discoveries laid by their academic
.edecessors, that science is an international language that can only
:velop through all the participating speakers learning the interna-
pnal rules of the language and so on and so forth. A number of
uths are imbedded in these assertions, and they have undoubtedly
ayed a role in fashioning science into the pregnant role it is playing
the life of the world today.
But international scientific cooperation has another role to play

,International cooperation in the life sciences can help the new
Itions to leap-frog into the industrial age quickly, if the new nations
mliciously utilize the existing knowledge and techniques in solving
leir particular problems> The older naions also stand to, gain by
Lckling new questions in new situations using the tools with which
ley are already famili.ar. But equally critical to the rest of the world
the probability that such cooperation will bring (from the develop-

tg countrie0 into the international ,scientific community, a new tal-
at, a new geniUs, a new mode of looking at problems until now shut
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off from: participation and: from, communing. If. this ...can be facilitated,
the world brainpower will: then be..the richer:
The central goal of the social sciences

A new voice is beginning to be heard emerging in Africa which
rejects both the traditional Africa and- the technologically oriented
Africa. This is exemplified by a nuniber- Of sCholars. The writings of
the Ugandan poet, Okot p'Bitek exemplify these -in a biting satirical
manner. Lawino, the illiterate wife of the book4earned Ocol, sings a.
lament to Ocol with his neW fangled civilized virdys:

The white man'S.sto-Ves
Are good for cooking'
White men's food;
For cooking tastelesS
Bloodless meat of cows--
That were killed many years
And left in the ice
To rot!

7

For frying an egg
Which when ready
Is slimy like mucus.
For _boiling hairy chicken
In saltless water.
You think you are chewing paper!
And the bones of the leg
Contain,only clotted blood
And when you bite
The tip of the bones of the leg
It makes no cracklin.g sound,
It tastes like earth!

The white man's stoves
Are for boiling cabbages
And for baking the light spongy thing
They call bread.
They are for warming up
Tinned beef, tinned fish,
Tinned frogs, tinned snakes,
Tinned peas,, tinned beans,
Big.broad beans
Tasteless like the cooro!
They are for preparing
Foods for the toothless,
For infants and invalids.
It is for making tea or coffee!

kAcit 112
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Later, Ocol replies to Lawino's lament by laughing at the tradi-
tional African life. He asks, 'What is Africa?" And he gives his
own formula for that question.

Timid,
Unadventurous,
Scared of the unbeaten track,
Unweaned,
Clinging to mother's milkless breasts,
Clinging to brother,
To uncle, to clan,
To tribe,
To blackness,
To Africa.

Africa,
This rich granary,
Of taboos, customs,
Traditions * * *.

These are bitter words, and yet in contrast, many African leaders
are more and more looking toward science as a tool for development,
but at the same are convinced that sociaL experience must be brought
to play to temper the brutalities of technology. This does not seem
to be contradictory. Technology is the local interpretation and use of
science. The social implications of these V technologies must be studied
if we are to avoid the worst side effects of such advances.

One would therefore be tempted' to suggest that perhaps one of the
central objectives of research in the social sciences should be to answer
the following cardinal questions:

(1) Can the social framework absorb the advances in the life sciences
(and other sciences) that are being brought about by the discoverers
and inn ovators?

(2) Can the social scientists make discoveries of the human mind
and his way 'of orgimizing' his fellow men that would give him a
conscience beyond mere physical and economic development?

(3) How best can mankind be trained to feel that the environment
and its natural resources have to be held in trust for posterity?

This is a task that transcends the local enumeration of statistics or
the study of the many -isms that plague the world. It needs the
cooperation of all, for the social sciencesif indeed these studies have
attained the level at which they can be termed sciencesare still very
young and have yet to contribute significantly to the well-being of
mankind.
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Perhaps one proposal which should be considered seriously is that
.ery scientific institute should have a small team of social scientists
tegratecl into the work of the scientific investigatorssifting, eval-
Lting, passing value judgments, and studying the social implications
any new findings of the scientist.

pnclusion
I have tried to portray the problems and new mechanisms of inter-

ational scientific cooperation in the life sciences from the point of
iew of the developing countries, and especially Africa.
I have done this for two main reasons. Firstly, because my own

nowledge of the world is not that all-encompassing and I wanted to
?eak where I felt most confidence.
Secondly, I am convinced that in formulating scientific policies

rhether national or internationalone must consider the whole world
s his stage. Science is indivisible. A policy decision taken in one
ountry will ultimately affect all other countries in one way or another.
To me, a most gratifying circumstance is that this "natural law" is

ecognized in the United States; and in Lneir attempt to reevaluate and
efashion their national scientific policy they have set out to share
heir thoughts with other scientists from other countries. This, then;
3 a beautiful demonstration, of the spirit of international cooperation.



THE LEGISLATIVE ROLE IN SCIENCE POLIGY
ALLISTER GROSART

It is a great honour to take part in ,this prestigious ,A.mference,
sponsored by the internationally renowned Committee on Science and
Astronautics. I was here last year as a listener and member of the
audience. This year I have been promoted to the platform. The dual
role in these two years recalls the comment of that great English wit,
Augustine Birrell, who when asked if a speech he had made had been
a success replied: "The speech was a success but the audience was a
failure".

I hope that will not be the case today. I am sure it will not, because
I can rely on your tolerance towards a layman who, as a very non-
scientific member of the Committee on Science Policy of the Canadian
Senate, has been lured out of his depth into the deep seas of .science
and science policy.

Whatever, my reception here, it will perforce be ,mild compared to
that which the first volume of our Senate Committee's report has
received, in certain scientific circles in Canada. This is not surprising,
of course, in view of the fact that the whole tenor of, this first volume
is highly critical of Canadian science policy over the past 50 years, and
by implication of many of the individual and institutional policy-
makers involved. It was not easy to, decide-to publish the conclusions
we had reached because it was inevitable that ,they would give offence.
We did so , only because we had become convinced that it would be
calamitous if the new round of science policy-making that is about to
begin was based on the conventional wisdom of the ,past rather:than on
the %abundant evidence in our own experience (and in that of other
countries). , that Canada has , not and nemer.,had--an , overall science
policy. We .cannot hope, therefore to , use effectively. ,our limited
nancial resources in support of science,and technlogy (and,particularly
research and devefopment) on Ithe basis of, the ,existbag pattern-of diffuse",
ad, hoc, rosponses to funding a,nd,,performance; claimants on,the pub-

P1,1-rse- . , . ;

Not; Nyithout , some_ concern, that; ;we would be; misunderstood or
misNepresented we have, come out for am overall. science .policy..at
the, highest political levels-T--that iso say f or .a macropolicy, approach
to, , Cap4clian ;science Policy, to rationalize, in advance, the ,hundreds=7

tr4mbei de 1:41-11.nieire: Cinaciti ; Chaiira.an" 'of fSeering` bentiniitee On Science' iolicy;
Canadian Senate, Otte:yr r. I (':
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perhaps thousandsof micropolicies which have resulted in what
we called "Science Policy by Accident".

We found that in comparison with other OECD countries both our
public and gross funding of R & D was inadequate; that Canada was at
the bottom of the list in both funding and performance of R & D by
business enterprise and therefore in innovation generally; that we are
doing far too much of our R & D in government laboratories; that we
have probably the lowest rate of transfer of R & D to industry from
government laboratories and universities; that our new Science Council
(1966) is operating "in a vacuum"; that our National Research Coun-
cil, despite its accomplishments and international repute among
scientists, has not fulfilled its intended role in terms of national scien-
tific policy.

I need hardly say that there have been some howls of protests
particularly from fundamental scientistswho seem to find it so
hard to understand, that political or public insistence on the applica-
tion of social, economic and technological criteria to overall national
scientific productivity is fully consonant with staunch public support
of basic, curiosity-oriented research.

Indeed, from a political point of view it seems to me that pure
scientists would have far more to gain than lose from a well planned
overall science policy. This is so, because pure science is the one area
in which the political decision to spend is exempt from the normal
requirement of cost-benefit justification. Here, as nowhere else in the
national budget can a case be made that basic. research has a clear
claim on public funding without strings attached. I need hardly say
that all claimants for public funding in science affairs would like their
funds "without strings attached". Fortunately or unfortunately, de-
penzling I suppose on one's viewpoint, this runs counter to the essential
requirement of accountability of all public servants for the expenditure
of public funds.

All of which leads directly to the whole question of the role and
responsibility of the individual legislator in and for national science
policy. I am sure that in most of the countries represented at this
Conference, the essence of the control of the executive branch by
elected representatives is through the control of the pursethe annual
Budget, Appropriations or whatever it may be called.

This, of course, assumes that in each legislature there are individual
members or groups of members who have expert knowledge of the
many objects of public expenditure as they appear in the annual
estimates. There will be a few, perhaps, who will have a special compe-
tence to relate the totality of suggested expenditures to its impact
on the national economy and the underlying societal values. But they
will be few. The majority of members will have special competence
in one or two particular spending areasagriculture, social welfare,
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health, education, industry, foreign- affairs, justice, resoUrces=and
so on. This is so because these have for a long time been major objects
of public expenditure. By and large they have high visibility in the
sense that the expenditures can be readily apprehended and assessed
in relation to the general or regional interests affected. The whole
concept of representative government is based on the assumption
that all claims on the public purse will have effective examination by
members of the legislature. This sytem, with its checks and balances;
claims and counter-claims, has worked tolerably well where the
areas of expenditure have grown gradually with matching develop-
ment of competence on the part of legislators.

The system tends te break down, however, when a completely new
and expensive program or project is introduced. Its very newness
finds the legislators unprepared to assess critically. It gets easy
passage through the legislature because members do not feel qualified
to discuss it critically; have neither the time or inclination to do their
homework and therefore have no way of knowing its general or regional
implications. The history of politics is full of such cases and the
inevitable matching story of false starts, colossal waste of public
money end even scandals.

The studies we made in the Science Policy Committee of our
Canadian record and that of other countries in national science policy
seems to suggest that science and technology (and their handmaidens
research and development) are often in this category. Certginly in
all the industrialized countries which are engaged in what has been
called "the Science and Technology race", there have bee-1 in recent
years fantastic increases In the public funding of R & D activities.
In our own case in Canada from $70 million in 1951 to $583 million
in 1970. Here in the United States from $1,301 million in 1951 to
$16,922 million in 1970.

If I read the evidence of the countries concerned correctly, I
have to conclude that no executiveand certainly no legislature
was even remotely prepared to assess these new and prodigious claims
on the public purse, even in such basic decisions as the respective
fuhding responsibilities of the public and private sectors; of the most
effective "mix" of performance by government agencies, universities
and industry; of a viable distribution of funding between basic and
applied research, development and innovation; on the proper roles of
decision-makers all the way from the Cabinet through mission-
oriented departments, councils, boards, Budget Bureaus and Treasury
officials, to the individual scientist or institution.

This of course, is what the so-called great debate on science policy
is all about. If one looks at the widely-diffuse answers to these .ques-
tions that various couptries have given one looks in vain, for.any kind
of rationale that could by any stretch of the imagination be regarded
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as the end product of a national science policy. Certainly not to the
same extent that there is a visible fiscal, farm, welfare, or foreign
affairs policy.

In Canada we had a Cabinet Science Committee which never met
for ten years. We embarked on the public funding of one scientific
project which was finally cancelled when there was a change of vv-
ernment. It took ten years for government funding of science in
industry to reach the previous level. There are similar cases in other
countries.

I make this case for the general impreciseness of national science
policies because I believe that some, at least, of the responsi bility lies
with the members of national legislatures. We did not, in the initial
stages of science spending, equip ourselves to make the same kinds of
judgments that we were able to make in other policy fields. The reasons
are understandable. The suddenness of the technological explosion,
as I have already indicated in one.

Another is the complexity of the subject itself. A third is the fact
that very few scientists become legislators. A fourth is that in most
countries the majority of legislators are not yet aware of the fact
that national science policy is now the major determinant of the whole
future way of lifein both quantitative and qualitative values
of those who have entrusted to their judgment the decisions on which
those values rest.

In Canada we have no Ministry of Science, and no overall science
estimates. Therefore, under our system, we have no standing corn-
mitte3 on science or science policy. Not only so, but because ours is
a system of parliamentary Responsible Government in which mem-
bers of the Cabinet are in the legislature, there is no Minister a member
can question about overall science poli cy. In other countries there
are ministers with specific science policy responsibility.

Two perhaps in BritainScience and Education and the
Ministry of Technology;

In France, a Minister of Industrial Development and Science;
In West Germany, a Federal Minister of Education and Science;
In Belgium, the Prime Minister is the Chairman of a Council

of Ministers on Science Affairs, and is assisted by a Minister
without Portfolio who is responsible for science policy and
programs;

In The Netherlands, a Minister of Education and Sciences;
In Sweden, the Prime Minister is Chairman of the Science

Advisory Council;
In Switzerland, however, no Minister of Science.

I confine my comparisons here to those countries e.e Senate
Committee had the opportunity to study on. the spot.

.41.8
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Most 'industrialized countries have, of course, legislative Com-
mittees v;hich specialize in science policy. It is the exception rather
than the rule for any such Committee to have before it an overall
Science budget as suchan innovation which, judging from its opera-
tion in France, Belgium and the Netherlands, would seem to be a
requisite for the full participation of the elected representatives in
any country in the development and control of national science
policy.

Here in these United States there is, as we all know, no cabinet
secretary for science (although there is one for Health, Education, and
Welfare). There is, I believe, no science budget in. the European
sense, but our American friends have, as would be expected, carried
into the science policy field their genius for government by checks
-and balances. So we have the Bureau of the Budget concept where the
science items in the departmental budgets are received as a whole,
with the result that there is at least a defacto science budget available
sooner or later for examination and assessment by members of Con-
gress.

There is the Science Advisor to the President, the President's Science
Advisory Committee (PSAC), the Office of Science and Technology
(OST), the Federal Council for Science and Technology (FCST), the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and others all making visible
inputs to the national policyillustrating magnificently the usual,
wonderful American anomaly of a constitutional structure which irk
theory shouldn't work but which in practice works rather better thau .
some other constitutional structures which should work much better,.
but don't.

Our Senate Committee visited a number of countries in Eur 3pe an&
met many legislators interested directly in national science policy:
We gathered from them that the problems of the average legislator
or member of parliament are much the same everywhere:

For example the number of legislators willing to become actively
involved in the making of national science policy are everywhere too
few. These few make valiant efforts to enlist support from, their
caeagues but generally without too much success. The science-
concerned members are regarded as a bit oddspecialists in the
absta-act rather than in the bread-and-butter issues of politics.

The subject matter of science policy is so vast, complex and pervasive
that it is taken for granted that any overview of the whole is beyond
the scope of the ordinary legislator. It is too easy for the Executive
to persuade him that the best he can hope to do is to concern himself
with it piece by piece as it comes ,to him as items in the budget of a
.department.or agency.

Which leads to the suggestion that perhaps it is easier to obtain
legislative approval of the science budget if it is so fragmented. This
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has been put forward to justify this approachbut it leaves
unanswered the larger question of legislative responsibility for the
adequacy of both the quantity and quality of the science budget as a
-whole.

I think it is Jacques Barzun who gives the amazhig example of
United States expenditures on oceanography. Eight different agencies
-were involved in the input. The Federal Council meshed them into an
overall oceanography support program. This came to Congress redi-
vided into parts in the operating budgets of the agencies. The parts
were referred eventually to 13 sub-committees of 7 House of Repre-
sentatives Committees, 1 Joint Committee and 9 sub-committees of 6
S6nate committees.

It could only happen, perhaps, in the 'United States Congress where,
if my survey of comparative legislatures is valid, the U.S. Congres-
sional Committeessubstantive and appropriationshave developed
a capacity for expert examination of science spending unmatched by
any other legislature. I need hardly, in passing, acknowledge the debt
of all who are interested in. this problem to the Committee on Science
and Astronautics which sponsors this meeting and to its sub-commit-
tee on Scientific Research and Development. When we add the Senate
committees and the appropriations committees of both housesone
of them powerful enough to kill the ill-fated Mohole projectit
would appear that American legislators, at least, are fully and effec-
tively involved. Yet, as astute an observer as Professor Michael
Regan could write as recently as 1969: "Our $17 billion for R & D is
still in search of a policy. . . . No other area of discretionary ex-
periditure is larger in today's budget, yet none is less well rationalized,
less satisfactorily justified or distributed among competing claim-
ants . . overall national policy regarding science and technology
is still not clear."

And he makes it clear that he is referring not merely to justification
at the executive level but to what he calls an adequate "joint-.
executive-legislative frame-work".
: Harvey Brooks of Harvard says one of the main reasons for a
planned science budget is "to get the $17 billion under control".

It has been the privilege of our Canadian Senate Committee to hold
two joint sessions with Chairman Miller's committee and we have, of
course, studied' the U.S. science 'legislative frame-work in some
detailand ,Crith considerable envy and much admiration. Compared
with other national frameworks, I would have to say that if any
should work, it should NA it. Professcir Regan's comment, therefore,
seems to make it clear that we all have a long way to go before any
science policy anywhere can be said to be under effective legislative
control.
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This does seem to me .to be cause for alarm given the abundant

evidence of the degree to which the interests of our .constituents are.
bound up with national science policy.

The problems, of course, are enormous, the conflicts inevitable.
The concept of control by representatives of the public is a political,
not a science concept.

Yet as Derek de Solla Price says "the density of science in our
culture is quadrupling during each generation". We know that
science can now make man's environment, his societyman himself.
We know that we must somehow achieve a synthesis between science
and s--ietythat, whether we like it or not, science policy is science
politics. That being so, surely legislators as a whole dare not continue
to ignore the overall policy aspects as they appear to have done so far.

Of course, the legislators are only part of whatever control mecha-
nism may be required. Alexander King, the genial science sage of
OECD, was one of the "wise men of science policy" who gave our,
Committee the benefit of their knowledge. He told us that the problem
was a mixture of "the naivete of the natural scientist, the arrogance
of the economist, the complacency of administrators and the ignorance
of politicians".

And if any politician here present objects to being called "ignorant"
on this account, I would suggest that he read the comments by Ren6
Dubos in a recent article entitled "The State of Our Ignorance". It,
was reprinted in that excellent official U.S. Government underground.
magazine called "Dialogue". He tells us that 70% of the particular
contaminants in urban air are still unidentified and suggests that we
ate chasing a will o' the wisp if we think that even complete control
of soot, carbon monoxide and sulphur dioxide would make very much
difference to the total state of air pollution. "No one knows which
air pollutants are most dangerous or where priority control should be."
If these things be so, is it too much to suggest that a lot of legislators
in a lot of countries .are being led up a lot of garden paths.

"Can the individual and science co7exist?" asks Professor Z. Brze-
zinski of Columbia. His question might be paraphrased "Can the
legislator (And science co-exist." One would hope so.

Andrew Shonfield, Chairman of the British Social Science Research
Council, says "it is out of knowledge of Society rather than Tech-
nology that the major insights si bout a quarter of a century away are
likely to come." ;

And again: ."Futurology, one must conclude, cannot be tyzned into
a respectable, 'hard' science merely by:getting the eGonornists and
technicians to put some numbers tip it..These solid7see;n4ng, straight-
forward, .statistical measurements acquire significance only when the
sPeculative soCial imagination is applied to them".

gS112.1
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That may be intended merely as a plea ftr a greater input of social
science into national science policya point greatly emphasized in
our Senate Committee Report. Yetinherent, surely,- in the concern
for this synthesis between science and society, is the responsibility
of the legislatorthe average, ordinary, back-bench legislator who
is, if he is anything, society's representative in the governmental
process.

There is more than one side to this. Donald Hornig, a lormer
Science Advisor to the President, tells us that the main reason why the
American public has supported government science spending to the
point where it constitutes the largest percentage of . G-NP. of any
country in the world, is that science and technology haVe been identi-
_fied in the public mind with political, social, and economic goals.

Michael Regan ch-awing on research by.Martha Ornstein and others,
-points out that the gap or gulf between Science and Society has not
always been a problem. In its early days the. Royal Society of Britain
was a club of non-professional gentlemen interested* in science, who
were quite competent to discuss 4/5ths of the papers presented by other
members. It was 200 years or more before its membership became
limited to research scientists. In 1800 there were 100 science journals.
Today there are over 100,000 in many different languages. .

In the pre-technetionic worldas indeed in the legislatures of some
of the newer countries todayScience as it affected Society was
within the knowledge spectrum of the average legislator. How tinaes
have changed, at least-in the poSt -industrial world!

"We so refine whti`t we think" said the late Roberi Oppenheimer,
speaking as a scientist to scientists, "we so change the meaning of
words . . . that scientific knowledge today is not an. enrichment of the
general culture . . . it is not part of the common hUman underStanding."

It is easy, of course, to blame the scientists and technologists for
doing, what to them; comes naturallypushing back the frontiers of
science wherever and k9wéver :they may be pushed back. But Donald
Hornig makes a telling, Point when he says that "putting limits on
what people may or rnoy,not discharge (into the air and water).iS not
an R & D proplem:"

We know whose it is.. All the evidence of the failure of voluntary
restraints on individuals and institutions throws the problem right
back into the lap of the legislator.

Social mor aliOs like Joseph Wood Ir-rutch may tell us that the
technologist is a "Sorcerer's Apprentice whO does not know -how to
turn off what has turned on"--Imit, the teChnologist can b6.forgiven if
he replies that it is not his jcb to 'turn it off: Again We come babk to
the legislator. "Let"s design tf.e 'off' switch before we turn on the 'on'
switch" we werb" to-ld in Cam da rCcently by Dr. Athelstan Spilhank

LS1122
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President of the American Association Tor the Advancement of
Science.

In our Committee's briefings in other countries we were particularly
interested, of course, in learning what mechanisms legislators had
developed to make themselves better informed on science . policy.
matters.

In general, we found that these broke down into a number of
proceduresnot all of them, of course, found together in every
country. These are:

1. Standing Committees: In these, legislators examine officials and
sometimes special witnesses (i.e. scientists) on science items but only
incidentally to the routine examination of Estimates, Budgets, bills
or other matters referred by the legislature.

2. Special Science Committees: A good example is the Select Commit-
tee on Science and Technology of the British House of Commons
constituted in the 1966-7 session and re-constituted each session since.
It has unusually wide powers for a House of Commons Committee.
Its terms of reference are "to consider Science and Technology and
report thereon from time to time". The Congressional committees
already referred to are in this category, although each is rather more
specialized in its approach than the British Committee.

The Netherlands has a Standing Committee of the Second Chamber
(Lower House) on Education and Sciences.

Sweden has a Supply sub-committee dealing with "Research,
Education and Technology".

West Germany has a Bundestag Committee for "Science, Educa-
tion Policy and Journalism". It "prepares the ground for discussion
and decision" by the Bundestag. It invites experts .as witnesses.

Belgium has a Joint Committee for Science Policy established .in
1962 but it is said .to meet infrequently.

The U.S.S.R. I fmd (although our committee, regrettably was not
able to inr.lude it in our briefing sessions abroad) constituted in 1967 a
Standing Committec a the Supreme Soviet on "Education; Science
and Culture". It has the authority, held by no other Science Com-
mittee that I know of, to initiate bills as well as to study the relevant
items in what, for want of a better word, I will call the state budgets.

3. Voluntary Committees: A third mechanism for the, involvement of
legislators in science affairs is the voluntary -association (sometimes
called a Committee) of legislfttors. This is a sort of science club of
parliamentarians without official constitutional status. Th outstand-
ing example is, of course, the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee
of the British Parliament, a non-party gioup Which was established
as long ago as 1939. It piovides "permanent liaison between science
bodies and Parliament as a centre for the consideration of science
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matters in both Houses of Parliament." It provides members of all
pasties with working summaries of science subjects as they come before
Parliament.

Sweden has a similar association called RIFO, its name derived
from the initial letters of the words for Parliament and Research.
It dates from 1959 and has some 400 members of whom 225 are legis-
lators. A Board of ten .constitutes a working Committee.

Denmark has tackled the problem head on, it would seem, by setting
up a Committee of 5 legislators and 5 scientists known as the "Contact
with Science Group". It arranges regular meetings between scientists
and parliamentarians.

These are but random examples to indicate a growing awareness
among legislators of the need for more thorough-going immersion of
parliamentarians in the deep waters of science than in more tradit ional
subjects of legislative concern.

As far as I know the International Panel concept is unique among
legislative science committees. It does, however, point up a very
important aspect of science involvement by parliamentarians which
was quite often brought to the attention of our Canadian Committee
when we visited other countries. Over and over again we were asked
the question "How do you handle it?" in matters ranging all the way
from total public funding of R & D to the science brain drain problems
of developing countries.

oh would be an understatement to say that it was a rewarding
experience for the members of our Committee to be able to bounce off
some of our assessments of the evidence we had heard at home on
fellow legislators in other countries as well. Of course, on ministers,
administrators, industrialists and academics. I would go so far as to
say that we could not have written our report with any confidence
without those contacts. Long ago Dr. Killian of M.I.T., made us
aware that one, at least, of the international spin-offs of the S & T
explosion was what he called the "eclipse of distanct.," between nations
in both transport and communications. Today we call it the concept
of the global villitge.

We in Canada, for .vexample, are aware of our dilemma in inter-
national sbienke created on the one hand by our minimal input into
world science (probably not much more than 1%) and on the other
by the fact that we. exercise political sovereignty over the second
largest national land area, and the air and atmosphere above it and;
much of the Arctic shoreline, and large sectors of the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts.

Wben we meet legislators frona other countries in frank. discussion
franker perhaps than takes place at any other level of international
contact---we are often impressed with the similarity of the concern
at our levels about input and output problems of air, sea and soil
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pollution, weather modification and forecasting, nuclear fall-out and
so on.

Such meetings with our colleagues take place under a surprisingly
varied set of auspices. In Canada we have delegations of legislators
continually coming and going to meetings of such international
associations as the Inter Parliamentary Union, the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association, the Francophone nations; the NATO
Council of Europe, the Canada-United States Parliamentary Group.

I wonder perhaps if the time is not now ripe for the organization of
an international Parliamentary Science Association. From the experi-
ence of the Canadian Senate Committee the advantages would seem
obvious. The Panel meeting we are attending is, I think, a farsighted
recognition by Chairman Miller and his associates of the value of an
internaional meeting of minds concerned with the very great problems
poised by national science policies within the clearly evolving pattern
of international science policy.

I believe that such an association would make a very real contribu-
tion to the great international science problemsthe high seas and the
ocean floors, disarmament, satellites, population, food and the transfer
of scientific and technological resources from the affluent to the
developing countries.

I put forward the suggestion today at this impel. tant international
science meeting in the hope that it might be taken into consideration
by some of those who are here from other countries. I know the
obstacles because I have had something to do in a small way with
similar organizations in other fields. I know, too, how great the rewards
can be because of the immensity of the vacuum that exists in the
knowledge and understanding between legislators in different countries
about the procedures and mechanisms that are developing here and
there in this important business of the involvement of parliamentari-
ans in science policy making.

The available information and literature at the moment is minimal
almost non-existent. It has found practically no place in the prolifer-
ating literature on the great debate about science policy. Everywhere
the stress is on the role of go 7ernmenta syllogistic short cut perhaps
but prone to many fallacies. In the long run it will be the-generality
of legislators in each individual country who will, as the elected
representatives and spokesmen for society at large, resolve the con-
flicts between Science and Society. What a happy "technological
innovation" it would be if somehow they were to find a way to join
minds and hands across the boundaries of lands and waters to achieve
that reconciliation for all men. and all seasons.

58-413-71-9



SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND THE DEVELOPING '-
COUNTRIES

HARRISON S. BROWN 1

Throughout hi-- million or so years of existence, man has been
confronted by couritless threats to the surivival of his tribes, villages,
city-states, nations and civilizations. Itunger, pestilence and violence
have continuously taken their toll and throughout history deprivation
and misery have probably been the rule rather than the exception.
But at no time in history has the prognosis for mankind as a whole
been as alarming as it is today.

To observe simply. that two-thirds of mankind lives at virtually a
subsistence levelill-fed, ill-clothed and ill-housedis to take a
superficial view of our present condition. The roots of our problems
are spread deeply throughout the soil of history and when we examine
the trends within our global society as well as its present condition, the
prospects indeed appear ominous.

People are tired of reading the warnings of so-called "prophets of
doom" and it is not my intention here to be such a prophet. By
temperament I am more optimist than pessimist and if I really were
to believe that the situation in which man. now finds himself were
hopeless I would not bother to write these wOrds. Our situation is
desperate, but it is not hopeless.

Before a problem can be solvcd the nature of the problem must be
understood. Before there can be understanding, there must be recog-
nition. One of our basic diAculties today is that the extent of under-
standing and recognition of our most critical global problems are
woefully inadequate to peimit meaningful solutions to be found.

The overriding fact which characterizes our world todav is that
humanity is fissioning into two major groupsthe cultdre of affluence
and the culture of poverty. The beginning of the fissioning process
dates back to the time, some two centuries ago wher the Industrial
ReVolution exploded in Westein Europe." A succession. of techno-
logical innovations beginning with the steam enge, increased
-fantastically the amount of power that Man could mobilize to achieve
preconceived goals. The avs-q1ability of these new levels of power,
,coupled with a growing body of empirical obserVaticins concerning
-the behavior of materialz, gave rise to greatly increased productivity
in industry and agricultute. When systematio researCh made it possible

%Foreign Secretary, National Academy of Sciences, Waslaington03.C..
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to couple a growing sciAntific understanding of nature with the
development of new practical technologies, productivity increased
still more rapidly.

As productivity increased, material wealth increased as well.. As
wealth increased, health improved, .death rates fell and populations
increased rapidlybut seldom as, rapicily as wealth. The lot of the
average individual therefore, improved substantially in spite of
high. birth rates. EventuallY,. for 'reasons which are by no means
completely understood, birth rates in these areas fell. When this
happened Per capita wealth increased even more rapidly than it had
previously.

Those nations which were rapidly developing industrially consumed
raw materials at increasing rates. Those raw materials which could
not be obtained at home were imported. Further, as affluence increased,
quantities of products were imported from overseas which at that
time were luxuries rather than .necessities. Exports were used to
pay for the imports and this meant that markets .had to be developed.
The need for controlling sources of raw materials and markets led
to the emergence of the colonial system.

New technologies were transplanted to the colonial areas in a very
one-sided manner. For example, on the Indian subcontinent, the
development of a network of railroads and the construction of irriga-
tion systems served to greatly decrease the incidence of famine, with
the result that population increased substantially. But at no time
in most of these areas did incrAased production exceed increased popu-,
lation to any marked extent. As a result, the lot of the average indi-
vidual improved with time only very slowly, if at all.

Following World War II the process of fission accelerated, in part
as the result of decreasing rates of population growth in the richer
countries and increasing rates of population growth in the poorer
ones. The process of fission has now rbctched the point where most
people in the world are either very rich or very poor, and not very
many people lie in the middle. With. each paosilig year the gap between
the rich and the poor nations increases.

The culture of affluence is now made up of some 1,000 million
persons having an average per capita GNP of about $2,800. The
culture of poverty is made up a some 2,400 million persons having

per capita GNP of about $180, or thirteen fold less than the char-
acteristic of the rich countries.. Within the .rich countries per capita
GNP iS increasing about 4 percent yearly; within the poor countries
the lot of the 'average person is improving much more slowlyabout 2
percent per year.

As an illustration of the irapossible situation which wonld develop
were present growth rates to continue, 130 years would be required
for the poorer conntries to re'ach the level of per capita inttoroe which

a &I, 12 7
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is now characteristic of the richer countries. But by that time, at
present growth rates, the population of the poorer countries would
reach 150 billion persons. At the same time the per capita GNP's
of the richer countries would approach $1 million per person.

Clearly this is a process which cannot continue indefinitely. Almost
certainly the world is slated to experience dramatic, even explosive,
changes within the next 2 or 3 decades. IVfodern technology has linked
the peoples of the world into a vast communications network_ The
inhabitants of even the most remote Andean villages listen, to tran-
sistor radios and an increasing proportion of the world's population
has at least occasional access to television. Motion pictures are shown
worldwide in even the smallest villages. The poor see how the rich
live and_ would like to share some of the affluence. Desires for more
rapid development are intensified, and whereas a few decades ago the
poor might have been more or less content with their lot, today they
are impatient and are increasingly willing to use strong, even violent
means to help attain their goals. Even in the United States we have
seen this phenomenon take place among the poor in our cities. It is
a process which is rapidly becoming global, eventually to embrace
two-thirds of the human population.

We must add the fact that modern industrial societies, as compared
with peasant-village societies, are extremely vulnerable to disruption.
We have seen_ in Indochina how very difficult it is to subdue a deter-
mined peasantry even using as we do a. broad spectrum of technologi-
cally sophisticated weapons. By contrast we have seen how effective
the techniques of hijacking, kidnapping, and terrorism can be in indus-
trial societies. We have seen large areas blacked out by accidental
power failures and many of us, I am sine, have wondered about the
potential effect of one or two well-placed bombs in one or two well-
selected power stations in the eastern part of the United States in the
summer.

The richer nations can of course devise increasingly sophisticated
techniques aimed at keeping the poor countries from getting too much
out of hand. But such techniques are more often than not rendered
ineffective by the fact that the rich countries fight among themselves,
compete for resources and trade, solicit allies among the poor coun-
tries and provide them with massive quantities of armaments. Total
militaxy expenditures by the poorer countries 1969 came to $26 billion.
This exceeded by $8 billion the total expenditure by those cotuatries
for public education and health.

I suspect that unless development t kes place in the future at a rate
which is considerably more -rapid .than at present, the poor countries
in their misery will erupt arid that the rich countries in their stupidity
will take sides. We see this- happening today in several part sof the
world and we may well see such- developments become:Widespread in.
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,he years ahead. This process could lead to a global war which would
lrag all of us down, or it could lead to a more or less permanent
liyision of the world into two groups: the rich minority and the
niserable majority.

Rapid economic development of the poor countries is essential if
ye are to create a world in which people world wide ean lead lives
'ree of the fears of starvation, disease, deprivation, and war. But I
un convinced that such a world will not come into existence unless
Ile rich countries take the development business far more seriously
n the future than we have in the past. At this stage it is extremely
loubtful that the poor countries can develop by themselves at rates
Nrhich are truly commensurate with the need. Almost without excep-
bion they need a great deal of capital and technical assistance from
ate outside.

The process of development involves an enormously complex array
af activities. Resources must be surveyed, analyzed, and developed;
ractories, railroads, and highways must be built; in the public sector
housing must be developed, educational systems must be planned,
teachers and doctors must be trained; in the agricultural sector irriga-
tion systems must be built, varieties of new seeds must be developed,
fertilizers and pesticides must be manufactured and delivered to the
crops, farmers must be taught new techniques. All of these activities,
which are related directly and indirectly to each other, must be care-
fully planned and executed as parts of a broad development plan. All
of these activities require money, and all require cadres of trained
people.

Over the years planners have tended to use what is sometimes
referred to as the "black box" approach to development. Here it is
assumed that the prim Ary insufficiency in the poorer countries is
mone.y and that if only we were to put enough money into one end
of a black box called the "development process," development would
automatically flow out of the other end. We now have a great deal
of evidence which tells us that this is not correctthat although money
is an essential element of development, it is by no means sufficient,.
Other ingredients must be added, some of wl-d.ch we have come to
appreciate only in recent years.

Studies of the economic development of the United States tell us
that our own development cannot be explained satisfactorily solely
on the ,basis of the classical economic ingredients of land, labor, and
capital. Something else has made a contribution which has been fully
as important as the three classical ingredients combined, and that
"something else" appears to be a miXture of such elements s innova-
tion, research and development, education, training, and, improved
Management practices. Al.l of these factors have clearly been involved
in the amazingly rapid growth of our agricultural productivity. It
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has been estimated that the return on the investm nt in agricultural
research, development, and education over the past 100 years in the
United Siiates has averaged something like 100 percent alimmUy. Such
a large dividend (which we did not realize we were reaping at the
time), suggests that we did not invest enough effort in such activities.

In recent years my own experiences and observations in a number
of developing countries have led me to conclude that expanded trans-
fer of capital from the rich countries to the poor are e:,sential if devel-
opment is to be accelerated. It is doubtful, however, that a really major
increase in capital fiow (a factor of two, for example) could be effec-
tively absorbed at the present time for the reason that there simply
are not enough trained persons in the poorer countries who are able
to make the decisions which must be made and to solve the problems
which must be solved if development, is to take place. Nor is there
adequate organizational staucture which would permit decisions to be
transformed effectively into action or which would permit develop-
ment problems to be solved systematically. Nor are there adequate
numbers of technically trained persons who can carry out the multi-
plicity of tasks which are essential in even a quasi-technological socie
ty. Indeed, this appears to be a really basic limiting factor to the rate
of development.

My first conclusion is that the governments of the richer countries
should transfer to the poorer ones as much capital each_ year as can
truly be absorbed effectively. To start, this would amount to signif-
candy more than present levels of transfer, but not overwhelmingly

so, and migh' iithin a few years build up on the average to something
like one percent of the GNP's of the donor countries. This is hardly
a level of transfer designed to bankrupt the richer countries, but han-
dled properly it could have a profound effect upon development rates.
Were the rich countries today to transfer 1 percent of their GNP's to
the poor countries, this would amount to 5 percent of GNP's of the de-
veloping nations. It would correspond to about 10 percent of what the
rich countries are now spending on armaments and to about 60 percent
of the annual direct cost of the Vietnam tragedy to the United States
alone. We have now traveled along the military pathway for many
years and it has failed to lead humanity to its goal. It is now time for
us to travel along the pathway of compassion.

Equally important, however, massive technical assistance programs
should be created, of far greater magnitude than any such programs
attempted befOre. These programs should be aimed at producing deci-
sionmakers, problem solvers, managers, and other technical persons,
at developing the organizationaL framework within which such per-
sons can operate effectively,-and also at devising UMovative solutions
to specific development problems and bottlenecks
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What should be the basic components of an expanded world pro-
gram of technical assistance? Here we can obtain some concept of the
needs if we trace the implications of programs which are aimed at the
primary objective of producing adequate quantities of food.

In the greater part of the developing world agricultural productivity
is low both in terms of production per man-hour and production
per acre. The effectiveness with which solar energy is transformed
into food energy in wheat, foi example, is usually limited by the avail-
ability of plant nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium

d water. Yet adding such nutrients in quantity is usually either in-
effective or deleterious because the plant itself has been empirically
selected over generations as one best able to survive and grow in the
local impoverished environment. The plant is more often than not
unable to cope with a substantial increase in the availability of
nutrients.

An obvious approach to the solution of this problem is to breed
varieties of plants which can thrive in the local envfronments and
which can effectively utilize large quantities of nutrients. This has
been a major objective of the Mexican wheat program operated by the
Rockefeller Foundation and the Government of Mexico for over a
third of a century and of the International Rice Research Institute in
the Philippines. Promising varieties of plants which have been de-
veloped by those projects have been transplanted to local environments
and further modified so they can grow most effectively under the local
conditions.

Once this task has been accomplished, sufficient seed must be pro-
duced to permit planting by farmers on a significant scale. Fertilizers
must be produced on an adequate scale and distributed. Often supple-
mentary water supplies must be provided either from wells or irriga-
tion canals. Pesticides must be produced and distributed.

Thus, to obtain higher crop yields one must construct factories,
locate raw materials, provide sources of energy, build highways and
trucks, railroads and trains. In other words, a significant elevation of
crop yields necessitates a significant level of industrialization.

As crop yields increase, new problems emerge. One must always
be on the lookout for new pests which might get out of control. As
output per man-hour increases, less farm labor is needed and the
surplus people migrate to the cities. As nutrition inaproves, infant.and
child mortality is lowered and the rate of population growth in-
creases. The urban areas, unable to provide jobs for the migrants
become inundated by vast slum areas and.the locaI government finds
itself unnble to expand community services as rapidly as people move
in. On the farm increased production strains storage facilities an
.distribution systems.
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Thus the apparent solution of one problem, liat of low farm
productivity, can trigger as in a clain reaction, a variety of new
problems, all of which cry for solution. Further, this one illustration
emphasizes how inextricably entwined the problems of a society really
areindeed so much so that one must necessarily consider systems
rather than isolated problems out of context. We encoimter the same
kind of situation no matter what priority problem we consider, no
matter whether it be public health, population growth, urbanization
or industrialization.

Clearly a major component of technical assistance should be science
and technologyall related to technological transfer, to the solu-
tion of national development problems, and to the building of the
organizatior.al structure which will make this possible. The basic
aitu of teclinical assistance should be to help a develc,ping nation
select, adapt and develop technologies (physical, biological and social)
which will help it achieve its social and economic objectives. Develop-
ment is not simply a matter of transferring existing knowledgo and
techniques. No matter what the technology, no matter what the
country, no matter A\ hat the problem which is to be solved, new prob-
lems almost always arise which cannot be solved by remote control.
They must be solved locally and the chances are that if they are
solved at all they will be solvecl by local people who know their
culture and environment far better than do most outsiders.

Research, analysis and problem solving are major keys to develop-
ment and should consequently be major elements of technical assist-
ance. Here the -United States can play a role which in the long run
ean far transcend our monetary role. With little question we have the
highest technological problem-solving capacity in the world. Prop-
erly mobilized and oriented and properly coordinated with the pro-
grams designed by our friends and colleagues both in the developing
and developed countries, I have little doubt that a revolution (using
the word in its best sense) can be brought about.

During the past decade the National Academy of Sciences has de-
veloped a number of bilateral programs with sister organizations in
developing countries aimed at strengthening their local scientific-
technological problem-solving competence. In these programs we have
brought together natural scientists, social scientists and engineers in
roughly equal numbers from our two countries to discuss the problems
of development, with particular reference to the role of science and
technology. The quality 6f the discussion.s and the actions which have
resulted have far exceeded our initial expectations. We have helped
our colleagues create research councils and institutes; we have jointly
modified educational approaches; we have edected, nutrition recom-
mendations; we have developed guidelines for industrial research.
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Indeed, as a r,sult of these experiences I am convinced that the scien-
tific-technological community, worldwide, can play a crucial role in
the development process in virtually all developinn- countries.

Here in the -United States wo -have a real problem. How can we best
mobilize our own resources (which are considerable) to bettor ex-
pedite development? Beyond that, what should our total level of
support he?

The overall foreign assistance program of the 'United States has
been the subject of much study in recent years, culminating in the
report by the Peterson Panel to the President in the spring of 1970.
Perhaps the most important recommendation of that panel was to
separate capital assistance from technical assistance and to channel.
increasing proportions of our capital assistance through the interna-
tional agencies such as the World Bank and the Inter-American
Development Bank. Technical assistance would be placed in an Inter-
national Development Institute mentioned yesterday by Secretary

ogers, which President Nixon. in his message to Congress on Sep-
tember 15, 1970, indicated he hoped would be created some time in
1971.

The channe ing of capital assistance through the internatIonal
agencies makes a great deal of sense for it decreases the temptation
to use foreign assistance as a political weapon.

The creation of an International Development Institute makes a
great deal of sense, for properly organized, it can provide the struc-
ture which can truly mobilize the technical genius of our country for
an expanded, reoriented development effort. Such an institute, again
properly organized, can enable natural and social scientists and en-
gineers to work on a people-to-people basis with their colleagues over-
seas on development problems. It would enable development-oriented
research to be undertaken domestically as well as overseas. It would
-make full use of our specialists in industry, agriculture and our uni-
-cersitics. Above all, it would proi_d_e for the kind of long-term con-
tinuity which is so essential if programs are to be suceessful.-Here
we mrist keep in mind that there is no such thing as instant develop-
ment that we are dealina- with a time scale of a generation or more.
We must also remember a quarter of a century-of effort went into the
making of the so-called Green Revolution.

In our past technical assistance efforts Our progra`ms bav e been
handicapped by short-term outlooks. The 'Yearly budget cyde, the
2-year congressional cycle, th&iapid turnbver of AID' personnel and
the fluctuating international political atindaphere have ll
to make -the -conduct' 'Of Megiiindiil(lOng2terth prègrams at best *ex-
tremely difficult and more'ofeen" than/ not iMposSible. SibPatilly- the

, ,
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In wli:at ways I night the International Developnieiit Institute
_elerate the development process?
1. It can develop a sound research base for the solution of the

critical problems of development which are now being encountered.
I include ainoni- these the problems associated with rapid population
groN% th, the need for increased food supplies and better nutrition, the
pioblems of rapid urbanization and associated with it massive un-
employment, laggin,g industrialization and the difficulties of trans-
ferring technology. I believe that all of these problems are soluble,
given the rio.ht kind of imaginative effort.

2. The Institute, working with appropriate groups overseas can help
develop local scr.dentific-technological competenccs by helping to create
and strengthen the kinds of local organizations which are necessary
and by helping to produce the cadres of trained technical people which
are needed. Developing countries must develop their local capacities
to identify and AN ork on their own research priorities.

3. The United States can develop the incentives and means to orient
an increasing proportion of its total R. & D. effort to development
problems. At present, a trivial fraction of our huge R. (g.: D. effort is
development oriented in an international sense. We can develop
research laboratories for the purpose, and encourage young people to
choose development careers. We can help universities, industries and.
other research institutions gear themselves for effective technical
cooperation overseas on a stable basis.

4. Technical cooperation can be made into a truly collaborative
venture, completely eliminating the "father-child" approach or the
"master-pupil" relationship. We know from sad experience that the
United States does not alwavs lolow best.

5. Technical cooperation can be put on a self-st tainin ng-term
basis, with continuity of support and programs.

What practical results might come out of such efforts? I can imagine
that we might in collaboration with our colleagues overseas develop a
number of new approaches to the problems of population growth. I
can imagine collaborative development of a variety of high labor-
input, low capital-input industries. I can imagine our jointly "mini-
industries," suitable for many locations in developing countries. I can
imagine the development of a variety of new approaches to transporta-
tion problems in the areas, to the problems of low-cost housing, sanita-
tion and public health. I can imagine a rapid expansion of the Green
Revolution to include more countries and more crops. I can imagine
new educational techniques, new applications of food technology, and
the development of new industries which will make maximum use of
local resources.

About a year ago the Agency for International Development reor-
nized its own programs of technical assistance and created a Techni-

A
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cal Assistance Bureau. That Bureau which has a newly forn ed un t
dealing with science and technology, has already demonstrated on a
rather small scale what can be done in spite of numerous handicaps.
Its experiences suggest that the International Development Institute,
properly organized and adequately funded, can revolutionize the de-
velopment process.

How large need such a program be? Starting out as a present level
of about $500 million annually now being devotpd to teelmical assist-
ance, I would visualize that in time it could effectively utilize perhaps
about some $2 billion annually on programs at home and overseas both
bilaterally and multilaterally. Although this is quite large compared
with present programs, the situation is desperate and major act/it us
are called for. And I suspect further that we would receive for our
money a "bang-for-the-buck" unprecedented in foreign assistance
efforts.



THE ROLE OF SCIENCE POLICY IN SOLVING
SOCIAL PROBLEMS

THE UNBALANCED PROGRESS OF PROGRESS

STAFFAN BURENSTAM LINDER.

The concept of science policy may be new and fashionable but the
problem is as old as science itself. To allocate resources between com-
peting projects and to determine the total size of the scientific effort
is a science policy problem which those interested in scientific work
have always been exposed to. Columbus, in trying to get funds to pay
his way across the ocean, encountered this problem of science policy,
if not explicitly so at least implicitly

But, in the old days there was a more dee 3-going problem in science
policy than the money matter. This was the problem of how to choose
between truth and dogma when the two collided. If Columbus en-
countered the menial aspect of science policy Copernicus met the old,
fundamental problem of science policy. At that time the struggle be-
tween the two sets of ideals must have caused severe social strains and
the way the conflict was resolved has had wide social consequence.
The results of science have transformed society but already the accept-
ance of the method of science made deep changes in religious and
political life. Once the right of scientists of pursuing the truth has
been accepted, the freedoms of thought and speech which we consider
basic to our culture are more secure. The strength behind the scien-
tific ideals is shown by the fact that in countries where the liberal
freedoms are sometimes demed, few efforts are nonetheless made to
tamper with academic freedom. _f_he dilEctay of doing the latter
probably restrains sinister wishes to do the former. _however, even
if the threat V) the ideals of scientific method have not completely
disappeared a may present themselves again, this is not what we
think of whet. we nowadays discuss'science polic

Once scientific efforts were not only accepted but unhesitatingly
promoted as an engine of progress, science policy did not canse much
,attention. The money matter, of course, existed but at a time when
thought was speculative rather than empfrical science was also inex-
_pensive. It is only daring the last ten years that science policy has
begun to attract wide attention again- The reason far this was first
that the costs of research, at least within the natural sciences,'rose

1 Member of Parliament, Stockholm. Sweden ; Araociate Professor at tne Stockholm
;School of Elconomics. 133
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rapidly at the same thne as 't became more widely recognized that
technical progress was the force behind the spectacular economic
growth. Options became wider and costs higher. Thus, the problem of
promoting researeh without incurring prohibitive costs and of allo-
cating resources between competing projects became more in portant.

However, even if money problems form a part of science policy
more now than before, the chief reason for the present attention given
science policy lies elsewhere. It is a fundamental problem that again
has risen although now in a different shape.

Arow it is not truth versus dogma but truth versus tr th, or, more clearij.
truth versus abuse of truth.

The problem is not that truth may destroy dogmas but that truth
may destroy itself.

That science is no guarantee of happiness may be accepted. And that
economic growth built on the results of science and technology is no
guarantee of happiness may also be accepted although perhaps more
reluctantly. But, what some have COMO to suspect during recent years
is that, actually, the causation runs the opposite way. Science, tech-
nology, and economic growth may, instead of not guaranteeing happi-
ness, actually guarantee unhappiness.

This suspicion is of great social consequence. The idea of prorrress is
the basis of our civilization since a number of centuries. It is since the
Enlightenment the foundation of our social contract. It offers the hope
which is required for the acceptance, the temporary acceptance, of the
unavoidable ills of an unfinished society that is built on a principle that
does not accept any ills. This is the principle of egalitarianism in the
sense of happiness for all. I think that everyone who has been involved
in practical politics is aware of the importance of the idea of progress
as the escape when, unavoidably, hard choices present themselves.

If the current suspicions are well-founded it may prove that their
causes, through the abuse of truth and science, will lead to the destruc-
tion of our civilization. The suspicions themselves may cause defeatism
and even a reaction against science and technology that may com-
pletely change the direction and position of our civilization. There
may be a Luddite reaction against research.

These problems are social problems which call for adequate science
policies. They require measures of an economic and social kind, too,
but for continued2 progress engineered tIn-ough further, scientific and
technological advances these advances must be shaped through science-,

policy in a form which prevents social strains.
In order to, see more clearly what is required it is interesting

analyze the reasons for the present disbelief in science. I think that it is .
possible to arrange such an analysis around the theme that the problem
af progress is that progress has progressed in an unbalanced way. I_
shall point at five different kinds of such unbalances.
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To begin with I shall repeat the often made observation that there
is an unbalance between the. progress of science and of man. There is
no particular reason why the scientific efforts should have resulted in
any moral advancement. However, for the results of science not to be
abused, such an advancement is called for. Presently, it is not nine--
nimity and greatness but fear that provides uncertain cheeks. Even
if that fear is needed for restraint, it is a grinding feeling to live with.

Secondly, there is an unbalance between technological progress and
the capacity of man to adjust to the demands of the new technology.
New techniques of production are intended to be our servant but
sometimes they become our master. For the utilization of new tech-
niques certain capacities not available to an are required. For instance
various statistics indicae that life in the big urban centers expose
people to uoexpected hardships.

In modern society there seems to be growing minority groups which
in one way or another have failed to adjust to the new demands. To
this category belong criminals, narcotics, alcoholics and people other-
wise socially and mentally handicapped. These minorities constitute
serious social problems, class problems of a non-marxian kind. 'Their
situation is aggravated by the fact that costs for rehabilitation and
care are rising with rising wages, these services being highly labor
intensive requiring skilled labor. The minorities of this kind are ex-
posed to a new kind of poverty the backgrounds of which is not a low
level of productivity but inability both to adjust to the demands of a
high productivity system and to obtain adequate services in such an
economy.

Against the background of rising service costs we can also see the
increasing difficulties for medical care and old age care.

The third and fourth type of unbalance also concerns new types of
poverty caused by economic growth. There is a dangerous misunder-
standing that economic growth leads to general affluence. It only leads
to partial affluence. It is the quantity of goods that increases but many
other ingredients in a good life do no become more plentiful. One
important example of this is that time at our disposal for various ac-
tivities together with our consumption goods, does not increase. We
only, have our 24 hours per day- at ,our disposal. When, as a result of
economic growth, the quantity of.goods,irtcreases whereas the amount
of time _is fixed, time becomes more scarce in relation, to goods. Time
becomes ,more expensive. It must be more carefully husbanded. We
all know how this is done in. productionwhere more capital goods are
combined, with each hour of labor ta 0.44 -higher productivity. 1 he
same happens in consumption Greater :q ities of goods are com-
bined with each hour of leisure:to r level of satisfaction
Since activities differ as to t e ease with which it is possible in this
way to increase the pleasure associated with them, there, will be a re-
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allocation of time among the various activi les. Some will expand, others
will decline. Activities which it is easy to make more pleasura with.
an additional amount of consumption goods per unit of time will ex-
pand, and vice versa. This reallocation will rise to important social
changes, changes which at least some commentors would call problem-
atic. Most of those activities which the original economic philoso-
phers like John Stuart Mill considered especially desirable and which
they hoped and thought that economic growth would stimulate are
activities, the pleasures of which cannot easily be expanded with big-
ger and bigger iniections of consumption goods. To these activities
belong reflection and meditation, most of the cultural activities, friend-
ship and love, peace and quiet.

It is already pointed out the increasing scarcity of time which makes
if difficult to solve the rehabilitation problems of the minorities which
have been unable to adjust to the high productivity economy. It may
also be that the strains of the hecticness of modern life is one reason
why some people have difficulties of adjusting and fall out into the
minorities.

The fourth unbalance is perhaps the most dangerous example of the
new poverty. Economic growth leads to an affluenee of goods but to a
scarcity of natural resources like air and water. The supply of natural
resources decreases and the demand for natural resources increases as
a result of production and consumption. When, through economic

owth, production and consumption actually increase, the scarcity
of natural resources becomes exren more pronounced. As a result of
this unbalance we face all the environmental problems, the threat of
which causes serious social problems. There may be an erosion not only
of the soul but also of the spirit_

A fifth unbalance is caused by the uneven geographic spread ef the
benefits of modern science and technology. They have not reached the
underdeveloped countries and the depressed areas and peor regions in
the rich countries. Thus, it is r.ot only ,the new forms of poverty but
also traditional poverty that causes social strains.

This is no complete catalogue of the social problems' caused by the
unbalanced 'progress .`of progress. It 'is -an analysis of some of the
mechanisms and theresulting troubles, which', in the judgernent of many,
have lowered the prestige that seience deserves for its- v-reat .contribu-
ticins. To help to correct- the imbaltineed-5we require:a 's'aience policY.
Thus, s(:.ienee' policy' again takes on_ the importanee- it originallY had
but Which it lost when the conflict between trtith and d'orna, had been
settled:-There are three Main Strategie§ that may be pursued!

(a) Continuation of present policies
(0' Prevention" of scientific and technological progress.
(c) Adoption of a cautious, hilt well finaLleed- Pi-6gram of tech-

nological development.
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A continuation of present policies is dangerous. The uiiblances are
notas could be hopedself-correcting in a way that unbalances in
the market system are. At least the self-correcting forces are not, work-
ing fast enough to be relied on. There are no supply-den, and forces
operating smoothly through a price mechanism to correct unbalances
as had an invisible hand been active. In science policy the hand must
be visible.

The second strategyto let the hand stop the clock of progress
has its advocates at least within economics where there has heet
talk of the "no-growth-economy". It may also be noted that funds for
science during the last few years have stagnated or even declined.
However, to accept a science policy which would yield a "no-science-
society" would not be acceptable. It would leave uncorrected some of
the unbalances which exist. lt would mean that other unbalances
would, actually, increase. The dangerous new poverty in the form of
environmental problems would deteriorate as even a "no-growth-econ-
omy" would lead to a continued wearing down of natural resources.
Finally, to accept suddenly a no-progress-society would represent a
dramatic change in our basic attitudes and aspirations, a change, for
which we are not prepared. It would probably cause severe political
strain as so many political conflicts are solved through promises of
betterment and outward signs that the promises can be at lea,-.L partly

Instead, our conclusion must be that we require science, and require
it badly, to solve the problems that the application of science has
caused. However, this science must not result in new problems bigger
than those solved. There is in the progress of science the inner ele-
ments of tragedy: science'has created forces that:can be controlled only
through more science but this new sc;ence may impose its own threats.
To avoid a final tragedy we need a science policy and that 'science
policy must follow the third strategy of a cautious, but well-financed'
progress of technological development, Such a scienc e. policy can be
divided into four parts.

(A) 'DETERMINATION OF THE TOTAL R & D EF*ORT :A2.11) A
OF FUNDS DEThrEEN .-COMPETnsiG arno.rEcTs

This is the traditional resource probler6 which-- hasi,become'-imriore--:
pressing 1 due,;.-to the, Avider, optieriA _andi-highen do's te Therefis, a neb d
for policies 7:to, -manage!, scien66- as r suchr bothl ti,; country and;
through international cooPerationi to- get !the thigheit _possible ietarriSi.i
HoWever, in the final! 'analYsis other consideratiOns'-' must now enter tI
There ; as we rhave seen, be an -eValuation bf the -r
consequenceS We require :what we ,2 dan calti nage:merit'
sights!? the follo.wing three level&iminuencingn
of,tesources.
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(B) REGULATION

As a result of tile dangerous side effects of many of the results of
science it is important, as part of a science policy, to determine if and
how these results can be controlled. The control of atomic power both
in a militafy and civilian context may be mentioned Its an example.
The possibilities of exerting such control must be taken into account
in determining whether to promote or not promote technological
development in particular fields.

(C) FORECASTFNG

Through technological forecasting which is part of the modern
future studies it is possible to make informed guesses of prospects
and problems. Such forecasting can improve the quality of the allo-
cation of funds between competing projects. It can do this especially
by serving as the starting point for technological assessment.

(D) ASSESSMENT

This is the part of science policy which is the most discussed re-
cently. Assessment goes beyond mere forecasting in trying to evaluate
systematically the advantages and the risks of new technologies. The
assessment can be either of a certain technique or of the possibilities
of solving a certain problem through alternative strategies using dif-
ferent technologies.

The analysis of the various unbalances of progress serves not only
to illustrate the need for a science policy but also to facilitate comment
both on the possibilities and on the limitations of science policy.

. There are certainly possibilities for science policy to help us to re-
main within a context of real prgress. It should be possible to find
ways of relieving the problem of traditional poverty, underdevelop-
ment, due .to,an unevert sPread of technology. Through a determined
effort technologies suitahle for the conditions of underdeveloped coun-
tries could certainly be promoted. The underdeveloped countries form
what haS been 6alrod a i'research deSer_t" and since our eConomieS have
blossomed through 'technology, their eebnomies are unlikely to grow
sufficiently fast in- such a desert._-

Similarly, at would ,be ,surPrising iLibaportaitrestdtscouldxotbe.
reached through a earefulassesSment bothfof new:technology froin,th
point jof view, of itsi.ebelogical,:. consequences andtiof envirdninental
problems,,and,alternatives;technologies to-.handie them -. would.be5
surprising since- so (little] haS,beeru done, in- this: direction- and since in
this PfLseiteginliplogies'intdractiwithmature ,ratlier thanAiith the damn&
soul,. ,Thus, qt shonlii.,_be)posSible-to advanee through,7a-ntiliatiorr of-
the methods and arguments of the natural sciences themselvescau-vie

- LI -- Z.11
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of the seriousness of the environmental problems science policy would
be called for even if it could not do anything more than to relieve
these pressures and the social strains that follow from a powerless
watching of the thickening clouds.

But that there are limitations of scicace policy should not be over-
looked in the present enthusiasm for such policies. Science policy
cannot do mr,ch to correct the unbalance and pressure which arise
when belligerent and antagonistic man is better, and better equipped for
annihilation and only grinding fear can provide checks. Hopefully,
peace and conflict research in an assessment could be found to provide
insights into how a more enjoyable foundation for peace than fear
could be found. Some consolation could also be found from_ the fact
that the superpowers in an evaluation have reached the conclusion that
some defense research is associated with dangers for all parties con-
cerned. Thus, they have shown signs of stopping such research. Such
a sign is the U.& declaration of not wanting to utilize biological wea-
pons even 'for defense. Research on such weapons carry' the risk that
methods for their production could become simple enough for a multi-
tude of countries to learn them. However, on the whole, it is rather a
change of heart than a change in science policy that is required to cor-
rect the unbalance between technology and the inner qualities of man.

A change in values rather than in. science policy would also be
r quired for more people to avoid a stressing pattern of life where
economic growth is permitted to resUlt in a hectic utilization of time
in commodity intensive activities. No science policy cart correct this
kind of imbalance even if scientific explorations of modern ways of
living to more 'people may reveal some of its futilities.

Opponents to- science policy may argue that not only does such a
policy leave many problems unsolved but it creates new problems.
There May, in particular, be a fear that science policy would mean a
manipulation for political purposes. However, modern science policy
is not concerned with the old problem of the conflict between truth
and dogma. In fact, science policy may be required to avoid political
manipulation through the results of technology. The risk presently is
uot so much that certahi projects will be stopped for pakEtisan pur-
poses but that certam projects will be promoted-for siich ends: A
science policy could permit a more open debate on th6 disadvantages
and Merits of the 'po -des chosen .

To redUce therisks for o itical abuse Vasic-research should not be
expoSed to , More than unavoidable allocation proCess of Bearer. re-
steirdeS.' 'E-artheirthere tehuological assessment need net he appliedc--. (- ',o he social scieifees. _ resea ar lk'results inv ne* teclinolOgies

-wf.4rangeroi.)s,Sor re id no ne-ed.for ccIntrol and assessment
; ..r..

;
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Wri ings within the social sciences may instead be politically con-
troversial and a system for interference could be abused. Furthermore,
research within the social sciences is inexpensive -which means that
careful evaluation for appropriate allocation of money is not as
necessary.

Finally, a limitation on science policy is that it is easy to say but
difficult to make. Dr. Harvey Brooks has rightly pointed out that
"many of the current demands for better scientific planning are
probably as naive as the early demands for economic planning".

One limitation exists for small countries. As in the economic con-
text they will be highly dependent on what happens elsewhere. They
have difficulties in making a wise allocation of resources in isolation.
They do not have resources to make all around teclmological assess-
ments. Technologies developed elsewhere become, as a rule, part of
their system without any particular evaluation. For the small coun-
tries to pursue a science policy it is necessary to engage in international
cooperation. Only the US hE,s resources wide enough to rely on a
national science policy. However, even the US must in many instances
fall back on international cooperation and will he influenced by
actions taken in. other countries. One field where world wide cooperation
is required is in the control of the environmental hazards.

A limitation of a different kind arises out of uncertainties. No matter
how carefully science policy evaluations are made they must be carried

,

mit against the backgrounds of great nncertainties about the future.
But, there are also uncertainties in the present. Through improved
methods for cost-benefit analysis it may be possible to base decisions
on firmer ground. Yet, it is extremely difficult to attach weights to the
advantages of, competing technologies and strategies.

The same observation could perhaps be made with. respect to most
pohtical decisions. However, correct decision§ in science policy
requires more expertise than is generally found amongparliamentarians
who must have many other strings on their bows., The more compli-
eatel the world and the more important the science policies, the more
important that politicians shift some of their interest over to an un e -
standing of the technical eomplexities and that .they are a.ssisted in
so doing through institutional arrangements facilitating tIteir contact
vrith technological problems.

The Uneertain situation of politicians in the formation of wise science
-policy is a difficulty. An even greater difficulty ariSes_ When aind if

attempts are made to inyOnee a greater element of direct democracy
in the formation .of science pr.:Ale -is a dilemma The ,difficulfy
of the lay man to participate in science policy oils is equal to

,

the neCeSsity, of widening this deba terwise e impossible

to obtain a pohtical basis for many decisions that -mus n

mediate small benefits may in the popular debate loom larger than
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long run imperatives. In various ways- for instance, through an im-
provement of general education- such difficulties may be reduced.
However, their unavoidable existence puts an even greater responsi-
bility on politicians to show leadership and demonstrate political will
in the search for wise science 2-)o_icies.

Against this background the Committee on Science and Astronautics
is to be praised for its many important initiatives in stimulating
debate of science policy matters.



INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY IN THE
MARINE ENVIRONMENT

JACQUES YVES COUSTEAU 1

I have been asked to express my views about international science
policy as we have observed it in the marine environment. I will
start by outlining the deep concern that is felt by observers like
ourselves about our environment.

Looking at our little endangered planet from out in space as the
Apollo crewmen did, I will try to review in that new perspective very
briefly the goals of environmental science and finally outline a practi-
cal emergency plan.

The news, as you all know, brings to us every day additional reasons
to fear about our environment, an mainly from the sea, because the
sea is the universal sewer where all kinds of pollution end up conveyed
by rain from the atmosphere and from the mainland. Large oil tankers
collide, Link, burn. Lakes and rivers are poisoned forever. Coral reefs
die rapidly.

All other the world automobile exhaust turns the air of our proud
cities into a fluid dangerous to breathe. The lead content of all oceans
has increased 500 percent since 1933. Pesticides soften the shells of
seabird eggs. Shipments of canned crab are found radioactive. Tuna
fish is poisoned from mercury- People get hepatitis from swinuning
in the North Sea. There is now not one single beach which is not pol-
luted by oil and tar. I can add many hundreds of such statements
that are all easy to verify

In our diving crew, the veterans like Falco Gemnaa, and myself
are very special witnesses of what is going on in the sea. For more than
20 years we have dived in all places around the world. We have tried
to estimateand we are fully aware that this is no scientific measure-
mentthe decrease :of all population,- in, ,the. -open ;ocean -se well as
near Shore and near distant islanAs.:During these 20 years in the.places
that .we were lucky enough:to visit twice, our: rough-estimate is that
the decrease of population and the -vitality,_,ofl the, `ocean As- down mere
-than 40 percent -in .20 years---4t may .be 35;-it mayibe 45, it is rthat
order:of magnitude.. tt4

The primary Production of-the sea may notibe affeated to _that ,same
t. We_:havs- not ,been- able' I measure the,-primary ptoduction

11.11T rift
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for long enough to be sure. The special concern of the environmentalist
is that the destruction spreads in what appears to be an exponential
mode. The only reason for hope at the moment is the growing aware-
ness of the public, especially in the United States and in Europe.

A survey that I made from the tens of thousands of letters that I
have received, proved that adult men above 30 years of age do not
worry as much as housewives who fear for the very future of their
children, or as much as young people who have today access to much
more information than the adults have.

Two years ago a decisive event made a complete revolution in the
thinking of every man. For the first time our planet was contemplated
by human beings from outer space. It is a cliche to repeat it, but we
cannot avoid it because it is decisive.

I met in Paris the heroes who had been first to walk on the moon.
Who t they remember mainly from the moon is how beautiful the earth
is. Rare and beautiful, because it is the only planet in our solar system
to be attributed with appreciable quantities of water. Overnight, all
living humans refilize it.

Yes, earth supported life only because it had ws....ter. Water and life
are inseparable. Poisoning water is an assassination. It would eradicate
all life on earth. This is what everybody realized in Africa and Asia
as well as in America.

It is not possible to study a phenomenon without relating it to its.
global mood. That is really what the Apollo revolution is about. Men
were invaded by a frightening feeling of isolation in space. At the same
time, they felt an urge for solidarity. Today's youth feel lonely and
grope more than we did when we were young, because isolation gen-
erates the need to get honest comprehension and communication.

Apollo's influence is to be felt in everybody's everdaY life and in
science as well. Moon rocks and rocks from the bottom of the sea
collected by the ship Glamar Clialievver tell the story of the solar
system. Ah-borne and aerospace oceanography broaden the under-
standing of the ocean which was pretty, narrow when we only had
ships to study. it.

Scientists compute global quantities of, carbon -involved in the life
cycles, -in carbonates, or in fossil _fuels yet to -be discovered, with- an
incredible precision. Frightening news -came from biologists recently
who have how an idea of total living organisms compatible with c-ondi-
dons on earth_and measure the very slow rate 'of -thcchanges possible
between the main masses of the biosphere. Sea life .between the surface
and a t13.6-usand feet in the open oceans is practically.isolated from;the
reSt of the biosphere,,:with_ extremely slow exchanges. These are the
latest discoveries and it means that preying on our capital- in the
open ocean depletes the stock with no possibility to put it back before
million's of years.
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Oceanographic meas,cement must now be obtained worldwide
simultaneously to have meaningthe product of a giant network of
photometric studies to be implemented by airplanes by the tens of
thousands, keeping us informed better than the meteorology stations.

Scientists are working toward such global projects as weather con-
trol or even flattening the sea. Because of the political, sociological,
and philosophical consequences of Apollo's vision of our planet,
I would say that the very basic goals of civilization are being
Teevaluated.

Production of goods and competition for this production are no
more goals in themselves; but if properly redirected, industrial pro-
duction will be more indispensable than ever because the happiness
of man is not what activities he aims at, but what he should aim at.

Here I open a paradox: The environmental alarm is usecl widely
by extremists for subversive aims. We should be very cautious not to
fall into two of their traps. One would be to react and say, if the
subversive people are using this, we are to discard the entire subject.
We also should avoid the attacks that these people are aiming at our
industrial Western civilization.

In between there is a reasonable equilibri .1111 balance to keep. In
order to enable mankind to carry on its coursE in the pursuit of happi-
ness, the essential needs are obviously the elitnination of hunger and
of the basic needs for all men, the elimination of disasters, better
health, increase in life expectancy, enjoyable peace, raising the intellec-
tual level of average activities of leisure, and mainly, promoting
cleanliness and beauty of man's environment.

It is toward this new perspective of the world that environmental
sciences are now progressing. Worldwide, as you know, there is a very
general shift from the basic, uncoordinated science that was born in
the small laboratories under individual initiative toward oriented
sciences performed by large teams and programed with a small degree
of freedom in its research.

Many of the scientists are sorr3 about it, but that is the way it is.
Less money is given by all governments for uncoordinated science,
while more money is given for applied oriented sciencie. This is
because today the role of science is just to make things possible, not
to decide the policy.

Before I outline the plan that I proposed at a Council of Europe
2 months ago I would like to recall briefly the few principles on which
this proposal was made. I said a moment ago that there was a quasi-
identity between water and the life cycle. There is also evidence that
all pollution ends up in the oceans, whether it is tItmospheric pollution,
land 'pollution, or sea pollution. So it is obvious that the only way to
get rid of the pollution which.exists is to isolate all the toxic produc
from our effluents in the water
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This isolati n may mean to dehydrate or to isolate, but it has to be
isolated from the water cycle. If we do so, if we reach that goal, we

e saving literally the possibilities of survival.
The amount of pollution that is produced by mankind is of course a

complex function of industrial development and of population. The
industrial development can be curbed a great deal. The more difficult
thing will be to control population. Manv of my associates and
friends consider the population explosion as the superpollutant.

Also we must admit that the scientific knowledge that is available
concerning pollution is very small. Every day a new pollutant is
discovered. Every day some concerns are modified. Two years ago
there was,no concern at all about mercury pollution. Today it is a big
thing. What is tomorrow going to bring? This shows our ignorance in
this field.

Something that is a guideline for action is that whenever possible,
persuasion is Preferable to coercion. There is also a basic principle in
the control of pollution. It is that this control be officially given to
private, independent agencies.

For what reasons? Well, the world overI am not talking about
any country at the moment, but the world over, governments are
among the biggest polluters, and today they control themselves. I
will give you a concrete example, because that I have the right to say.
'When my country explodes an H-bomb in the PlIcifie and says it is
less harmful than to wear a wristwatch, everybody smiles; but it is
tragic, because it doesn't mean anything. It is lying.

When a big polluter pays for a full ad in the newspaper to explain
that their own anaylsis shows that their fumes and effluents are harm-
less, it is obvious what they print is right. But they don't print every-
tInng. AceordinglY, ii is a basic principle of justice that you cannot be
at the same time judge and be judged.

There is no way to get the truth to the people except in giving the
controls to independent, private agencies. This is done for ship runnIng.
In England it is Lloyd's here I don't know what it is. They are private

,

ompanies that have acquired t semiofficial position and that are
truStedby eV-ei-ybOd.y.

This 'it the way we should g0 'far control of Pollution:the world
around. I spoke a, moment ago about persuasion. I would emP4asize
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kids and the kids in turn introduce these facts to the homes, so thi
is the circuit by which persuasion can be spread.

About overpopulation, we do not know exactly the law that corre-
lates pollution with industrial development and number of people. It
is obvious that it is a function of both. If we were able to measure
pollution, and if we are able to determine the total amount of pollution
that the earth can stand without definite damage, then we could draw
the maximum number of people the earth is capable of supporting.

Obviously this number would decrease regularly with the increase
in industrialization. So the advisable pattern for population is a pro-
gressively decreasing pattern whereas it is now an exponentially
increasing pattern. I am making this remark becauso I have no solution
for tlils problem. It is the biggest one. As long as it is so, the rest will
be of little account.

Neverthe!ess, let us outline a program of action. We have estim ted
that the amount of money allocated to the sciences of pollution and
envfronmental sciences ,hould be multiplied by a factor of 20--min-
imum. Results will be slow to come, even at that pace. So action must
be taken before l'esuits are obtained and corrected according to the
new knowledge acquired. But it would be a fantastic mistake to wait
for the scientific results before talthig action.

That is the first point of the program. The second point is to educate
the public, the buyers, and the consumers, not only to explain to them
what is going on, but to give them practical ways to fight and to influ-
ence the producers by their demand. The consumers are the key to
everything. So this education, instead of being subversive, should be
organized officially and approved.

The third point is the persuasion of the polli Lers that profit-can be
made through the increase of business volume that will be brought
about by the fight against pollution. Protection ef the environment is
another one that should be considered that way by industry. Ac-
cordingly, the cost of protecting the environment should be auto-

tically included into the cost of production, the same as raw
materials, salaries, overhead, investments, taxes, et cetera.

It has been computed that the amount of increase of the gr ss
na Lionel product or of the price in general, would be about 5 or 6
percent of today's prices, which means that in a trillion-dollar econ-
omy, the cost for the economy would be $50 to $60 billion a year.
It is not impossible, but it is way beyond the means of Government.
The solution is not within the Federal budget. It can only be found at
the level of the eoonomy. In order to add a little discipline to the
persuasion and to the education, there must be regulations. These
regulations must be intelligent, comprehensive, and mainly they must
be national and international.
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But there is a trap. When you speak of international action, every-
body can visualize immediately the slowness and the impossibility
or the following reason. The biggest polluters are the nations that

have the Mghest income per capita. They are also the only ones that
can fight pollution.

The other nations do not have the financial possibility to avoid,
for example, certain pesticides. They cannot help it. They do not
have the possibility to include the protection of their environment in
their gross national product, but they pollute far less than the richer
nations. If we wanted to go through regulations from the United Na-
tions, we would never obtain anything.

What I have proposed is tha t the main polluters get together and
go into action. These main polluters are Japan, North America,
Europe, and Russia. If these groups of countries get together inde-
pendently from the United Nations to adopt a policy, it will immedi-
ately bring down pollution by about 80 percent. From there on, every
country could join later and individually according to their develop-
ment. These are the simple lines that could be adopted fairly quickly,
provided that a strong will is expressed by the people.

I will finish by saying that with the image that already has been
described by some people in NASA, I think, of earth being a space-
ship, then the oceans are the only water supply of earth's astronauts.
Assuming that this is true, and I join it, then I would like to add
something: all the problems to save the environment and. to make
the future of our clii.ldren possible is subject to lasting peace. When
we look at the earth from the moon, as the Apollo commander did
and if we consider our earth es a spaceship and the earthly astronauts
s the crew of that spaceship, I would say wars can be analogous to

mutinies aboard the ship.



POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF EXPERIMENTATI N
WITH HUMAN EGGS

JAMES D. WATSON

Several years ago a most remarkable frog grew up in Oxford. Its
origin did not lay in the miion of a haploid sperm cell with a haploid
egg, the fertilization process which ordinarily gives each higher
animal a mixture of paternal and maternal genes. Instead this frog
arose from an enucleated egg, into which had been inserted a diploid
nucleus from the intestinal cell of an adult frog. Microsurgical removal
of the maternal nucleus from this egg had denuded it of any genetic
material. But by subsequently gaining a diploid nucleus (as opposed
to the haploid form found in a sperm) the egg acquired the chronic)-

.

ome number normally present in a fertilized egg. As such it could be
ctivated to divide, thereby setting into motion the successive embryo-

logical stages which culminate in an adult frog.
'The genetic orictin Of this frog was thus very different froth that of All

_

_.eViona frogs,- otio half Of whose- chroMoSsames.catne frOm the male
parent through .the sperm,, the Other half from the female-: parent
which produced the egg. Noi mal. fertihzation processes by Combining
genetic material from two different ,parerits always generate progeny
uniquely different from ,either parent., In contraSt, the: Oxford frOg
derived all its genetic material from the 'individual Whose .inteatinal
cell was used aS the nuclear' doiioi The 'genetie'Complernent of all its

_

diploid somatic cells (as opposed to its haploid sex cells) was thus
identical to that in the donor frog. So, in effect, it was an identical
twin of the donor frog born some months before. Furthermore, shice
every adult frog contains millions of cells capable of being used as
nuclear sources, the original donor could have serVed aS the genetic
Parent of thousands of progeny identical to itself.

This type of reproduction is generally referred -to as a, clonal repro-
nction. (A clone is the aggregate of the asexually produced ProgenY

of a single cell for example, all the descendants of a single bacteria
present as a colony Upon a petri disn. ) The genetic identicalness o
members of a clone arises from the fat thia, the normal process o
division ,(called 1i-thesis) produces two daughter cells with ident
chromoSornal cOmplements The nulei ot 'the Cells found in the froi s
intestine are thus identical to t ose coul sa n-
liver- or brain.

Professor of 1310-.
Astry4 HarVard Univer.

=

Cambridge, Massachusetts-
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In contrast, the cell division process, called meiosis, which generates
the sex cells reduces the chromosome number in half. Only one of each
pair of homologous chromosomes enters a sperm or egg. Moreover, a
completely random event de cermines whether the given chromosome
is of male or of female origin. So no two eggs (or ape _) arising in a
given individual are ever genetically equivalent. No two sexually
produced frogs, having the same two parents, thus will be identical
unless they arise by tlie rare splitting of an already divided fertilized
egg into two separate daughter cells, each of which goes on to develop
into a complete embryo. (This is the process by which identical human
twins are produced.) In contrast, all the members of a clone produced
by mitosis will be identical, except for the occasional mutant cell
resulting from rarely occurring somatic gene mutations.

The existence of the first clonal frog, the result of the work of the
English zoologist John Gurdon, was a very important scientific event.
He settled the long controversial biological dilemma of whether the
process of cell differentiation in frogs was primarily a cytoplasmic or
nuclear event. During embryological development, the progeny cells
which result from the cell divisions commencing after fertilization
become changed (differentiated) into a variety of inorphologically
and functionally different cell types. For example, muscle cells,
nerve cells, and skin cells of a single individual all have a common
ancestor in one fertilized egg. Most differentiated animal cells, when
isolated from contact with other cells, continue to divide and maintain
their specific differentiated state. This fact posed the question of the
nature of the factors which maintain the specific form of a given
differentiated cell. In particular, does differentiation Occur through
irreversible changes in the nucleus which somehow alter its chromo-
somal makeup, perhaps by the mutation of specific genes?

Gardon's clonal frog cleanly settled this point by showing that a
nucleus taken from a highly differentiated cell still retains its capacity
for directing the development of a completely normal frog. Differentia-

.

tion thus does not involve gene mutations. Instead it must be based
upon complicated interactions between the nucleus and cytoplasm
which effectively coMmand certain genes to produce the specific gene
products ;needed ,for a given differentiated state. Rut as soon as One

such specialized nucleus is removed from its-given cytoPlasinic environ-
ment for example by microsurgical introduetion info a;-..teW cytoplas-

mic the Ms ruction whion. its genes receive 'are no %lager
the s,anie and a mew Aet of genes intq action. In partictilar,

heti 'the- nucleuS of :diffierentiated 'frog Ce*
weriiieleateds.'w*,i1-4Ae,d.ideggtrit Lasedints inotio'n the Succeisive
Wte i. eriati-yological eve o first 'to -the' taap:61'e 'stage
and finally to an adult frog.

The qué ondf -Cdtirkl"tiri -e6, will 'this saMe- hake for
the lai:ge majority of differentiated cells? Now I suspect most biolo.
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gists will guess yes. In general, very fundamental phenomena, of which
differentiation is one, do not have a different molecular ,basis from one
organism to another. Moreover, it is already clear thalifferentiation
in several plant species does not involve irreversible nuclear changes.
Now it is routinely possible to produce mature plants starting from
highly specialized soniatic cells of diploid chromosome number. For
example, mature carrot plantr can be produced from single callus
cells that are placed n proper nutritional environments. Thus it is
highly likely that the embryological development of most higher
animals, including man, inrolves the creation of countless numbers of
somatic nuclei each capable of serving as the complete genetic material
for a new organism. This means that, theoretically, all forms of higher
animal life may in effect bo capable of clonal reproduction.

If true, this situation could have very startling consequences as to
the nature of human life, a fact soon appreciated by many magazine
editors, one who commissioned a cover with multiple copies of Ringo
Starr, another who gave us overblown multiple likenesses of the
current sex goddess Raquel Welch. It takes little imagination to
perceive that different people will have highly different fantasies,
perhaps with some imagining the existence of countless people with
the featnres of Picasso or Frank Sinatra or Walt. Frazier or Doris
Day. And would monarchs like the Shala of Iran, Imowing they might
never be able to have a normal male heir, consider the possibility of
having a son whose genetic constitution vould be identical to their
own?

Clearly even more bizarre possibilities can be thought of, and so
we might have expected that many biologists, particularly those
whose work impinges upon this possibility, would seriously ponder
its implications, and begha a dialogue which would educate.the world's

-
citizens and offer suggestions which our legMative bodies might con-
sider in framing national science policies. Qn the whole, howevCr, this
is not at all what has.happened. ThoUgh a number of scientific papers
devoted to the problem of genetic engineering have casually mentioned
that clonal reproduction may someday _be vi/7_ h.us the discussioa to
which I arn party, have been so, va
estimates as_to be _virtuaUy soporific.- _
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One or both of these possibilities may explain why the occasional
scientist has not taken cloning before the public. The main reason,
however, I suspect, is that the prospect to most biologists looks too
remote and chancynot worthy of immediate attention when other
matters, like nuclear weapon overproliferation and pesticide and auto-
exhaust pollutions, present society with immediate threats to its
orderly continuation. Though scientists as a group are the most
future-oriented of all professions (some investment bankers would
probably disagree) there are few of us who 'concentrate on events
unlikely to become realitY within the next decade fir two.

Behind: the general belief that the development of techniques for
cloning any mammal, including man, lies far in the future, are funda-
mental differences in the embryological development of mammals
and amphibians like the frog. These differences reflect the very dif-
ferent environments in which amphibian and mammalian embryos
develop. Alt the frog's embryological development, even in the begin-
ning fertilization stages, occurs, in-vitro, outside the body of the female
parent, generally in the,nutrient-poor environment of fresh water lakes
and ponds. Thus all the food supply necessary for groNN th to a develop-
mental stage capable of m ependent feeding, in the case of a frog to

. , _

the tadpole stage, must initially be present within the unfertilized
egg. As a: result, amphibian eggs are not only always relatively laro-e
but alt their devefOpmental stages:are capable of relatively easy ex-
perimernetaatl inves 'tigation.

contrast are the eggs rof placental bearing mammals. Tlir
eggs are relatively sMall since they have to contain, only the, nourish-
ment necessary to reach approximately the. 64-cell stage. '.At this
point the tiny embryo implants itselfmon the wall of the uterus, a
pliieenital forth's', and all, the -food-Molecules necesSarrfor subsequent
embryonic growth coinee froth tUe.'female"-P4renit., N'idt``Oni.-7'd-oessi-he
sinall gib of slieh Mammalian 4kge mak rexPerithentation verYdiffil

but even inbre Lmportant, all ihe:StiiigeS nf deVelopMent normally
occur within the ovai- o viduct, Or uterus. _ oreover, t ere seems to
b'e no real prospect that _ any mammal can' eVer be tatallk: ikise
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to the adult stage would still lie ahead. Thus the clonal production of
human beings has seemed to most geneticists an event so unlikely as to
not be worth stirring up public attention.

This assessment would be correct if the pace of research on human
reproductive biology would continue at the current rate. With a few
exceptions, work on the early developmental processes in man has
not been seriously pushed either here in the United States or elsewhere.
As a result, there exists a scientific lacuna so serious that it deeply
disturbs those peoPle who realistically worry about overpopulation
problems. They believe that more basic biological knowledge about
human reproductive processes would be very helpful in slowing down
the fearful rise in the number of human beings. Consequently, already
there is much "population" money available to induce more people
to move into the field of reproductive biology, hopefully to learn in
great detail the step-by- step processes by which a human egg is
ovulated fertilized, cleaved, and moves down the oviduct to implant
on the uterine wall.

A key ingredient to obtaining this information is the development
of methods by which the early embryological stages of mammals can
be studied in. vitro. For as long as study is restricted to work on intact
athmals, experimental work,' as to be distinguished from observational
analysis, will be virtually impossible. Most importantly, though un-
known even to most biologists, the beginnings of first-rate research on
the in-vitro cultivation of mammalian eggs has already occurred.
Techniques are in fact available for the isolation of mouse eggs, their
fertilization in-vitro,' and subsequent cultivation under test tube
coaditions which permit grow Ili to the 64-cell stage. At this
point the embryonic body (called a blastocyst) can be surgically
inipIanted back into the uterus.of a living mouse, where it can eventu-
ill to the stage at which normal birth occurs.

This Means that most of the techniques that will -be needed for a
clonal mouse are already available. The only serious obstacles re-

ink are the development of methods for the rernoval of the haPloid
rnal nucleus' and_ the subsequent addition of a diPloid adult

ucleus liow there -are hints that 'the efiucleation:'problem Will -not
be ierious. For -soine years' it has been Im6wn that addition " -of' the
mitotic poison colchicrne to preovulatory mice lOads tor- abitorinal
meiotic di-6sions which frequently jrodètce ' nu1ear-free eggs: 1,14,:irer--.

ove -ve ee' kir-Vitro- siinil.--r cent work suagests -that c in
eggs which.liave bee4-`riirgiaP-31.-
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both donor cells. Though the existence of rare examples of cell fusion
was first clearly demonstrated in Paris by Barski in 1962, not until
1966 did Henry Harris and John Watkins working in the Pathology
Department of Oxford University develop a routine method for easily
fusing almost any two desired cells. Their contribution was the intro-
duction of ultraviolet light-killed Sendai virus (a close relative of the
common flu viruses). In some way not yet understood, adsorption of
large _ambers of Sendai particles so modifies cell surfaces that when
two so-treated cells touch each other, portions of the opposing cell
surfaces effectively dissolve, thereby creating one much larger cell
containing two nuclei. Subsequently these nuclei often coalesce yield-
ing a single nucleus containing all the chromosomes present in both
original nuclei.

During the past 3 years Christopher Graham, also at Oxford.,
has been using Sendai virus to fuse mouse eggs with diploid adult
mouse cells. The resulting cells still retain the essential features of an
egg because even the relatively small mouse eggs are much larger
than most diploid adult cells. While the fused eggs can divide several
times, they so far have not yet developed into blastocysts, the stage
necessary for successful implantation into the mouse uterus. Con-

, ,

ceivably this linAtation results from the need to remove the zona
pellucida (a normal protective covering) for the Sendai virus fusing
trick. Conditions must thus, be found either to fuse eggs which retain
the zona pellucida or which permit unprotected denuded eggs to
develop normally to hlastocyst. A reasonable guess is that Graham
will succeed, if not this year, most likely within ads coing decade.
The clonal mammal then will no longer be science fiction.

7

A likely consequence will be initiation of similar experiments with a
variety of other mammals- 1irst, -with_ easily obtainable lab6ratory
varieties of hamsters, rats, and rabbits, and soon afterward with
economically important domestic animals like cattle, sheep, and-pigs.

7

Though introduction of such methods into.animal husbandry might
=

seem at first like economic madness, many ve ermanans, may suspcct
°

other-wise, knowing well the very large prices currently paid for prize
animals.. Moreover, such research woUld, certamly liven u
agricultural schools, since someof their laculty would jump
thing more exciting thai the now very routine breeding progr
inspired);y, Mendehan genetics . So We Must ex,p4pc-tthat,lunless. soMe-
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At first consideration, it would seem likely that cloning of many
domestic species would have to occur before serious thought would be
given to the development of clinical procedures which would make
human cloning more than a theoretical possibility. This way of think-
ing presupposes that the primary purpose for such methodological
development need be cloning itself. If this in fact were the objective,
the variety of normal and legal objections that would be bound to
crop up most certainly would effectively prevent the legal granting of
the medical facilities needed for extensive in vitro experiments with
human eggs.

lf, however, the stated objective is to probe the human reproductive
process so that better contraceptive methods can be obtained, the
reaction of the general public will be much harder to predict. Though
many people will look with. horror at any test-tube work with human
eggs, others will breathe more easily that something is being done to
prevent the world from being crushed by overpopulation. Until
several years ago, this latter group was numerically relatively small
and without favor in virtually any political circle. Today, however,
taboos which would have seemed unbreakable just a decade ago are
rapidly being overturned, witness the recent action of the U.S.
Congress in overwhelmingly passing legislation that would pro-
mote family planning. Even more significant was the action of
New York State in making abortions the right of any women who so
desire them.

The prognosis thus seem vir ually inevitable that for one reason or
another the number of people studying all aspects of human embryo-
e,enesis will greatly increase. Not only will the amount of classical
observational analysis increase, but even more important, direct
experimentation with human eggs most likely will soon be the main
preoccupation of a number of intelligent, highly qualified biologists.

Already there exists one such individual, R. G. Edwards, an
English reproductive biologist now working in the Physiology Depart-
ment of Cambridge University. Originally trained as an embryologist
and with some 10-years experience in.growing niouse embryos in vitro,
he focuses his attention on the test-tn. o
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steps of meiosis occur and some thirty-six hours l ter bring the egcrs
to metaphase II, the stage where normal ovulation occurs. Then
when human sperm were added, fertilization occurs yielding a diploid
nucleus subsequently capable of dividing several times. However, no
fertilized in-vitro maturod egg has ever yet developed up to the
blastocyst stage. Some factor not yet understood must go wrong during
the in-vitro rneiosis.

To circumvent this difficulty, Edwards, together with his clinical
colleague, P. C. Steptoe of Oldham General Hospital, have devised a
simple surgical method for the removal of healthy human eggs after
they have completed much of meiosis, but before the ovulation step-
which releases free eggs from their follicles into the oviduct. Called
laparoscopy, it is a relatively minor operation which, while requiring
general anesthesia, generally only needs a 24-hour hospital stay. Prior
to the operation, a regimen of hormone (gonadotrophins) treatment is
given to induce follicle maturation and egg development through the
early stages of meiosis. Laparoscopy is then performed, some 4 hours
before ovulation would occur normally. The ovaries so exposed usually
contain highly enlarged follicles with thinning walls, through which
the desired oocytes can be carefully removed. Their procedures have
now reached the state 'where they can obtain healthy eggs from over
half the follicles examined.

Such preovulating oocytes are very suitable for subsequent embry
ological investigations. Fertilization rapidly ensues after human sperm
addltion, and in contrast to those eggs which had undergone meiotic
divisions in-vitro, these in-vivo matured eggs generally begin normal
cleavage divisions. Already many embryos have developed to the
eight-cell stage while a few have become blastocysts, the stage where
successful implantation into a human uterus shOuld not be too diffi
cult to achieve. In fact,- Edwards and Steptoe hope to accomplish
implantation and subsequent growth' into a normal baby within this_
coming year.

The queation naturally arises why should any woinen willingly-
submit to siich I operations: There is clearly some danger inVolYed
every time Steptoe oPerates: Nonetheless", he and Edwards -belieire
that the risks irriblved are-rnore than COUnterbalanced by the fact that
their research maY develop methods which make their patients able

- r

to' bear children. All their patients, though having norinal menstrual_
cycles, are infertile conceivably because many -have blocked oiriducts
Which 'prevent paSsage 'of- 'their eggs- into- the .uternsi. -If so, in-vitro

_

growth of their eggs up to the -blastocyst-stage iAak cirdiimVent their
infertility, there y allowing normal childbirth MOreover, sinee the
sex of a blastoeyst is disily determined by chromosomalanalysis, siieh
women would havi the possibility'o wheither: 'to giV th
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Clearly, if Edwards and Steptoe succeed, their success will be
followed up in many other places. The number of such infertile
women, while small on a relative percentage basis, is likely to be large
on an absolute basis. Conceivably within the "United States there
could be 100,000 or so women who would like a similar chance to have
their own babies. At the same time we must anticipate strong if not
hysterical, reactions from many quarters. The certainty that the
ready availability of this medical technique will open up the possibih
ity of hiring out unrelated women to carry a given baby to term is
bound to outrage many people. For there is absolutely no reason -why
the blastocyst need be implanted in the same woman from which the
pre-ovulatory eggs were obtained. So many women with anatomical
-complications which prohibit successful childbearing, would be
.strongly tempted to find a suitable surrogate. And it is easy to imagine
that many women who just don't want the discomforts of pregnancy
would also seek this very different form of motherhood.

Some very hard decisions may soon be upon us. For it is not obvious
that the vague potential of abhorrent misuse should weigh more
strongly that the unhappiness which thousands of married couples
feel when they are unable to have their own children. Different socie-
ties are likely to -view the matter differently and it would be surprising
if all come to the same conclusion. We must, therefore, assume that
techniques for the in vitro manipulation of human eggs are likely, to

be general medical practice, capable of routine performance in many
major nations within some 10 to 20 years.

The situation would then be ripe for extensive efforts, either legal
or illegal, at human cloning. No reason, of course, dictates that such
experiments need occur. Most of the medical people capable of such
experimentation would probably totally stay clear of any step which
in any way looked like its real purpose was to clone. But it would be

shortsighted to believe everyone will instinctively recoil from such
purposes. Some people may very sincerely believe the world desperate-
ly needs many copies of the really exceptional people if we are to
fight our way out of the ever-increasing computer-mediated complexity
that makes our individual brains so frequently inadequate.

Moreover, given the widespread development of the safe clinical
procedures for handling human eggs, cloning experiments would not
be prohibitively expensive. They need not be restricted to the super
powers--medium sized, if not minor countries,_ all now possess_ the
resources needed for eventual success. There furthermore need not
exist the coercion of a totalitarian state to provide the surrogate
mothers. There = already are such widespread divergences as to _the
sacredness of the act of human reproduction that the horing meaning-
lessness of the lives,of many women would be sufficient course forlheir
willingness to participate in such experimentation, be legal or
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illegal. Thus, if the matter proceeds in its current nondireeted fashion,
a human beingborn of clonal reproductionmost likely will appear
on the earth within the next 20 to 50 years, and conceivably even
sooner, if some nation actively promotes the venture.

The reaction of most people to the arrival of this asexually produced
child I suspect will be one of despair: The nature of the bond between
parents and their children, not to mention everyone's values about
their individual uniqueness, could be changed beyond recognition, if
such children became of common occurrence. Already many people,
particularly those with strong religious backgrounds, believe we should
now de-emphasize all those forms of research which could lead to
circumvention of the normal sexual reproductive processes. If this
step were taken, experiments on cell fusion might no longer be sup-
ported by federal funds or tax-exempt organizations. Prohibition of
such research would most certatnly put off the day when diploid nuclei
can satisfactorily be inserted into enucleated human eggs. Even more
effective would be to take steps quickly to make illegal, or to reaffi_rm
the illegality of, any experimental wOrk with human embryos:

Neither of these prohibitions, however, is likely to take place. In the
first place, the cell fusion technique now offers one of the best avenues
for understanding the genetic basis of cancer. Today all over the world,
cancer cells are being fused with normal cells to pinpoint those specific
chromosomes responsible for given forms of cancer. In addition, fusion
techniques are the basis of many genetic efforts to unravel the bio-
chemistry of diseases like cystic fibrosis or multiple, sclerosis. Any
attempts now to stop such work using the argument that cloning
represents a greater threat than a disease like cancer is likely to be
considered irresponsible by virtually anyone able to understand the
matter.

Though more people would initially go .along with a prohibition of
work on human embryos, many may have a change of heart when they
ponder the mess which the population explosion poses -The current
projections are so horrendous that responsible-people-are likely to con-
sider the need for more basic embryological factS much more.relevant
to our self-interest than the not-very-immediate threat. of -a few clonal
men existing some decades ahead. And the .potentially militant-lobby
of infertile couples who see test tube conception1 as their only route to
the joys'of raising -children of their own makingwould carry even more
weight. So; scientiStslike EdwardsLare likely to get a.go-ahead signal
even if, almost perverselY, the immediate- consequences .of 'their
"population money" supported research will be the production of even
more babies.

omplieatii2-, any possible- effort at effective-legislatiVe guidance is
the multiplicity of -Places where work like Edw_irds' emild occur,
thereby- thukiüg most unlikely -the possibility-that such maninulations
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would have the same legal or illegal) status throughout the world. We
must assume that if Edwards and Steptoe produce a really workable
method for restoring fertility, large numbers of women will search
out those places where it is legal (3r Possible), just as now they search
out places where abortions can be easily obtained.

Thus, all nations formulating policies to handle the implication of

in vitro human embryo experimentation must realize that the problem
is essentially an international one. Even if one or more 'countries stop
such research, their action could effectively be neutralized by the
response of a neighboring country. This most disconcerting impotence
even holds for the United States. If our congressional representatives,
upon learning where the matter now stands, decided they wanted none
of it and passed very strict laws against human embryo experimenta-
tion, their action would not set back seriously the current scientific and
medical momentum which brings us close to the possibility of surrogate
mothers, if not human clonal reproduction. This is because the relevant
experiments are not being done in the United States, but largely in
England. This is partly a matter of chance, but also a consequence of
the advanced state of English cell biology. In certain areas it is far
more adventurous and imaginative than its American counterpart.
Now there is no American university with the strength in experimental
embryology that Oxford possesses.

We must not assume, however, that today the important decisions
lie only before the British Government. Very soon we must anticipate
that a number of biologists and clinicians of other countries, sensing
the potential excitement, will move into this area. So even ff the
current English effort were stifled, similar experimentation could soon
begin elsewhere. Thus it appears to me most desirable that as many
people as possible be informed about the new ways of human reproduc-
tion and their potential consequences, both good and bad.

This is a matter far too important to be left solely in the hands
the scientific and medical communities. The belief that surrogate
mothers and clonal babies are inevitable because science always moves
forward, an attitude expressed to me recently by a scientific colleague,
represents a form of laissez-faire nonsense dismally reminiscent of the
creed that American business if left to itself will solve everybodys'
problems. Just as the success of a corporate body in maldng money
need not set the human condition ahead, neither does every scientific
advance automatically make our lives more "meaningful!' No doubt
the person whose experimental 'skill eventually could bring forth a
clonal baby would be giVen wide notoriety. But the child who could

ow up knowing that the world wants another Picasso would view
his creator in a different light.

I would thus hope that over the next decade wi dis-
cussion occurs, at the informal as well as formal legislative level about
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the manyfold problems which are bound to arise if test tube con-
ception becomes a common occurrence. On some matters a sufficient
international consciousness might be apparent to make possible some
forms of international agreements before the cat is totally out of the
bag. A blanket declaration of the worldwide illegality of human
cloning might be one result of a serious effort to ask the world which
direction it wishes to move.

Admittedly, the vast effort, needed for even the most limited
international arrangement, will deter those who believe the matter
now is of such marginal importance that in effect it might be a red
herring designed to take our minds off our callous attitudes toward
war, poverty, and racial prejudice. But if we do not think about the
matter now, the possibility of our having a free choice will one day
suddenly be gone.
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SU MARY VIEWS. AND COMMENTS

HERMAN POLLACK

I find that my mind is a bit awhirl with the richness of the material
which has been placed on our platter during the past three days.

Many wiseindeed some profoundobservations have been offered
on the status, the problems, and the prospects of international science.
Anticipating my assignment this morning, I have been tentatively
testing over the past few days several observations, hopefully original,
which I might contribute to this dialog. With each passing hour,
however, one. by one my: tentative themes have been preempted by
other speakers. Collectively, you are a hard act to follow.

Moreover, I call your attention to the fact that four simultaneous
panels on two successive days have created an information explosion
with which, I submit, not even IINISIST or the latest IBM computer
could contend. Were I not such a trusting soul, I might suspect that
the arrangements of the last two clays were ingeniously designed to
make it impossible for the man who was to deliver summary remarks
to fulfill his function.

However, I have read the papers as they became available and have
received reports on sessions which I could not attend. And it does seem
to ine that there are several themes which r3cur in the comments we
have heitrd.

One is the importance of insulating scien e from the imperatives of
parochial politics. Several speakers referred to the low specific gravity
in political terms of the problems dealt with by science and of the
ability this gave science to cross lines of political difference.

Repeated attention was called to the thesis that the habit of
cooperation which is fostered by scientific relationships, in itself is of
high value and a justification for the relationship. 'Numerous speakers
called attention to the importance of more effective use of science and
technology in support of the developnaental aspirations of the poorer
countries of the world.

Hardly a:Speaker failed to emphasize. the .importance 'of the free
movement of 'scientific, information among, the countries of the world.
And finally; almost without exception every participant in this seminar
alluded to the necessity of emploking science and technology.more
effectively, in the achievement of, the, great social aims of this age.

r ,

IreatOr, 8uisau 'of inteinational Beloit-lac aad Taehnological Affairs, Deriartineni
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And, of course, we had an especially stimula ting discussion on the
environmental issue. Dr. Watson's presentation suggests to me that
in the area he described there is a pressure generated by scientific
progress to define a social aim.

I must be forgiven for not refraining from pointing out' that with the
possible exception of the last point each of these was incorporated in.
the keynote remarks of the Secretary of State. They have, of course,
been enlarged and illuminated by succeeding speakers. It should now
be apparent that these are all basic points which will have to be
considered as the international community proceeds in the develop-
ment of international science policy.

I should like to comment now on several points which arose in the
dialog of the three-day panel. First, I would like to say that anyone
who occupies my position cannot help but be impressed by the verity
of the theses that international scientific relationships must be
insulated from transitory political considerations and they have
possibly unique capabilities of transcending political differences.

Certainly we in the Department of State subscribe wholeheartedly
to these points. At the same time, I want to underline the importance
of a point that Mr. Daddario, among others, touched on in his
remarks. This is that the absence of political agraement, frequently
occasioned by national ambitions or concerns regarding sovereignty,
is an effective barrier to many necessary endeavors in science and
technology which can be accomplished only by international coopera-
tion. The undeniable success of CERN is, so to speak, the exception
that proves my rule.

Another way of stating my point is that we may sometunes un-
balance our perspective by overly emphasizing the necessity to free
science from political considerations. I concur entirely that this is a
valid concern. At the same time I submit that we have not emphasized
nearly enough the importance of obtaining the political agreement
which will be the necessary precedent to the multilateral undertaking
of major scientific and especially technological ventures such.as those
that are foreseeable, for example, in the use of outer space and in
the management of international environmental problems.

Achieving international political agreement is, of course, an im-
mensely complicated taskcertainly as difficult as any scientific
hallenge ever confronted by a scientist or scholar. Political agree-

ment is much too important a task to be left to the diplomats. It
will require the active participation of every skill and activity repre-
sented in this room, and more besides.

If I understand what we were doing in the early part o this morn-
g's session, we , were indeed tussling with the problem of political

agreement, but it is not clear to me whether the discussion, especially
of international waters advanced or set back the cause.
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A second comment vhich I would like to make relates to the goals
to which international science policy is directed.

The overall objective of governments in fostering international
cooperation in science and technology is to advance their national
interests and to strengthen their international relationships. I have
stated that rather bluntly, but this is a fact of life which should be
taken as an operating premise by all who are Mterested in enlarging
governmental support for international scientific cooperation.

Inherent in all such cooperation is the desire to extend, improve, or
expedite the acquisition and diffusion of knowledge. Such cooperation,
furthermore, is often activated or motivated by humanitarian,
political, or economic considerations.

From this cooperation, each government expects to obtain particu-
lar benefits, direct or indirect. In some cases, these will be tangible and
of an economic nature. Others will be less tangible, such as improve-
ment of hcialth, safety, the quality of life, and of course the advance-
ment of science, the thread which binds the entire enterprise.

These goals and benefits are not unilateral, of course. Cooperation
would not be possible or meaningful if the goals sought were not
mutually compatible and the benefits derived did not flow to each
nation involved.

As my third comment, I suggest that the scientists sometimes h de
their, light under a bushel. There have been many at .this meeting,
and elsewhere, who have alluded to the -lack of public and political
sUpport for science. It seems to me that if there were wider under-
standing, that Mternational scientific and technological cooperation
frequently does pay off in tangible ways, often eaonomic, that.publie
and political support-might be mere forthcoming.

eerefary Rogers in hiS -remarks speke, of the tangible :benefits Which
the United States has realized from its *partieipation in cooperative
international programs in science and technology. He referred to the
saving of lives thicargh better hurricane warning systems and to
foreign contributions to the U.S. lunar program.

These examples were drawn from a study the Department of
State has under way Of the tangible benefits of iniernaticinal co-
operation in science and technology. This studY, INiiiGh must be
described as pieliininary, has identified literally ,-hUndreds of -spepific
examples of specific,tangiblej),er,l-efits tfi our citizens generated -air' ugh
cooperative international_ programs in scieneei and tpelniblogy.- 'Our

artners in- -this ccicipekation Can of *course Make the same clair
Our listing erdbraces many instances -of dirict eammnie . ben

through sharing with other nations the* costs .of essential ieseare
through the: incorporation mto, key U.S. researdi programs o
strumenttion, techniques, and esSentiq, data generaged.in pro
suPported bfbtbèr nations; and through ,opPortiMitiei
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scientists to utilize unique resoarOli facilities ranging from ocean-
ographic research vessels to special collections of biological materials
created by and financed by other natioils.

Our study has identified many important examples of indirect
economic benqfits accruing from international cooperation in science
and technology. Thus, there are the new markets for U.S.-manufac-
tured scientific instruments which result from international coopera-
tion in research, and the adoption by U.S. producers of economically
important new technologies developed abroad and brought to our
attention as a result of cooperative programs.

Another important form of indirect economic benefit is the ability
to avoid unproductive, and expensive, dfrections for our research
efforts or to "leapfrog" in our research planning on the basis of results
coming to us tlu-ough international cooperation. It is difficultif not
impossible to assign specific dollar figures to these indirect econotnic
benefits, but in many instances they are clearly substantial.

No one can assign objective dollar values to the results of basic
research or the development of new technologies which relate to
improving the health of our citizens, or to public safety. These are,
nonetheless, tangible benefits, and our international cooperation in
science and technology has yielded dozens of important gains in t ese
areas.

I do not wish
i

to overstate the importance of tangible henefit
iresulting from nternational cooperation n science and technology

nor assert that they alone are an adequate justification for scientific
cooperation. On occasion, however, that is precisely the case.

I do assert, however, that we are not taking sufficient credit for
the practical, tangible, and economic benefits that frequently result
from scientific cooperation and from the uses to which we put the
knowledge that is derived from such coopers tion.

Were we to do so, perhaps the hard-headed budgeteers and appro-
priators of money might be more receptive to requests for funds for
scientific endeavors.

Policy for science and technology is, in a very real sense, pdlicy or
the future of ali mankind. These annual meethigs of the HouSe Coni-
mittee on Science and Astronautics with the Panel on Scienee and
Teclmolog7, incorp6ratfrig each year the 'contributions of outstan
scientists and ainistrators from many parts of the worl
played a unique role in- the public diSciissions of t. his_ su
They constitute one of the best examples I know of successf

,

national scientific ceoperation.
:Mffler n


